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INTHDDEICTIOH
In Manchester, in 1874, Caton first demonstrated that a
spontaneously fluctuating electrical activity could he recorded
from the exposed animal brain. It was not until 1929, however,
that Hans Berger, a psychiatrist, succeeded in recording from
the intact skull of a human subject. He called the record
which he obtained das Elektrenkephal0gramm. The name has
remained, and the whole study is referred to as
Electroencephalography,
The fact that Berger was a psychiatrist has had two
repercussions which have affected the study considerably. He
first published in the "Archives of Psychiatry and Bervous
Diseases", and his work passed unnoticed until 19S4 when Adrian
and Mathews published a verification. The second result was
that his interest In psychiatry led him to test the relationship
between those spontaneous fluctuations and mental events amongst
his first experiments. Psychological phenomena, then .have a
very important place in the foundations of the subject.
With the verifications of Berger*s work by Adrian and
Mathews (1934), and Gibbs, Davis, and lennox (1935), there was
reason to be increasingly hopeful that psychology had available
a new tool which might be of value in uncovering some physio¬
logical correlates of Rental* events.
The pioneer investigators reinforced this hope by reporting
-1- /change
change in the electrocortical record when a subject was
stimulated, (especially startled), or engaged in mental
activity. Bagohi (1936), Knott (1938, 1939), Loomis,
Harvey, and Hobart (193 6), Travis, Knott, and Griffith (1937),
Travis and Knott (1936, 1937), and many others added to the
experimental proof of the relationship between the alpha-
rhythm as a physiological index7and mental activity.
The correlation of sensation and after-sensation with the
alpha activity (the ten per senftnd * normal resting rhythm' )
by Cruikshahk (1937), Jasper (1937), Jasper and Cruiksharik (1937)
and Travis .and Hall (1938), has shown that some relation exists,
albeit inconsistent in respect of sensation per se.
In respect of the establishment of the electrocortical
correlates of action, Knott (1939), reports that "it is known
by all workers in the field that the effect of a light stimulus
is to make the alpha wave more apparent (evoked potential) or
less apparent (blocking)". If a subject is given instructions
to respond to such a stimulus in some prearranged fashion., there
is a change in the aggregate at least, of the time of blocking
of the alpha rhythm. The change in the blocking effect is a
change in degree rather than kind, and can be detected only by
measurement and analysis.
"The investigations have shown that the sentence 'React
to the light' or some variant, can alter the response of the
alpha rhythm to light even if the instructions are just to
-2- /count
count the number1, (Knott, 1939). This sentence gives a
clear indication of the possible usefulness of the electro¬
encephalograph! c technique in Psychology.
The use of this technique with the Behaviour Disorders
has been invaluable but has taken much of the focus from the
experimental field in the last decade. Since the end of the
war, there are relatively few reports of work done on the E.E.G,
and psychological factors, though the publication of thousands of
papers in the last few years is evidence of the fertility of the
subject for medical and physiological investigation. By so
much has the subject fallen from popularity with the psychological
laboratory,that we read "normal psychology has received little
benefit from the study of electrical brain activity" (Munday-
Castle 1950, p.25) and hear Vernon say the same thing (Vernon
1952), a conclusion which would have surprised the earlier
discoverers of the activity.
The evidence on the subject of attention and its
assooiation^which I shall mention ^shows that there are
concomittant activities shown upjbn the E.E.G. The problem is
only to decide how to examine the relationship between the twoy
and to extend the methods into related topics.
The present work is an attempt at showing the value that
the electroencephalograph may have in the experimental
psychologists laboratory, and the way in which new techniques can
be developed and may be expected to develop in the future.
(3-; /There
K
There are two possible avenues to this goal, iio develop f
\ - 1 \
the techniques individually and separately, or to allow them to 1
■
■ ■ .... :|
arise in the course of the first steps in the solution of a
central problem. Both alternatives have advantages. In this
paper the latter is adopted,and five exploratory experiments
are reported which, have a direct bearing on the time of




The purpose of this section is to define the major
difficulties in the way of the investigation which gives its
title to this work.
The problem lay in the results of an investigation
by Thurstone (1943), in which a factorial analysis was rnade of
the results from a great number of perceptual tests/and some
others, the outcome of which showed that the first and most
general factor was that,best described as'time of perception!
Being the first faetor, the implications are that it is
tadamental, and at least as important in perceptual tests as "g"
in the Binet type of test. But how to examine further? A
factorial analysis is a gross method,and the only way of knowing
that the same variable is operatingfis by the repetition of a
substantial part of the same experiment together with the
inclusion of further tests.
Instead,another approach was taken. If the supposition
that time of perception is fundamental is correct, then it is a
small step to consider that it must he related in some way to
the electrical activity of the brain. Adrian (1933), McCulloeh
(1947), Gerrard (1949), Walter (1950), and others have reported
that,if the surface of the cortex is stimulated, excitation waves
travel from this centre in all directions (demonstrably through
the axons of the cortical neural populace) at an apparently
^5- /fixed
fixed rate,varying slightly between animals and between
different human subjects.
An experiment was planned to investigate the possibility
of recording this spread. Accordingly a light of high
intensity was used as a stimulus, and the response of the
occipital and the ocoipito-parietal region, two to four
centimetres away, were recorded. The presence of character¬
istic response was detected, but consistent evidence of a phase
difference was not obtained.
An indirect method of examination of the problem bad to
he found, and the method of stimulus and behavioural response
seemed to offer the best opportunity, as it has long been
recognised that there is an apparently irreducible minimum in
the reaction time to which results have 'tended'. However, the
inconstancy of reaction time is also well recognised and has
beem variously reported as being due to attitude, attention, set,
intention, etc.
It seems impossible to eliminate these variables from any
reaction in order to examine the minimum time, so a thorough
examination of their effects must be made as part of such an
undertaking. It has long been known (see Jasper and Cruiksharik
(1937), Travis and Egan (1938), Travis and Hall (1938), Knott
(1939), Loomis, Harvey and Hobart (1936), and others) that there
is a change in the cortical excitatory state (represented by the
-6- /electrical
electrical activity) in the stimulus and response situation
which is directly recordable. It is reported that this
varies with attention. Jasper (1937) equates the two.
The first part of this paper, therefore, is an
attempt at delineating the mechanism and experimentally
demonstrable variations of the 'automatic' central processes.
These are better known as 'set' (etc.) and we can refer to
them as non-sensory influences on behaviour. Following
this, will be a description of some findings on the
relationship between the intervening variables, as they
affect time of perception and the electroencephalographic





Under this general heading, I propose to discuss an
intervening variable in the stimulus-response situation.
I use the word 'set'. Though it has no unique meaning,
it is generally used in the manner indicated in the first
paragraph. It is implied, by employing the term, that there
is incomplete sensory control over the response.
the
A considerable amount of/work involving the concepts
of 'set' has been done incidentally to other experiments
where 'set' has been invoked to explain equivocal results.
Little attempt seems to have been made to reach a consistent
terminology, and no two writers agree in all their concepts.
It was necessary therefore, to make a preliminary classifi¬
cation of all the related concepts from experimental evidence,
and to use this as one step in the process of reduction to a
working hypothesis. The headings are in no way intended as
final, but are merely descriptive summaries not necessarily
independent. The end result, it is hoped,
will produce a number of separable variables.
/The
The usage of the tern 'set' and its equivalents.
There are extensive and intensive reviews in the literature,
notably those of Woodworth (1938), and Gibson (1941). Rather than
present a repetition of this work, I have made an assessment of
some one hundred and thirty experimental papers, etc., representing
the most important contributions on the subject. The aim is to
ascertain the explicit or implicit experimental variances of the
effect 'set1, to name them, and later to discuss their relationship
to fundamental mechanisms. The references are those of Woodworth
and Gibson, and for clearness will be omitted.
Following this, the place of set in some modern systems of
Psychology will be dealt with in greater detail.
I have found it necessary to use seven headings j they are
attitude, habit, hypothesis, attention, expectation, expectancy
and intention. For clarity, the usages given to these terms in
the following paragraphs will be indicated in later discussions
by placing them in inverted commas, otherwise the meaning given
to the word by the writer under consideration will he implied.
Attitude
This word refers to that which writers describe, often
very loosely, as the general approach by the subject to the
experiment. It is governed by the general personality qualities
of the subject, the result of past op immediately past experience
and his relationship with the experimenter - verbal instructions
-9- /and
and bo on.
It is very often assumed to be constant throughout the
experiment.
In other contexts it is often paired with a modality
e.g., sensorial attitude as contrasted with muscular atti¬
tude by Woodworth, and refers, in this case, to something of
the same order as attitude,but not necessarily to an
unchanging, general approach to the experiment.
Habit
This is again an approach, operation or method carried to
the experiment as the result of previous experience. It is
specific and related to the problem. Usually it is set up
by a previous experiment and then the transfer of training
tested by success at the new task, as compared with either
the training experiment, or the result of a 'control group'
not previously trained.
Hypothesis
This is a definite conceptualisation, not necessarily
conscious, of an order in the field. The evidence for such a
construct is a persistent activity in the face of lack of rein¬
forcement, with the series of results being marked by rather
- 10 - /sudden
sudden changes; as such, it may be thought of as an
'inertia'.
Attention
This represents the focussing of the receiving organism.
It is often used synonymously with strength of fixation (on
a problem). Its obverse is distractability, and it is often
tested in the latter form. A further facet is in terms of
locus or span. These words are not experimentally opposites
of focus; they depend upon temporal factors as a result of
focus, e.g. span of memory or perception.
Attention is focussed, mobilised, distracted, etc. and
is the abstraction made by all workers with reference to the
necessary conditions to block the alpha rhythm. Mowrer
(1950) refers to it as secondary motivation. Lindsley (1951)
places it on the same continuum as emotion.
Bxpectation
This is the prearoused anticipation of stimulus, stimulus
mode, objects, qualities or relations. It might be verbally
induced and it is contrasted with -
Intention
- being prepared to react by making specific movements, it
- 11 - /is
is motor organisation plus motivation. With this variant of set,
we get the greatest number of false reactions in a classical
reaction time situation. Uany writers talk of intention to
perform a familiar mental operation (multiplying, memorising,
giving the opposite word, and so on). This aspect xs extremely
similar to transfer of training.
Expectancy
This is not to be confused with expectation. It is the
association of one stimulus acting as a ''signal" for another
(sign-significance). It represents the subjective probability
that(it any given time after warning, a certain stimulus pattern
will occur* It refers clearly to the temporal characteristics of
the situation. It is built up in the experiment, mi is labile
and tpansient.and iS' no™.; iVO'flOft'lis
The foregoing concepts are not all at the same level of
abstraction. Some might be thought to overlap or include others,
but they are necessary in the classification and have been shown,
under certain conditions, to be experimentally separable. They
are not a satisfactory minimum, but were intended as a maximum,
is a minimum, Howrer (i960) proposes that they are all one and the
same thing*
I am not in agreement with Mowrer for reasons to be given
later, such as that, for instance, attention and expectancy clearly
stand out as being of a different order from the remainder. These
-12- /may
may easily "be subsumed as forms of attitude, whereasf attention
as described ,is itself a'mechanism, and expectancy is the function
of a very specific system? about these differences,I will have
more to say later.
Some of the most important contributions on *setf of the last
decade or so are discussed below; in order that I may compare the
provisional headings with these ideas.
Morgan,
Concepts of attention, expectancy, set and perceptual set are
used by Morgan (1943), in ways not in agreement with the schema
already presented.
Poppelreuter (1917) discovered that patients with small
striate lesions (occipital area) show defects of what he calls
visual attention. Morgan, in line with Neurology and
Neurophysiology, refers to attention in these terms, (cf. Holmes
1946)*
The distinction to be made between defects in attention and
sensory loss is subtle but meaningful. Objects maybe 'seen* well
enough but they may not be able to command behaviour. This is the
same as saying that a stimulus pattern falling on the part of the
visual field associated with the lesion cannot become associated
with a response, even if the same pattern falling on another part
is so associated. This loss would appear to be one of localised
sensory organisation, i.e. Expectancy1*
-13- /Set
Set, says Morgan, is a property of the central motive state
(c.m.s.); it is a potentiality for presenting various patterns of
behaviour when the appropriate stimulus conditions in the external
environment are available. A hungry animal eats when food is in
front of him, but does not exhibit mastication and so on,in the
absence of food. He goes on to say that, in the absence of the
appropriate external conditions the c.m.s. can be said to prepare,
prime or set the organism for these forms of behaviour when they
become possible. We are dealing here with motor organisation
associated with {conditioned to) a motivation which I have referred
to as 1 intention*.
The central motive state has three aspects, general activity,
specific activity, and a readiness to perceive and react to stimu¬
lus situations in particular ways. They are an effective way of
remedying the condition which motivated the animal. The priming
aspect is most important (sic), it makes behaviour appear purposive,
and determines the habits learned in obtaining the state of estim¬
ation. Morgan reports ab&ation experiments which show that the set
aspect of motivation (i.e., the o.m.s.), is dependent upon the
presence of the intact cerebral cortex. Without the cortex the
c.m.s. eventuated in only the general and specific forms of
behaviour. This is very similar to the effect of frustration on
the young animal and provides some evidence that 'intention" (*set*
in Morgan*s terminology) involves learned organisations.
-14- /Hilgard
Hilgard and Marquis (1940) remark that expectancy was introduced
into learning theory to account for the phenomena of learning not
otherwise explicable in terms of substitution or trial and error.
This is illustrated in Tinklepaugh's experiment (1928) with
monkeys. Bananas were the usual reward, and on being unexpected¬
ly given lettuce in place of the bananas the animals rejected it,
in spite of the fact that lettuce is normally acceptable.
Morgans concept of expectancy is in agreement with this. Re
goes further, however, and says that he regards it as a central
neural process, which stands for the successful act and serves
the same function} it is to him a secondary principle deriving
from the principle of effect. Expectancy, he says, is of the act
for which the motivation primes the organism. By definition it
is therefore a symbolic process.
The symbolic processes are divided into four headings by
Morgan. First, trace processes which represent previous sensory
experience and are illustrated by the delayed reaction experiments.
This appears to be similar to "expectancy" in my scheme. Second,
expectancy? Morgan refers to expectancy as probably a complex
cortical process involving neural activities representative of
previous experience, (i.e. trs.ee processes), plus a set or
preparation for particular types of response ("expectancy" plus
"intention"). The third and fiurth are seratim aspects of symbolic
function and reasoning respectively. Reasoning is said to
involve symbolic trial and error together with the other three
-15- /aspects
aspects.
We are here concerned with the first two headings.
Morgan presents evidence that trace functions depend upon frontal
areas/in so far as a set (in his use) is required in reacting to
them, "but the traces themselves can be mediated elsewhere
(ablation experiments with monkeys). The trace represents the
sensory rather than the motor side of adjustment,and Morgan
concludes that the sensory (trace) aspects of symbolic processes
are mediated primarily in the more posterior parts of the brain.
The best information available concerning aphasia would seem to
fit this conclusion.
Expectancy (Morgan's use) is located in the frontal
lobes. It has been directly tested with rats, and evidence from
experimental neurosis in monkeys,leads Morgan to believe that if
direct tests of expectancy are carried out on monkeys then they
will clearly indicate expectancy to depend upon the pre-frontal
areas.
Seratim function is a complication of the simple
intention and this has been proved unequivocally to be dependent
on the pre-frontal areas in monkeys. (It is defined by Morgan
as that capacity to organise and sythesise motor activity in
serial order).
He concludes that the fundamental functions underlying
symbolic processes are of two sorts, trace (imagery) and
expectancy (intention). ("One might also call them sensory and
-16- Motor
motor or receptive and expressive" p.558).
In summary then, Morgan uses concepts of "intention" and
"expectancy". There exists physiological evidence of their
existance and their localisation. "intention" is localised in the
frontal lobes of the cortex. It is intimately related to motivation
and motor organisation. "Expectancy" depends upon the intactness
of the striate area and might be called sensory organisation.
It is perhaps pertinent at this point to consider the work
of the clinical neurologist. I have taken Holmes (1946) as an
example.
Holmes considers that attention is the focus in the
conscious field. It is responsive to stimulation (stimuli or
thoughts may hold it) but it is directed away from these things by
"will" (concentration is his example). One of the most important of
neurotic symptoms is lack of attention. The power of focussing
attention on any part of the body depends upon the integrity of that
part of the cortex in which the sensation is represented.
A local defect in attention may result from a cortical
lesion. For instance , (as Morgan also points out) a defect of local
attention in the visual fields is well recognised. It becomes very
obvious when stimuli of equal intensity are applied simultaneously
to the affected and normal payts, ¥ery few, or no responses, may be
obtained from the former, though, when tested separately/no defect in
sensation can be discovered in it.
.47.. /Attention
Attention hemianopsia is apparently caused by hysteria,
exhaustion and non-specific cerebral lesions. "It is especially
noticeable in a long clinical examination when the patient is tired
or his attention is distracted".
This appears to be a case of dominance and might well be
evidence for a "mass action" hypothesis. Trace processes
("expectancy") appear to be interfered with, but in the earlier
definition a mixture of "expectancy" and "attention" (in my schema)
seems to be implied.
Hebb
Hebb (1949) defines attention as a central facilitation
of a perceptual activity and says that, so used, it has the same
meaning as perceptual set. (p.102). That he does not think of the
identity unequivocally is evidenced by the statement (p.153)
"Perceptual set is...* closely related to attention", though there is
sufficient overlap for the definition to stand.
He opens his discussions of attention and related topics by
making a very strong case for the necessity of taking this non-
sensory process into account.
In different contexts he uses the terms attitude, set,
attention, expectancy and anticipation. Since he devotes the
greatest amount of space to attention, I will commence with this.
In the introduction (p.Sff.) he states the facts pertaining
to the existance of autonomous central processes, and bases a great
deal of his argument upon the presence and absence of the alpha
-13- /rhythm
rhythm and the studies reviewed by Jasper (1937).
He writes as if he assumes that sensory processes per se
are the cause of blocking of the alpha rhythm? his conclusion does
not depend upon this assumption, however, and it is that the alpha
rhythm is evidence of non-sensory activity in the brain. Attention
selects from a given sensory input, it refers to the selectivity
of response. He writes, "A subject may not remember that to which
he did not pay attention."
In terms of ffebb's notation, activity in the cell assembly a
facilitates the arpousal of the assemblies b and c as well as the
motor response to fixate and C. When B is looked at just after
Aj activity in b_is arsoused in two ways, sensorily by looking at
B and centrally by association of ideas. The central facilitation
from a_ is an instance of attention. This represents an enduring
trace of not only a^ but b^whioh is normally present close to a_ in
timejdue to their sensory closeness, and, therefore, centrally close
after 'learning*. This is clearly the same as "expectancy". (In
Hebb's neurophysiological exposition, A, B, and C are the points of a
triangle and a, b, and c_ are the respective cell assemblies. They
are learned.)
Attitude is contrasted by Hebb, 1) from the more briefly
lasting attention ("expectancy"), 2) from the stable selectivity
that maybe either inborn (instinct) or established by slow learning
and remains unchanged from one day to the next (habit). He links
attitude with intention and interest and refers to it as the per-
-19- /sis ting
persisting central neural influence that sustains activity in one
direction. Attitude is non-sensory but it is a conceptual cycle
(to vshich sensation roust continually contribute). This might occu?
he thinks, by having elasses of associated cortical activities, e.g.
as a result of having occurred together frequently, each activity
in a class A, B, C, D, ..... would facilitate other activities in
the same class so that we get in sequence A-B-C-D-A-B-C-D ....
which would have a greater maximum duration than the smaller cycle
A-B-G-A-B-C- ... (Each letter in this case stands for a conceptual
activity or phase cycle, not a cell assembly action. Phase cycle
subsumes perhaps many cell assemblies).
Expectancy is used in two ways by Hebb.
1) If the initiation of one of the above protracted and selective
series involves some lasting bodily condition, such as lack of food,
which in the presence of a particular environment sets up an
■
- f
expectancy of eating, the expectancy might dominate the series and
have a further organising influence. In this context Hebb is
talking of expectancy used in the way the older writers used
"intention", and as I have described it. For example? in the above
case we have lowering of the limen determining eating. A_ then
stands for expectancy of eating and a series might be A-B-A-C-A-D-A
.... with A_ dominant.
2) the seeond use of the term emerges as follows. In the last
paragraph we talked of the expectancy of eating. Hebb also talks
of expectancy of food. This seems to have a different connotation,
-20- /ana
%
and reminds one of Tihklepaugh,s experiment (see under Morgan).
Hebb gives the example involving the phrase, "A rat in a maze when
it has reached point A-fr perception of C-^ expectancy of an alley
leading towards and so on. This appears to be synonymous
with his use of the word attention and to ha ire the same meaning as
I gave the word "expectancy".
After further trials of the above, i.e. greater learning,
Hebb uses the word anticipation, e.g. we have perception of A-»
expectancy of food with orientation towards C-fr anticipation of C.
Anticipation might be referred to as memory in this context.
In summary then, Hebb uses attention, perceptual set and
expectancy of sensation (second paragraph on expectancy) as synon¬
ymous, and in the same way as my use of "expectancy"' j attitude
also is used in the same way as outlined for 5& to Hebb it seems
to be an integration of ■'expectancies". If there is motivation,
... ... •. ... ...... .... . . ... f.
then we may have expectancy of doing something (first paragraph on
expectancy) in Hebb's terms, or "intention" in mine.
Mow re r
Mbwrer (1940b) quotes the early introspectionists in that
"anticipation is usually accompanied by strain". This he equates
with, expectancy.
Following Ach of the W&rzberg school, Mowrer says that the
difference in the latency of a simple reaction, such as releasing
a key in response to a light or tone (human subjects) when the
-21- /stimulus
stimulus is presented without warning, contrasted with a reaction
before which a jreparatory signal was given, clearly shows the
role of expectancy or preparatory set (attention) in determining
the time required for such a reaction to occur. He implicitly
assumes that the relation between expectancy and quickness of
reaction is continuous, and explicitly proposes to assume it
linear until proved wrong. His experiment tests expectancy from
moment to moment as a result of previous (immediate) stimulus and
response.
His results show a characteristic reduction in reaction time
as the "expected1 interval between preparatory signal (in his case,
the last stimulus) and the stimulus is approached
In the figure, the left-hand side curve represents reaction-time
in a percentage of the minimum, and the right hand side curve the
inverse, which he defines as expectancy.
It is believed, he says, that the general shape of this curve,
involving a relatively rapid rise to the maximum point and then a
-22- /more
more gradual decline, can be derived from the concept of stimulus
traces and from the principle of generalisation of conditioning,
Mowrer takes the view with Jasper (1937) that the blocking of
the alpha rhythm is due to the central excitatory state and equates
it with what he calls expectancy. Other experimenters using the
technique of electroencephalography^ refer to the blocking as the
organism •being excited', 'aroused','emotionally tense', 'very
alert', 'intense concentration (of attention)', 'attending', etc.
The evidence for Mowrer's assumption is that a preparatory signal
can take on the properties of causing blocking, after being paired
with or preceding a stimulus which will itself cause blocking, on
a number of occasions, This fact is extremely well-supported by
evidence from many writers,
Mowrer insists that preparatory set (expectancy), attention
and the like are in fact the same thing", (Mbwrer 1940), In
spite of this he places a twofold emphasis on the interpretation
of his results. This may be seen by examining his contribution
in 1941 and his monograph 1940b, and later, his comment on the
reprint of this monograph in I960. In the first case he is
intent on establishing the central locus of preparatory set
(expectancy). When looking for a mechanism he talks of set as
a conditioned stimulus, although elicited by a stimulus which
necessarily precedes it, it is basically antieipatory. By the
process of conditioning, the affected organism learns, on the
basis of past experience, to make adaptive adjustments to
-23- /impending
impending (future) events. Sets, therefore, may be thought of as
implicit conditioned responses. As an illustration, he refers to
the conditioning of th£ alpha rhythm (p.131). However, in the
monograph, we find expectancy (etc.) referred to as a state of
tension or discomfort involving anticipation of the recurrence of
one or more needs. In his book (i960) he says, "As indicated in
Chapter One, all emotions have an expectant or anticipatory quality
and are sets for one form of activity or another." Expectancy is
referred to as secondary motivation.
Previously he had attributed two facets to the problem of
preparatory set (expectancy). On the one hand, as an explanation
of a variety of behaviour changes which ape often, mistakenly
attributed to learning^but which are really due to the mere tripp¬
ing of an existing state of preparatory tension. On the other
a '
hand, set was considered as^motivational factor. By this postu-
l&ti'en the law of effeet, as reformulated by Thorndike, can be
made more acceptable as a universal explanation of learning,
applicable no less to the conditioning of defensive reactions than
the formation of new habits by trial and error, and more obvious
forms of goalfseeking behaviour. Mowrer suggests the universal
principle is that learning occurs when a reaction system which has
been under tension undergoes a tension reduction. As we shall see
in the discussion of set and learning theory, he retracts from this
universal principle and accepts a two-factor theory of learning in
1947. This change appears to make very little difference to his
-24- /notion
notion of set, since he is still taking of set as a secondary
motivation in 1950.
In spite of the variations of emphasis, there is no
logical antithesis here. The later ideas (set as secondary
motivation) are similar to that which I have called ^attention".
However, his experimental work is not entirely consistent with these
ideas. The experiments involve a stimulus at regular Intervals
to which the subject releases a key after which he presses it again.
Thus, the last stimulus acts as a preparatory signal for the next.
This, I consider, is better fitted to my exposition of expectancy.
It seems to me that at any given instant, "expectancy" of the next
stimulus may be rising whilst "attention" may wander at random.
Furthermore, when the stimulus does occur it will not have the
property of attracting "attention" for just that reason, that
"expectancy" was high. Somebvidence of a concrete anatomical
difference between the two was given in the section on Morgan, and
I will take up the point in the next part of this paper.
Attitude is referred to by Mowrer in terms of a limiting of
the behavioural response in Calvin*s experiment (1939). He talks
of a negative attitude and seems to use the word in the same way
as I have used "habit".
To summarise, Mowrer considers theoretically that
attention, attitude, preparatory set, etc., are equated. In




LEARNING THEORY AMD SET
Set has played an often changing role in learning theory.
The early students of human conditioning contrasted the two, so
that when the subject reacted and was not conditioned he was said
to have a 'set* (Sehplsberg(l932), Sason (1934), and Razran (1935) ),
The W&tsonian school rejected any such intermediary and
posited only sensory control of the reaction. In the same line the
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later stimulus-response (S-R) theorists, by laying stress upon the
response, refer to set as being a conditioned response. (Hull
(1929, 1931), Sinter (1938), and Ifonter and fkggins (1934),).
In contrast(ToIman (1932, 1937), Tolman and Brunswick (1935), and
others including £ener (1937), who lay stress upon the *S-S* (signal
or replacement characteristics of the conditioned stimulus) relation¬
ship say that conditioning is set. The difference is not entirely
verbal. 'Set1 to Hull is 'habit' or 'intention* in my terminology,
depending upon Its performance} to Tolman it is 'expectation', or
'expectancy* in my terminology depending upon whether it is permanent
semi-permanent, or transient. Tolman refers to it under the unified
title of expectancy. That these two ('intention* and 'expectancy')
are experimentally separable was demonstrated by Linder (1938), and
Schilder (1929), and two experiments from Hilgard's laboratory
(Hilgard et al. 1938a and 1938b), differentiate them in relation to
conditioning. In one (1938a) the subjects are given knowledge of
the stimulus relationships/in the other (1938b) the subjects were
•26- /divided
divided into two groups ana given "sets" to react or not to react
to the stimuli.
The results for this procedure show that the two kinds of
s^M
altitude induced are quite different. The authors observe that
the control of response by expectancy of stimulus objects, is not
to he confused with control of response by specific intentions.
Hilgard and Humphreys {1938c), conclude that a habit although
aided by verbal expectancy during acquisition, may become established
at a non-verbal level. (An automatic conditioned discrimination
of the eyelid response was found to be retained over a period of
four to nineteen months. despite an almost complete verbal forgetting
of the stimulus relationships).
Mowrer, as indicated, considers expectancy as a secondary
motivation, a tension (1938, i960) and it is therefore an inter¬
mediary in conditioning (itself being an implicit conditioned
response) but clearly in a different sense from lilgard and
Humphreys.
Although a rigorous treatment of learning theory is beyond
the scope of this paper, the dependance of learning upon set and
vice versa is an explicit assumption.
The necessity for concepts of set, etc., has been demonstrated
by learning theorists in the last decade; and as the expositions of
the writers Morgan, Hebb and Mowrer have shown, the non-sensory
activities of the central cortex, as far as they influence organised
behaviour, are thems&s to some extent learned, i.e. the result of
A
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the temporal contiguity of two stimuli.
It is pertinent here then to discuss the relationship between
the principle sub-divisions of learning theory, and the oonoepts
which have become subsumed under the heading set.
The theories of learning may be classified (after Spenoe, 1951) -
1. By the nature of the fundamental concepts (intervening
variables) employed to represent the hypothetical changes
"-which take place in learning (S-S versus S-R).
2. According to the conditions necessary for the hypothetical
learning changes to take place (law of effect versus
contiguity).
The first classification shows the difference between the sign-
significJte on the one hand, and the stimulus-response theories on
the other.
Ktoer (1929, 1940), Koffka (1985), Lewin (1936), Tolraan (1932,
1934), Adams (1931), Zener (1937), and others including Hebb (1949),
take the position that learning takes place in terms of organisation
(or re-organisation) into some kind of functional whole, of the
perceptual systems of the subject. In this case,any concept of set
is said to interact with the ingoing sensation.
In sharp contrast is the conception that is held by the other
group, e.g. Thorndike (1935), Hull (l943), Guthrie (1930, 1935),
Miller and Bollard (1941), and Spence (1936), that learning is to be
conceived in terms of alterations of the strengths of hypothetical
intervening variables# In this case, set, if discussed at all, is
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such as to cause an otherwise unpredieted variation in the respfense-
the output - of the organism (intensity of response very often).
In summary;we might say that the S-S theorists emphasise content
of material learned, whereas the S-R theories pay more attention
to the temporal relations of the response. The latter make little
mention of the word 'set* or its associates. Unfortunately it has
mentalistie connotations. They might talk of it as a tendency
or a habit to react in a certain way after training, or it might be
referred to as the goal directing function of a central activity.
This is 'intention' and it disappears, as mentioned under Morgan,
with the ablation of one-third of the prefrontal area in rats and
monkeys. There is also clinical evidence for the same sort of
defect after prefrontal lobectomy in man.
The sign-significate theories in stressing sensory events
resulting from the conditioned or unconditioned stimuli, refer to
set as a perceptual organising process. For instance, Lashley
(1942) talks of thejneehanism of nervous integration and says that
.'.'it is such that when any complex of stimuli arouses nervous activity,
that activity is immediately organised and certain elements or
components become dominant for reaction whilst others become
ineffective. This constitutes a set to react to certain elements..
In any trial of a training series^ only those components of
the stimulating situation which are dominant in the organisation
become associated.
Contrasting the effects of lesions in the oocipital region
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with those of the frontal region^ we find that both are said to
affect set or attention. From the occipital region lesions we
haverrinte rfe renee with trace processes, i.e. "Expectancy". From
the pre-frontal region, inability to carry an "intention" of the
appropriate reaction if it is delayed, or to carry out a quick
reaction. Harlow and Johnson (1943) report an experiment in
which a piece of food was exposed to the experimental animals for
a given number of seconds? if tbey did not take it in the time,
they lost it. Both normals and pre-frontal animals can do it
within all reasonable time intervals but there is a considerable
difference in success when the interval was just one second long.
The normals could react and get it, the pre-frontal monkeys could
not.
The second classification, the reinforcement - non reinforce¬
ment (contiguity) case/ contains three positions.
The first^that learning requires some motivating state,
primary or secondary, and the gb currenee of a reinforcing state of
affairs (drive reduction). Thorndike's initiation of the law of
effect has been more closely adhered to by Sill (principle of
reinforcement), than by Thorndike himself. Mow re r also (up
and including 1943) said learning depended upon drive reduction.
The second group of psychologists Tolman (1937, 1938), Lewin
(1942), Guthrie (1935, 1942), and Rexroqd (1932, 1933), share the
belief that reinforcement is not necessary for learning to occur.
They recognise as important, frequency, recency and contiguity.
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The third position is a compromise, Thorndike (1932, 1935),
Schlosberg (1937), Mowrer (after 1947), Skinner (1938), Razran
(1939), and Stevens (l942), hold that there are two basically-
different learning processes, one to which the law of effect applies
and the other in which contiguity is sufficient. Skinner and
Mowrer, for instance, hold that classical conditioning responses
(involving skeletal muscle) are mediated by drive termination,
but emotional conditioning/involving responses controlled by the
autonomic nervous system, is not. There are indications in
Mowrer's earlier (than 1947) work as well as in his hook (1950),
that he considers emotional conditioning as the first stage of an
avoidance learning. After two or three trials, an aminal approach¬
ing a grill, from which it has previously received a shock by
contact, shows marked fear, anxiety, or avoidance reactions
(flattening of ears, stopping, crouching, etc,,). This is
anticipation with the visual stimulus complex as a sign or
conditioned stimulus. After more trials it learns to jump the
grill. Had there been no set, anxiety, fear, expectancy, etc.,
as a conditioned secondary motivation, it seems unlikely that the
animal would have learned to jump over the grill.
The work of Brogden (1939, 1947), and Karn (1947), on
sensory pre-conditioning lends support to the idea that stimuli
can be associated without motivation. Since it is also
undoubtedly true that under some situations drive reduction is
necessary for some forms of learning, it would appear that some
•31- /dual
dual concept is necessary and that the third position is the most
reasonable.
if■' 7 •






Two things are abundantly clear from the last chapter? first,
that the seven subdivisions of the concept of set are more than
enough to satisfy the experimental evidence? and, secondly, that
no single writer considers all the aspects which have at one time
or another been studied. None of them uses the words to signify
CjfQVp
the same»*£A of concepts and a clarification is long overdue. This
was attempted by Woodworth (1938) after his summary, and he makes
the most of the experimental evidence pertaining to the difference
between 'expectancy' and 'intention'.
Since Woodworth, Mow re r, who ha& written perhaps the most about
set in the last decade, has repeatedly reiterated the oneness of the
mechanisms underlying set in all its variations. Here we have a
dilemma? the evidence which Woodworth uses is good and acceptable
in the light of all the evidence quoted here? therefore it is
necessary to examine the accuracy of Mowrer's statements concerning
the nature of the variations of set, in order that I might establish
not one, but some number less than seven different mechanisms.
In the latter half of his monograph (1940b), and its reprint,
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rer discusses the relationship between the E.E.G. and expectancy.
He almost makes the point for me. He quotes the truism that when a
stimulus occurs unexpectedly with a 'startle' effect.it is more
likely to depress the alpha rhythw than the same stimulus after
having been repeated a number of times (twice is often enough with
auditory stimuli). He asks *
"Does not such a finding show, contrary to the foregoing
hypothesis, that the more a stimulus is expected the less
the effect it is likely to have upon the alpha rhythm?
This apparent dilemjl breaks down when it is recalled that
the statement that a person is adapted to the occurrence
of a given stimulus event, is not the same as saying that
he expects it. As the term expectancy is employed in the
present paper, it implies a state of active preparedness for
a given tyPe of stimulus-response sequence. Adaptation is
the antithesis of this. It implies that a particular
stimulus or stimulus situation has lost its 'meaningfulness',
that the reaction formerly made to it has^in conditioned
response terminology,be come extinguished. Thus the state¬
ment that an unexpected stimulus is especially likely to be
followed by a depression of brain potentials really means
that such a stimulus is especially likely to he meaningful
to the subject i.e. especially likely to arouse a state of
expectancy in a way that an 'adapted* (extinguished) stimulus
can not."
The arugment hinges upon the concepts of adaptation and mean¬
ingfulness, but is quite consistent with his views as stated else¬
where, provided that for expectancy we read 'attention' in my meaning
of the word.
Mowrer's experimental determination of the course of expectancy
between successive stimulus events that occur at regular intervals
was made by the reaction time technique.
U)e»s a/ tihev
kn 1 ighfc was fl&e-he-d at regular intervals (12 seconds) and the
subject instructed to respond as quickly as possible to each stimulus
by releasing a previously pressed key (thus extinguishing the light),
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and then pressing it once more. After a certain number of stimuli,
randomly chosen, a stimulus was displaced, instead of following at a
12-seeond interval (it came at one of the following intervals :
S, 8, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, or 24 seconds, after the previous stimulus.
This was repeated in random order. The curve given in the earlier
discussion of Mowrer's work was obtained.
This result confirms Monrrer's hypothesis that expectancy drops
markedly immediately after the last response (cf. the 3-second
interval), and then rises slowly to a maximum at the point of time
coinciding with the next standard interval. (The remainder of the
curve shows that if there is no response at the standard interval^
the expectancy drops slowly).
Mowrer hypothesised an a priori pattern which fits the case
where the subject responds at each stimulus.
If this marks expectancy and if, as he says, it takes a few trials
for this to be built up, the question arises as to whether the
subject has "become adapted also? The subject certainly expects the
stimulus at certain moments and would not he startled by it,
especially if it occurred after one standard interval when (see
figures) expectancy will be at a maximum. How then can expectancy
F I G U R f 2
s t i m ulus
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and adaptation be opposites?
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The ♦startling' stimulus arouses expectancy, be says! But,
from the experimental evidenee^the repetitive stimulus arouses it
slowly during the 'expected' interval. In the limit, an unexpected
stimulus is one completely new to the subject, if therefore can have
no meaning if it has no associations.
An interpretation of the quotation (previous page) which makes
it accurate, is that an emptional response will block the alpha
rhythm and this does not occur with the expected stimulus (see
Lindsley 1951, and Hebb, 1949, p.148).
Some discrepancy exists then between Mowrer's theoretical
discourse and his experimental findings. A second point - in his
papers reaction time is assumed to be a good measure of preparatory
set. Also,the cortical excitatory state - the negative correlate
of the alpha rhythm (Jasper) - is said to be identical with
preparatory set. Therefore,we would expect a perfect (or very
high) correlation between the latency of blocking of the alpha
rhythm and reaction time.
In Table 1. the results obtained by a number of differentv
authors are summarised. The data in the second line of section 3
show that a close correlation was not obtained between latent time
of blocking of the alpha rhythm and the reaction time to a visual
stimulus (light).
I will add a footnote and a rider to the table.










(19391|(1 37)i( 337)1 6) Light+ Light
Light
BAKES (1333) Sound
0.37 0.34 0.31 0.53 0.35 0.014(.07) 0.05(.07) 643 736
0.36 0.36 0 .30 0.45 0.25 0 .37(9) 41
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trials, the smaller the correlation coefficient. Secondly, none
of the writers states how many subjects were tested, and an important
point seems to arise from this fact.
It is clear that expectancy as defined from the reaction time
experiment, is not identical to the central excitatory state*
However, all workers agree that focussing attention upon meaningful
material will block the alpha rhythm, how, if a considerable
number of subjects were used, even as few as five or six in Jasper
and Cruikshank's or Loomis, Harvey and Hobart's experiment, then
only about ten responses would be obtained from each. In this
case quite different phenomena "would play a predominant role in the
correlation coefficient, At the beginning of the experiment,
subjects "would be more excited, perhaps more apprehensive, and
h ' '
certainly less expectant of the stimulus for a greater proportion
of the stimuli than in Knott's experiment, that isf the response
would be more the result of conscious attention. Bakes* results
with a sound stimulus raise some questions. We know that the
effect on the occipital alpha rhythm is more labile and very easy
- ■
to extinguish. Bakes reports that in only 74# of the discrimina¬
tory, and 47# of the speed reactior^ did the blocking precede the
overt reaction. It seems that the high correlation between the
discriminatory reaction time and the concomittant time of blocking
of the alpha rhythm, might well be decreased or increased at will
by making the discrimination easier or more difficult, and thus
calling for less or more attention respectively.
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Whichever y this question may be solved, the most important
result from. Bakes experiment is that the lack of consistency between
reaction time in the speed reaction and the time of blocking of the
alpha rhythm, extends to other sensory modalities as well as to
vision. (The speed reaction, it will be remembered, is Mowrer's
measure of preparatory set). The correlation of 0.17 is scarcely
proof of the identity that low re r suggests.
Here, it would appear, is evidence of an experimentally
definable difference between two aspects of expectancy, as it was
defined by Mowper. This does not mean, however, that the objective
state of affairs is so clear.
By definition, a preparatory signal is bound to increase
"expectancy" of the stimulus and thus reduce the reaction time.
In Table I section II. there is an example from the data of Jasper
and Cruikshank (1937), and from the&r experiment, (see Table I
section I) a preparatory signal reduces the latent time of blocking.
This may be based on too few trials to be significant. On the
other hand, Jasper and Cpuikshahk do not give the number of trials
used for the time of blocking, and it is not possible to avoid the
fact that there is an indication that alpha blocking and reaction
time can be related in some way at least, at certain times, or as
a result of certain experiences.
Therefore, the inquality pointed out above may only indicate
that the two aspects as defined by Mow re r, are not accurate
extensions of the fundamental factors, and it really says very
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little about these factors. However, most writers who consider
the question at all conclude that expectancy (sensory organisation)
is a necessary concept, and that there is adequate reason to believe
in the presence of a mechanism in the occipital area to account for
it. (See, in particular, Morgan (1943), Hebb (1949) and Popov
(1950). The other part of Mowrer's concept, the motivational
aspect, I have called "attention". This is recognised as an
important factor of set by all writers who variously describe it as
a primer, task, tension, the central motive state, and so on.
Attention then may be regarded as being both behaviourally and
physiologicalyreal.
In this paper an accurate experimental assessment of the
interrelationship between these two variables will not be made.
However, it is necessary to test the above conclusions and present
evidence that the two are separable. The problem is to make an
experimental examination of expectancy, defined, with Mow re r, as a
function of the reaction time in relationship to attention.
The difficulty of estimating attention is solved if the alpha
rhythm is the negative correlate of attention as many writers
including Jasper (1937) have concluded. The next section of
this paper will attempt to answer the two questions. Is it reason¬
able to assume that the alpha rhythm is the negative correlate of
attention? If so, how does the temporal course of expectancy




In this section it was decided that the time of }® rception
must he considered in connection with the factors of attention,
perceptual set, intention and the like. The literature was
examined in order to ascertain the necessary and sufficient
variables which, intervening between the stimulus and response,
result in behaviour not following the characteristics of the
/ ' Lea rning Cu rve *.
Seven headings were found to satisfy the concepts used by the
many- writers on 'set*. From the experimental evidence, some
W "<:/
number less than this would seem to be sufficient. Mowrer
considers that one only is necessary. Evidence and discussion
J ' ; ;
#were presented to show that at least two, and possibly three or
ij more different mechanism must be considered. Two questions
emerge j l) Is it reasonable to assume that the alpha rhythm
is the negative correlate of attention? 2) How does the temporal
eourse of expectancy vary in relationship to that of attention?
SECTION TWO
Chapter 5
The factors which, operate to reduce the alpha rhythm
The suggestion made by some writers^that sensation is
sufficient will be considered first. The evidence is as follows:
(l) Systematic and consistent changes of sensation occur without
change of brain waves. A single tone affects the alpha rhythm
in 10$ of a series of discrete stimuli, (Travis and Egan, 1938).
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It completely loses its effectiveness after a number of
repetitions (Bagchi, 1936, Forbes and Andrews, 1937, Shagass,
1942, Lindsley, 1938).
The same effect occurs with a light stimulus, but after many
more trials, (Knott and Henry, 1941).
(2) Changes in the alpha rhythm occur without sensation.
Subliminal light is effective in causing blocking (Cruikshank,
1937, Travis ana Egan, 1938).
(3) The response of the alpha rhythm to a stimulus can be varied
.more or less at the will of the experimenter. The blocking, due
to a light stimulus with a paired auditory stimulus was, after a
number of trials, found to be elicited by the sound a].one. (Hie
sound had previously been presented by itself and no effect upon
the alpha rhythm had been observed). Under certain conditions
it is known that there are perceptual changes of tone due to
its presentation simultaneously with, a light stimulus. This,
however, could not have been sufficient to account for the results
in this conditioning experiment. (Travis and Egan, 1938, Knott
and Henry, 1941, Jasper and Shagass, 1941).
Physiological correlates of sensation are not revealed by the
alpha rhythm. Changes in the alpha rhythm may occur due to
stimulation without any change of sensation, and changes of the
alpha rhythm may occur without any change of stimulus. They
must vary independently.
What factors do operate to reduce the alpha rhythm? What
*40* /physiological
physiological evidence is there?
Adrian and Matthews, 1934, Berger, 1937 a and b, Knott, 1939,
Kreezer, 1938 and Travis and Hall, 1938 report that the heart
rate is increased and the conductance of the skin is increased in
states when the alpha amplitude is reduced. This is confirmed
by Barrow et al, 1942, Freeman, 1940, Forbes and Andrews, 1937
and Ha diey, 1941.
When the increases are protracted into chronic conditions we
have tension or anxiety, which is found to be associated with low,
fast activity in the E.E.G., i.e. low alpha level, (Brazier et al,
1945, Gibbs et al, 1940, Lindsley, 1944) and with low palmar
resistance, i.e. high conductance due to sweating,in the G.S.R.,
Darrow, 1936. Both have been associated with increased metalolism
Hoagland et al, 1938.
The E.E.G, potentials, under conditions of bodily change, are
reduced, therefore cerebral activity is increased, and we find that
the correlations under conditions of excitation are negative (e.g.
heart rate and alpha level • 0.33).
The correlations are reversed in sign in the absence of
stimulation. Hadley, 1940, found a correlation of *-0.33 between
heart rate and alpha levels under these conditions. Darrow,
Pathman and Kronenburg, 1946, found exactly the same correlation,
*-0.33. The latter also found that the correlation between the
G.S.R. and the amplitude of the alpha to be *-0.38 ( .07) in the
resting state. These correlations indicate that both sympathetic
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activity and inhibition of parasympathetic activity, are
associated with the increase of alpha potential. A synergistic
action is demonstrated which is understandable in that sympathetic
activity and inhibition of parasympathetic aotivity7both increase
the tone of the cerebral blood vessels, and that increased tone
in these vessels tends to accompany increased K.K.G. potentials,
Darrow et al, 1942, 1944, 1945. The decreased cholinergic
facilitation of neuronal transmission with reduction of fast or
sharp waves, doubtless contributes to the effect, ibid, 1944, 1948.
The correlations under conditions of excitation are negative.
Since this is so, the positive correlations in the resting, steady
state indicate a subeoritcal preponderance over the effects of
cortical functions, if not a degree of actual subcortical
domination of the cortex, ibid, 1946.
The same x^riters conclude that cortical and subcortical
influences mutually oppose one another in the E.E.G., i.e. on the
alpha rhythm, since resting;we get a set of correlations opposite
in sign to correlations produced in conditions of cortical
excitation.
Other factors contributing include (a) Carbon dioxide level
which, as it increases, causes a decrease in frequency, Darrow
et al, 1944, Gibbs and Gibbs, 1941, Gibbs et al, 194C? and produces
a vaso-dilation of the brain, Schmidt, 1986} (b) Acidity and the
related changes in the level of positive and negative D.C.
potential of the brain, Dusser de Barenne and McGulloch, 1939,
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Jasper, 1937, and (o) the concomittant utilisation of glucose
and oxygen, Hoagland et al, 1938.
It has been asserted in the course of earlier discussions
that the blocking of the alpha rhythm depends upon the operation
of any factor which will take the subject out of the state of
relaxed wakefulness.
Travis, Knott and Griffith, 1937, found that in a drowsy
subject, the latency of blocking was considerably longer than with
the same subject, later in the same day, when he was wider awake.
They also report a depression of the alpha rhythm in a subject
whilst he is waiting to respond, as well as during stimulation.
At the extremes: (l) Berger 1932, established that there
was a marked reduction in the alpha rhythm during sleep. Loomis
et al, 1935a, 1935b, 193 8a, 1936b, studying all night records,
observed the gradual reduction of the alpha rhythm during the
drowsy phase of going to sleep, and called attention to a variety
of1 new1 wave forms and patterns appearing with the onset of sleep,
Any disturbance of sleep caused a reversion to the lighter states
and their corresponding patterns and, if the sleep was relatively
light, alpha rhythm was observed for a short time. The wave
forms of sleep seem to be in particular 12 to 15 second spindle
formations and random slow waves.
Epileptic stupor is accompanied by flattening of the record
and complete disappearance of alpha rhythm, Bergep, 1932, 1934.




Davis, Davis and Thompson, 1938. Breathing pure nitrogen,
Gihbs et al., 1935, also caused depression, although these workers
report a transitory increase in amplitude at the beginning of the
experiment. Disturbance of consciousness then, are accompanied
by a flattening of the record.
At the other end of the scale, Berger (1933), has reported
that 1 fright1 abolishes the alpha rhythm for 15 to 20 seconds.
Loomis et al. (l938a) and A.C. Williams (1940) state that embarrass¬
ment and apprehension practically suppress the alpha waves,
LindSley (1951) states the case to which I am here subscrib¬
ing, that the alhpa-rhythm appears to behave as an optimum state of
relaxed consciousness. This he upholds with a ¥Jide variety of
similar evidence and much from the clinical field.
I have discussed the extremes of the sleep-excitement
scalej what of smaller differences of emotional tone? Gravis and
Hall (1938) report the change in the percentage time of alpha
activity between two conditions of attention. First, the subjects
were instructed to signal every after-image after a visual stimulus,
and secondly, they were told not to pay attention to the after-images.
A difference of 35$ was found. This is, of course, a gross average,
but it is indicative of my point of view. The authors conclude
that they feel that certain psychological factors such as attention
may be revealed in brain patterning and thus objectively studied.
(Other evidence maybe found in Table l).
Jasper and Cruikshank (1937), studied the effect of visual
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stimulation on the occipital alpha rhythm. After considering all
the different ways of obtaining and measuring blocking, they
conclude that the attention value, or arousal value, or organismic
reaction value of a stimulus situation is important, rather than
the modal or intensity attributes. ?isual stimulation, they say,
has the greatest prepjency amongst the senses in control of ^mental
set" or "attention".
They suggest that the rhythmic attribute of the cortical
activity is due to a pace-maker in the diencephalon, this being
the primary centre of central integration of nervous processes
involving the autonomic nervous system. Attention, they consider,
is due to the degree of involvement of this centre.
As an example of the intimate relationship, it is known that
the reaction time of thepupilliary reflex is of the same order as
the alpha blocking time. Byrne's data give the figure at between
0.16 and 0.5 second. These are the same limits as for latency of
blocking, as found by Jasper and Cruikshank. The same type of
stimuli affect the two effects, and they are both intimately
related to the diencephalon.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to assume that the alpha
rhythm is correlated with attention. Most writers agree with
Jasper and Cr>uikshank that a diencephalic pacemaker would he





To determine the locus of "attention" in relationship to
"expectancy", an experiment was carried out which was closely
modelled on Mowrer's experiment (see page 33).
The following points are to be noted. Firstly, that electro¬
encephalograph! c recordings were taken simultaneously with the
reaction time experiment; secondly, that the order of presentation
was the same for each subject. Monopolar recordings were made
from the occipital region and the central region with two channels
of amplification and directly recorded on paper mowing at 3.7
centimetres per second. Detail of the general experimental
arrangements will be found in appendix 4 The group of 60 subjects
was divided into 4. Different standard intervals were used with
each group. Intervals of 12 seconds, 8 seconds, 4 seconds and
2 seconds were chosen.
The following order of presentation of stimuli was
adopted. For the 12 second standard interval group^ the twenty-
first stimulus occurred nine seconds after the twentieth. The
twenty-seventh interval was of 15 seconds, the thirty-fifth of 6,
the forty-first of 24, the forty-eighth of 12, the fifty-fifth of
3, the sixty-first of 18 and the sixty-eigth of 21 seconds. The
remaining intervals between stimuli were of the standard length of
12 seconds. With the remaining groups (standard intervals of
8, 4 and 2 seconds) non-standard intervals were proportionally less
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and given in the same order. Each subject was instructed;
"press the key with the first two fingers of your right hand .
The light (stimulus) will appear shortly afterwards. As soon as
you see the light you must release the key and then press it again.
I want you to respond as quickly as you can, as soon as you see the
light. The light will go out when you release the key. Later on
the light will come on again and, as soon as you see it, I want
you to release the key and then press it again. Every time you
see the light come on, I want you to release the key and then press
it again. Do you understand?" The experiment proper was completed
in the fB intervals, often further stimuli were given after standard
intervals without a break.
The experiment was conducted with the aim of examining the
temporal course of the alpha activity in the S.E.G. during the
standard intervals afforded by the experiment,and to compare it
with that of expeetanoy inferred from the reaction time.
Records were cut across at the point of onset of the stimulus
and placed below one another for comparison. In this experiment
interest was centred on the occipital region.
Results
The effect of a 12 second standard interval will he described
























Initially very little alpha activity was observable and,in
general, ?;as not seen until the fourth or fifth interval with a
12 second standard interval. Its first appearance, usually as a
short burst, occurred, in 60$ of the records, in the first half of
the interval, in 33%,in the second half, and 1% were indeterminate.
The percentage time of the activity in the interval was seen to
increase as the experiment progressed, until after perhaps 50 to
00 intervals, when a maximum was seen to be reached.
This growth or prolongation was not gradual or steady, but
appeared to occur in "stages" with many regressions and repetitions*
The final stage of maximum time of alpha activity ?jas also labile
and initially transient, but after about 70 reactions it was present
in more than one-third of the intervals.
In Figure 3, the results are illustrated by some of the
recordings from the occipital region of subject 98. Each line
of tracing covers the period from the stimulus numbered on the left
to the next stimulus. There are slight differences in the length
which are due to variations in the speed of the paper.
In Figure 3a, the gross change between the general sequence
of events during the twelve seconds preceding the first stimulus
to the 12 seconds following the last^s shown.
At x,in the first line, the instruction, "open your eyes", was
given. Blocking of the alpha shythm took place approximately
1.1 seconds later.
The second line is continuous with the firsthand the first
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stimulus was given at the end of it. The next three lines were
recorded after the second, fourth and fifth stimftli respectively,
that is to say, early in the experiment, whilst the next line was
taken from near the end, after 02 stimuli. The final line was
taken in the period between fourteen seconds and twenty-six seconds
after the last stimulus. At x,the instruction "close your eyes"
was given. Before the first stimulus^the electrical activity is
seen to he relatively random and fairly irregular, with some low
amplitude 9 per second activity.
(After the first stimulus there is no appreciable difference
and, for economy of space, this interval was excluded.) After the
second stimulus it can be seen that the activity is still irregular,
except for some indication that the 9 per second waves increase in
amplitude in the first half of the interval. The same state of
affairs was observed after the third stimulus (the record was not
included). After the fourth stimulus, a pattern of alpha activity
is observable whioh is again shown to some extent in the fifth
interval. There is also a similarity in the slow activity with
which we are not here concerned.
The record taken after the sixty-second stimulus is one of
those showing a very high percentage time of high amplitude alpha
activity and which occurred late in the experiment. This pattern
is not ©onmion throughout the records and only occurs in the latter
few reactions. After the instruction to close the eyes, 10 cycles
per second activity is seen to have appeared immediately; this is
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augmented on the closing of the eyes about 0.8 second later.
Three groups of records from the same subject, classified on the
basis of occurrence of alpha activity, are shown in Figures 3b,c
& d. Included in each group are the earliest occurrence of the
pattern together with one of the latest, and two others to under¬
line the common factors.
In Figure 3b, the alpha rhythm reaches full amplitude only
after the half-way point. The difference in amplitude between
the two halves of the interval is so striking that it requires no
illumination.
In Figure 3c, the ♦percentage time' of large amplitude alpha
activity is biased towards the first half of the Interval. In
this subject the difference is relatively slight, but the classifi¬
cation Is real, and for other subjects, as forceful as Figure 3b
for subject 98. Interval 58 does not conform to this classifica¬
tion, and was included for that reason. The percentage time of
large amplitude alpha activity is biased slightly in favour of the
second half of the interval as a result of the presence of the
hurst of activity about one second before the stimulus was due.
Apart from this, however, its pattern is, as the others, represented
by Figure 3c.
In Figure 3d, is a group of records which show a series of
bursts more or less over the whole Interval, The record of the
fifty-seventh interval was included in this group with the same
reasoning as for the fifty-eighth interval in Figure 3c. In this
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group there is about the same percentage time of activity
occurring in a series of bursts, in each semi-interval. This
sort of pattern is common in some subjects but does not appear
at all jn others.
Figure 3e represents the occurrence, unique in this subject
but common in others, of a short burst of activity in the centre
of the interval. I& this a node, or small time of lowered
amplitude, occurs in the centre of the hurst at approximately
6 seconds after the stimulus.
It will be seen from the figures that there is a veryfcaarked
tendency to show no alpha rhythm over the mid-point of the
interval. I havener convenience?described any lack of alpha
at the centre point as a *nodeTf, provided that alpha activity does
occur in some part of the interval.
Illustrations of the way in which these patterns are related
in succeeding intervals are given in Figures 4 to 8 in the
appendix to this section (appendiv ) . Examples are taken
l)from the records of two subjects who show a moderate amount of
alpha activity with the eyes closed and who show much the same
final pattern (Figures 4a to h); 2) from the record of a
predominantly ''non-alpha type" (Figure 5a)j 3) from the record
which showed the fastest development and a high level of alpha
activity very early in the experiment (Figure 6)j 4) from the
record of one of the above pair of subjects to illustrate the
effect of a non-standard interval (Figure 5b )j 5) from both the
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occipital and central leads to show the relationship between the
patterns simultaneously appearing in the two leads.
It is possible to define certain changes fairly clearly,
l) The effect of responding to equally spaced visual stimuli
was to increase the percentage time and amplitude of the alpha
activity from zero or nearly so, to a value often higher than that
in a state of relaxed restfulness with the eyes closed, despite the
fact that during the whole of the experiment the subjects' eyes
were open.
The greatest percentage time of alpha activity appeared in a
single spindle, starting soon after the res pons e? and blocking
about one second before the next stimulus. This is always the
last pattern to appear.
A slightly lower percentage time of alpha activity is observed
if the interval, as above, shows a drop of amplitude or 'node1.
This pattern, especially with the node at or very near to the mid¬
point of the interval,, is, for many subjects, the most advanced
pattern observed and, if not, it preceded the "whole cycle pattern"
described above. This latter pattern may be thought of as the
provision of a state of readiness twice as often as is required.
The pattern observed slightly earlier in the experiment can
be thought of as being formed by dividing each of the major spindles
of the secon , (as described in the last paragraph) into a
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series of short bursts. This was not observed in some subjects
at allj in others it was fairly common.
One or other of the two spindles of the second pattern does
not occur at all in many intervals, thus presenting two more
patterns in which, again, there may be one or more bursts, but only
in one half of the interval.
Lastly, the condition of no alpha activity must be mentioned
as being the pattern of the first one or two intervals before any
sensory organisation had been built up. The patterns are more or
less individual for each subject hut many common features are
visible and, in particular, the fact of a "development" and
gradual Increment in the percentage time of alpha activity over
the interval.
2) The development,and the changes following a non-standard
interval,suggests that they are related to the standard interval
and exist as a result of the repetitions of it and are ,therefore,
relevant to the temporal course of expectancy.
3) The central region;it is found,lags behind the occipital
area where activity and "advanced" patterns are usually observed
first. .
LGenerally, however,^pattern of alpha activity in the two
leads was the same, after the first few intervals.
The comparison of leads suggests an increased sensory (occipit
lead) control of the motor area (central lead) as the development
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progresses, but not a dominance. This idea does not, however,
account for the following two facts. Very occasionally, a non¬
standard interval, resulting in regression in the pattern in the
occipital lead, leaves the central region unchanged, and, fairly
frequently, a very small burst in the central recording precedes,
by one or two intervals, the first appearance of a larger burst in
both leads,
4) The pattern development depends upon the length of the
standard interval.
The 12 second and the 8 second standard intervals ,
(figures 9 to 12) produced patterns as outlined. The 4 second
standard interval (figures 13 to 16) produced a significantly
lower percentage time of alpha activity. Patterns are developed, •
but over the experiment proper the final pattern was usually
relatively primitive. Further trials, in some cases,provide
patterns similar to those occurring in the experiments with longer
standard intervals. There is a less pronounced node, though in
many cases a phase change at the mid point is present. The
occurrence of alpha activity is almost invariably biased towards
the second half of the interval. The central lead follows the
activity in the occipital lead in all hut one subject, but the *
correspondence does not occur until later in the series than with
the larger standard intervals.
With a standard interval of 2 seconds (figures 17 and 18) the
results were similar for all subjects. A pattern was developed
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in which alpha rhythm occurred in the second half of the interval
as a short burst of five to six waves. Occasionally, in the
course of the experiment, alpha activity was seen to be present
in the first half. It seemed to appear, however, as a continua¬
tion of a strong burst at the end of the previous interval,i.e.
when blocking did not occur before the expected stimulus and then
took longer than the reaction time.
There is a marked increase in beta (fast) activity in
the two second standard intervals;and there are indications that
this also is related to the interval.
5) The position of the first appearance of alpha rhythm seems
to depend upon the rate of repetition of stimuli^and a tempera¬
mental factor in the individual subject. There are two main
groups of subjects: those who first show alpha activity in the
first half of the interval^and those who first show it in the
second half. (6$%, 40$, 20$ and 0$ showed alpha initially in the
first halves of the 12 seeond, 8 second, 4 second and 2 second
standard intervals respectively.] There is reason to consider that
these groups represent variations in a temperamental factor. In
the first group, when the stimulus and response are complete,
tension drops; and mounts again towards the end of the half intervals
staying up until the stimulus, as expected, occurs. This maybe
described as the release group" at the appropriate frequency of
response.
The second showed blocking after the stimulus and
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response. The tension drops later in the interval, presumably when
the effects of the stimulus and behavioural response have diminished.
There is no question of not being prepared for the next stimulus,
the alpha activity blocks in time for it. It is as if this group
were unable to release quickly after the reaction,and maybe desoribe<
as "tense". The proportion of this group increased, with the
increased rate of response of shorter standard intervals, to 100%
with the two second standard interval. It is not known whether the
efficiency of an operator in a similar situation is increased or
decreased by falling into one or other of these groups. It looks,
however, as if there will be an optimum, frequency of response at
which a subject is "just not" in the tense group. It seems most
likely .that he would he able to maintain a high standard of efficiency
1 o*Js?r
for a longer time with frequencies than tbi* for higher rates
A
of response^after a given amount of preliminary practice. The
effect of repeating the standard interval is to increase the
proportion of the interval in which the subject finds it possible
t© relax. Thus, though more practice will be necessary, it maybe
possible for some subjects to reach maximum efficiency even in the
fastest repetitive task. If there is a limit to the rate of response
under which relaxation may take place, it will he with a standard
interval of very little less than two seconds.
The two subjects, extracts from whose records are shown in
figures 9a and 9b, are comparable by this classification.
6) The number of intervals necessary before a particular pattern
is rea ohed? depends upon the pattern, the inverse of the length of the
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standard intervals and the number of nonSstandard intervals, scattered
throughout the series of equally spaced stimuli, and, of course, on
the subject*
The patterns refer to the whole interval. The series,1b not
at all times progressive. Apart from the- regressions.due to the
non standard intervals, others occur which appear to he spontaneous.
7) Similar patterns from one subject are usually nearly identical
in the position and duration of bursts of alpha rhythm. The
duration and form of bursts are much the same as the bursts and
spindles seen in the subjects' resting record.
Contrasts are present which suggest that, in the earlier
stages of the development^ burst will occur in either one position
or to either side of this position. There is a marked tendency
to show no alpha rhythm over the mid point of the interval.
The amplitude of the alpha rhythm reaches its maximum before
the final pattern is attained. ^
(Similar final patterns shown by different subjects^ are not
necessarily the result of a similar series of stages leading to the
final pattern.
8) The patterns in the occipital lead have been separated into
five groups - Group I: Alpha activity which is unbroken at the
centre of the interval. Group II: Alpha activity which occurs in
both halves of the interval hut which shows a drop at the centre of
the interval. Group III: Aliha activity solely in the first half
of the interval. Group IV: Alpha activity limited to the second
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In Figure 19 are histograms of the percentages of the
occurrence of intervals,,showing the properties of one of the five
groups .for the various lengths of standard interval.
The patterns examined were of the experiment proper, i.e. over the
first 68 intervals. The various groups are schematically represent
ed at the bottom of the figure and are referred to by numbers. The
percentages for each group are marked*
Comparison of the percentages for various lengths of the
standard interval shows that the faster the rate of stimuli^ the
greater the shift is from the left to the right of the histograms,
i.e. from groups 1 and 2 to groups 4 and 5.
The proportion of responses with activity in either the first
or second halves, i.e. the sum of groups three and four; remains
approximately constant (e.g. 33$, 37.9$, 31.7$ and 38*7$ and singly;
the two groups bear an inverse relationship to one another.
In figure 20a^the percentages of the various groups of
patterns are compared with the length of the standard interval.
Groups two and five also show an inverse relationship. Group one
is not clear. One possibility is that two opposite factors are
operating; (l) the effect of decreasing the standard interval
which reduces the number of 'final' patterns; (2) a tendency of
the mechanism to respond to the whole interval^the smaller it is.
Variations in Rei ao11 op. Jlme
In figure 21 ^mean reaction times to the non-standard
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as the 21st, 27th, 35th, 41st, 48th, 53 rd, olst and 58th intervals
and were respectively of 3s , 5s ,2s , 2a, s, s , 6s and 7s
T~ T~ K ' T~ T~
where s is the length of the standard interval). Also plotted are
Mowrer's results (as given in Figure l).
The effect of the unexpected stimulus is to increase the
time to respond proportionally to the deviation from the standard
interval.
1) Xike Mow re r's results^the time to respond after a non standard
interval is increased but there also appears to have "been an
interference with the process of organisation at the smallest
fractions of b, In an experiment reported later in this paper
in which conditions were similar, except that stimuli occurred after
random intervals j the man reaction time was .32 second. Perhaps
it may be rationalised that the expectancy before s is that the
"2
stimulus would not occur, whilst after s.and before s the
T
expectancy would be of the stimulus occurring. Interference due
to any after effect from the previous stimulus and response may
also he expected.
2) The stimuli occurring after 2s show that,on the average f
when s a 12 or 8,&nd in some subjects 4 sees,the subject was more
prepared for the stimulus than at moments slightly earlier.
3) The disruption is less at intervals greater than s than in
those less than s.
4) With 12 and 8 see. standard intervals ,the reaction time





s , 3s and s
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Pis cuss ion
If Ibwrer's exposition is accepted, then we should
expect from the reaction time resultsfa pattern showing alpha
activity in the first part of the interval which decreases as
the interval proceeds. Such a pattern does occur but not
consistently,and it isusually replaced by other patterns as the
expectancy is developed over farther trials.
Figures 19 and 20 show that the effect of shortening the
standard interval is to change the pattern, from predominantly
alpha activity in both halves of the 12 second interval to
predominantly no activity at all in the two second interval.
When present,it is found entirely in the second half of the
shortest standard interval. The changes appear to be smooth
and to follow some simple relationship.
The effect on the reaction time of the change of length
of the standard interval does not follow a proportional
relationship to the standard interval in the manner of the
alpha activity.
It may be argued that attention is bound to affeit the
reaction time, it must the re fo^ be the state of attention
at the onset of the stimulus. The relationship of this state
of attention with the preceeding seconds is probably
immaterial.
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The patterns are^with very few exceptions^ related to the
standard intervals so that there was usually very little alpha
activity at the actual onset of the stimulus. In the non standard
intervals, it depends upon which of the patterns is developing and
at what point in this pattern the stimulus arrives, whether or not
alpha activity is present. From this we may predict that the
shape of the curves, figure 21, maybe altered, at least to a
certain extent, hy changing the order of the non-standard intervals
during a repetition of the experiment with a balanced random order
of the non-standard intervals over all subjects.
In conclusion the temporal course of the alpha rhythm is not
constant but variable and does not confirm to the pattern observed




It may be argued that the previous results are due to the
high motivation or other aspects, possibly not defined, of the
reaction time situation.
A further experiment was carried out to examine the control
of the alpha rhythm fey an organisation built up from regular
features of the experiment.
The motivation was kept as low as possible. There was, for
instance, no instruction to respond as fast as possible. The
to
meaningfulness of the proeess^the subject was also kept to a
minimum.
The experiment consisted of a series of instructions, given
regularly every five seconds, to open and close the eyes^ -this,
in a dim, but not dark, Sound-proof room.
U*£ IT&
A microphone and amplifier^ connected to a loud-speaker in
the sound-proof room and to pre of the recording pens. The other
pen recorded the activity of the left occipital area of the brain.
This experiment was performed as the last act in the experi¬
mental session with each subject who took part in two of the
experiments to be reported later in this paper. These later
experiments did not include regularly occurring stimuli.
The instructions, "open your eyes", followed five seconds late
by, "close your eyes", etc. were given as the pointer of a large
stop-clock reached successive five second marks. The accuracy of
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each interval was not high and the intervals varied occasionally
hy as much as 0.5 second. Such a degree of accuracy was found
to he sufficient to show the effects. Records ?;ere cut after
each ten seconds, at the instruction to "close" the eyes, and
displayed beneath one another as in the last experiment. Each
line will he called a cycle, which is divided into a first
interval with the eyes closed, and a second interval with the
eyes open.
The first line is the record of five seconds with the eyes
closed before the experiment, and the five seconds following
the first intruction to open the eyes. Thereafter, ten cycles
were recorded. The eleventh cycle consisted of five seconds
with the eyes closed^ followed by ten seconds with the eyes open,
i.e., twenty-two intervals of five seconds after the first
instruction, an instruction to "close" was delayed until ten
seconds had elapsed instead of five. This cycle was of fifteen
seconds instead of the usual ten. It is displayed at the end
of the series which was completed by three more cycles of ten
seconds. The fifteenth cycle was of fifteen seconds. The
first interval of ten seconds with the eyes closed, and the
second interval with the eyes open, lasted five seconds. The
instruction, "close" was then given and the recording continued
for a short time with no further instructions. The ten seconds
of record immediately following the last instruction to close the
eyes is included and referred to as the sixteenth cycle. The
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results are illustrated by figure 22 which is the record of
subject 201. Alpha activity occurs in the first interval, blooks
after the instruction to open, and returns only in small ripples in
the second interval. The amplitude is seen to increase,particularly
in the ninth cycle. The balance of activity is definitely towards
the second half of the first interval until cycle thirteen when it
spreads in the familiar spindle of the final pattern of the last
experiment, over the full interval blocking before the expected
stimulus. This is repeated in the first interval of cycle
fourteen, though there is some evidence of a node. Blocking before
the end of the first interval is seen first in cycle four. After
the instruction, a series of waves appear as though the result of
the instruction.
The general effect of the regularly given instructions
was to increase the amplitude and percentage time of alpha activity
whilst the eyes were closed,(compared with the first five seconds
of the first line of record, i.e. before the first instruction to
open the eyes had been given^ It is to he noted that, though the
second half of the first intervals in each cycle shows most alpha
activity, it is seen initially in the first half of the first
interval in cycle one, A change to a different pattern occurs
in the third to fifth cycles of most subjects.
The first five seconds of cycle eleven are not shown. The
ten seconds with the eyes open have been placed at the end of the
series. At the centre of this interval, i,e. after five seconds,
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there is a short hurst of alpha activity. This is the moment
when the instruction to close is expected. Throughout the
remainder of the interval, some low amplitude alpha rippli.es can
be seen, hut they do not show any more clearly than in other
intervals, late in the experiment, with the eyes open. With the
eyes closed for ten seconds in the first interval of cycle fifteen,
a drop in the alpha activity is seen at the expected time of open¬
ing. In the remainder of the interval, alpha activity of a
slightly lower amplitude is present, reducing once more in
amplitude before the end of the interval. The second interval
(of five seconds)', of cycle fifteen, is not shown. In cycle
sixteen (the first ten seconds following the experiment) the
pattern of the first five seconds is more like the earlier cycles
of the series, possibly due to the interference of the longer
interval in cycle fifteen. A small node is seen at the mid point
followed by a large amplitude hurst, blocking for a short time,
and then an irregular series of fairly large amplitude waves which
diminish before the end of the ten seconds. The developed sensory
organisation is seen to control the alpha rhythm. The similarity
to the previous experiment is striking, and the increase of
percentage time and amplitude, surprising.
The individual variations are illustrated by figures 23 to
26 in Appendix 2)to.this-s««t4»n where detailed descriptions of
the records are given.
The examples in Appendix 2 were not entirely randomly chosen,
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but they convey the correct general impression of the effect of
regularly opening and closing of the eyes to instructions. In
general, the result of the procedure as described, is to increase
the percentage time and aamplitude of the alpha activity with the
eyes olosed,as compared with the record with eyes closed before
the experiment* The most common pattern in the later cycles is
of a spindle of activity starting about one second after the
instruction to close the eyes, and blocking about the same time
before the instruction to open the eyes. The development seemsto
be more straightforward than in the previous experiment and with
fewer regressions.
Four stages are clear in all records. First, the activity
occurs in a manner and pattern similar to that before the experi¬
ment. This lasts for two or three cycles. The second stage in
the waves seems to show that the sensory organisation is becoming
adapted to the cycle. The bursts appear symmetrically in the
first interval or block: before the Ins traction to open the eyes,
or in some way, changes from the rather more irregular patterning
of the first cycles. The third stage is represented by a
>
diminution of amplitude, duration or both, together with, very
often, a change in position of the dominant alpha activity, usually
to an earlier position in the first interval. This stage may be
thought of as a reorganising phase. The fourth stage is the
regrowth of the alpha spindle and its amplitude to the final
pattern.
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Other changes which occur are dlviUefl''
for reasons which are not clear.
One factor affecting the distribution of these different ways
of behaving to the same situation is, undoubtedly, the 'normal',
resting state of the alpha rhythm. This, however, is not the
most important. Attempted estimation of its relationship to the
situation has led. to the conclusion that the source of the alpha
rhythm and the factors regulating it under resting conditions, have
onlyja limited influence on the changes under conditions of even
the most elementary activity. Its amplitude, regularity
frequency and pattern are determined by one set of factors in the
resting state. Under conditions of stimulation, other factors,
only at times related to the first set^also act to modify and
change the alpha rhythm. This conclusion recalls that of Darrow
et al, 1946, that in the resting state there may be a subcortical
preponderance over the effects of the cortex, and that the cortical
(stimulation) and subeoideal (resting) influences on the alpha
rhythm mutually oppose one another.
In the second interval of each cycle, the most eommon pattern
is a burst of about six waves starting at the instruction to open
the eyes, or persisting from the previous interval. These are
followed by almost complete blocking for the remainder of the
interval in eighty.?-six per cent of the mterv'a1$. Some low
amplitude activity may be seen at alpha frequency in some parts of
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the seoond intervals of the later cycles. This, however, is
not the only pattern. In ten per oent of the subjects, the
alpha activity in the seoond interval increases in duration,
amplitude and regularity until (some times (the difference between
the first and second intervals is then very small. In this
pattern, the subjects also showed the train of waves starting
with the instruction to open the eyes.
lot all the subjects refunded by a series of waves to the
instruction; it may be accompanied by immediate blocking. This
may be described as auditory stimulation eliciting an unusual
amount of attention. The effect diminishes as the experiment
progresses.
When the subject is left with his eyes open longer than
he expects, the most usual response is a repetition of whatever
pattern was observed in the first five seconds. FiFteen per
cent showed some increase in alpha activity of which about one
third showed it to a fair amplitude, i.e. at least twenty five
micro volts, in the second five seconds of the interval^following
blocking in the first five seconds.
In cycle fifteen, when the instruction to open the eyes was
not given after five seconds, ten per cent blocked for one second,
starting just less than five seconds after the instruction to
close the eyes;at the beginning of the cycle. Hie remainder,
after having blocked about the same time as the above group,
showed a spindle of alpha activity which started just after the
fifth second of the cycle. The duration of this spindle so
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to depend upon the pattern developed in previous cycles "by the
subject, for most often the pattern of this second five seconds is
:"ae repetition of the pattern in the first intervals of the previous
few cycles.
In most subjects,the alpha rhythm first appears three-quarters
of a second after the instruction to close the eyes. The
exceptions are those subjects who show definite signs of alpha
rhythm with the eyes open. These subjects, as for instance
subject 198, figure twenty-three and subject 213, figure 24a,
show alpha rhythm which starts at the instruction to open the eyes,
or slightly before. The deration may he as much as two seconds
or as little as a few waves. This part of the interval does not
show the consistency as that following the instruction to open the
eyes. After a number of cycles, activity, parallel to the
instruction to close the eyes, disappears | eight to twelve are
usually sufficient e.f» figure 24a.
I have found it useful to think of two types of subject.
There are those who react to the experiment as if the interval with
the eyes open is a temporary break in the time with the eyes closed,
and the opposite group who react as if the eyes being closed were
a break in the natural state with the eyes open. The first group
shows alpha rhythm, in the period with the eyes open, which
gradually increases, and the second by a marked increment in the
alpha activity in the first interval. Bo specific visual
stimulation occurred when the eyes were open and the first group
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would be reinforced as the experiment progresses. The seoond
group could relax more and more with the eyes closed as the
experiment progressed,and when occasionally the experiment was
continued for a larger number, up to 50 cycles, it was always
possible to detect intervals when the eyes were open showing alpha
activity at a moderate amplitude. Popov has reported, (1951) that
with all subjects in a completely dark room it takes very few, of
the order of ten, cycles for alpha activity not to block with, the
eyes operand that it shows properties of an extinguished condition¬
ed response on re test.
The description of the above groups oanbe paraphrased as
follows; hon-specific visual stimulation holds a greater prepotency
to action for the second group than for the first who show alpha
activity when the eyes are open from the first few cycles. These
may correspond to the tense and relaxed groups of the previous
experiment. They are also reminiscent of the classification of
image type made by Walter, 1950.
In conclusion, the alpha rhythm may he controlled by a
sensory organisation built up as a result of regular, repeated
instructions to open and close the eyes, and a ihrther result is
that there is an increase in the amplitude of this activity at
certain times between the instructions.
This experiment therefore, substantiates, in relationship to
the particular conditions of test, the results of experiment one.
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Chapter 8
The Mechanisms of 'Set'
Ttaro experiments have been described which were designed
to detect a relationship between attention and sensory organisation.
Bdth experiments showed regular features of the electroencephalo¬
graph. Evidence was presented showing that the features were
intimately related to attention^ and the control of them to
sensory organisation.
Attention and sensory organisation are very often difficult
to separate. Attention is a neeessary 'aid' to the formation of
a sensory organisation and, in so far as it is thus bound up with
the sensory organisation, the organisation will appear to, and
possible actually does^ control attention. One of the effects of
the development of a sensory organisation is that the attention
drops, particularly when the next stimulus is not expected.
At times,attention and sensory organisation are oppositely
orientated or independent. For instance, attention becomes
mobilised when a stimulus appears unexpectedly. If the rate of
change of attention is high, a startle response is said to have
occurred. Increasing the rate of repetition of the stimulus
alters the pattern of attention during the intervals between
stimuli. It does not, however, appear to change appreciably the
acquisition oi effects of a sensory organisation within the limits
of interval length with which I have been working.
Sensory organisation is devoted to the adaptation of the
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organism to ingoing stimuli, attention to the occasions when such
adaptation is at variance with the ingoing stimuli. There is
some Justification for saying that this variance represents
irritation to the organism. The effect of the attention appears
then to he twofold in the removal of the irritation, first, as a
priming factor to remove the source of IrritaHonj secondly,
if that is impossible, as an aid to a new adaptation.
It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that 'attention' and
Expectancy* are separable. We can also show a difference of
motor organisation, ('intention') from 'expectancy' (ablation
experiments, etc.). Are 'intention' and 'attention' equated,
they might well be; no proof can be found which will decisively
separate them, since motor organisation plays a part in all
behavioural responses. It is suggested that the relationship
between them should be very similar to that between attention and
sensory organisation.
In spite of the lack of proof^I think there is good reason
to separate three mechanisms theoretically as: Sensory organisa¬
tion (subjectively expectancy) j Attention (subjectively tension)?
and Motor organisation. It has been pointed out that 'intention'
is motor organisation plus motivation. The motivational parts
\/
of the concept can most certainly he called 'attention'. In
making this distinction it must be pointed out that there is no
reason why these mechanisms should be considered as existing only
to provide the facilities of 'set* to the animal and human, On
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the contrary, It is considered that these factors are merely
part of the central adjustment mechanism and are occasioned as
a function of the environment, or as in this case, of the
experimental method. In making this point the facts and theories
of learning mast be taken into account.
In the earlier discussion of the place of ♦set' in the
learning theories, it was concluded that the most reasonable
position in the discussion of constructs of learning is that
which admits both Contiguity and the law of effect to be
important factors. In view of this and of the evidence for
sensory organisation, the position to be taken is most similar
to that taken by Wood»orth,fl947)^emphasises both 'the perceptual
nature of learning* and the 'principle of reinforcement'. His
view is that reinforcement Is responsible for the hypothetical
learning ohange in conditioning^but that this change is not to he
thought of as strengthening the CS-CR connection. Woodworth
employs a concept of expectancy and states that it is the
expectancy that is reinforced. This is similar to the position
adopted by Lew in, (l942^ who in criticising the assoeiationist
concepts of Koffka and Kdhler, suggests that an association is
not the force that can produce responses, "it must only he thought
of as providing for the organisation of cognitions which must in
turn be energised by the motivational systems of the individual
before action". It is interesting here to compare Hull's
concept of habit strength, Ihill,(l943). The habit strength alone
/cannot
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cannot proSacs a response but must be combined with the
coexisting drive state in order t© do so.
If this position Is accepted* then lit follows immediately
that motor organisation and motivation can he separated* In a
complex learning situation* for instance, a problem box, the
animal having learned the task of, say, moving a lever to open
a door to the reward, is liable to move the lever with one of
many different movements of different limbs. Each of these
movements will include a high degree of co-ordination between
various muscle groups including postural reflexes, do, which
have been learned prior to the experiment and exist as a series
of motor organisations. The sensory organisation of the
relationship between the lever and the door and reward will not
vary, and the motivation can be made very nearly similar in each
of two or more cases when a completely different movement, or even
limb, is used to perform the action of pressing the lever. The
motor organisation is, therefore, not necessarily specific to a
specific motivation in any one situation,and the two aspects are
separable,as everyday experience would seem to predict.
Of the remaining four concepts of the temporary schema, I
find they can all be interpreted as combinations of the three
mechanisms which I have suggested above. 'Attitude* was shown
by Hebb to be a complex of expectancies (conceptual cycles).
Often attitude is given motor connotations - attitude to react
In a certain way, e.g. transfer of training - in which ease we
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are ts&ing about motor organisation, or it may be viewed as a
drive to do something,in which ease we can talk of attention.
Transfer of training is also often used with reference to
familiarity with the stimulus pattern, in which ease we have
expectancy. Previously I referred to it as 'habit1.
The temporary persistence of a sensory organisation, a
'hypothesis' becomes conceptual cycle, represented in Hebb's/ A ;•
terminology,by any one of the letters of the sequence a-b-e-a-...
or A-B-C~D-A-B~ which refer to an expectancy and an
•attitude* respectively.
•Expectation' is essentially a sensory attitude based on the
arousal of previously established •expectancies' (cell assemblies).
s
possibly verbally.
The h'ature of the Mechanisms
It may not be possible to explain psychological construct
physically, but they mast have physiological and, if possible,
anatomical reality, i.e. they most be physically possible.
I shall attempt in the following to indicate that the
mechanisms are to some extent physically probable.
Stimulation of the cortical grey matter invariably produces,
whatever the nature of the stimulus, a local activity which tends
to be spread in one of two ways: (a) propagation which tends to
be eortieof&gal and moves very slowly from the excited point
within the cortical feltwork. Ibis activity which is carried
through numerous synapses travels with a speed of about 10 milli-
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metres per second (MeCulloch, 1949). (Adrian, 1934 gave the
figure of 40 millimetres per second), (b) An activity tending to
follow the course of the projection axons, leaving the stimulated
regions and having a great velocity towards other points on the
cortex, which always seem to be the same (FeCulloch, 1949).
Changes in the intensity and duration of the stimulus
principally affect the after discharge and th transmission at a
distance (Dow, 1949). The separability of these two mechanism
seems to offer a suggestion for the basis of sensory association
and orgs. insati orjon the one hand, and sensory motor connection on
the other.
Sensory Organls a felon, fixpectansy
Expectancy is the effect of a sensory organisation which is
referred to the subject, but is objectively studied in the changes
of his behaviour in successivo trials of the task*
Basically, expectancy with its integration as expectation,
and more generally as attitude, is not necessarily famed according
to the law of effect* A further proof of this is available from
the work of Popov (1950). He recorded th-j spontaneous waves
from the brains of animals and men under seditions of rest, and
when a light was flashed at Inter rale (of a do second and two
seconds), the subject was behaviourftlly passive, bfrt after bctweeh
•teo and five repetitions of tha light t!*a pattern of waves
be same syohronous with the light.
It appears to be the same mc©hanisifi in operation when the
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light is flashing at any speed* Exactly comparable effects can
be shown with frequencies as high as ten or eleven per second.
At greater frequencies lower harmonics are responded to. Most
important is the fact that the effeet of Cycloehronie, as Popov
calls it, occurs at least once after the stimulation has been
terminated, at a point corresponding to one standard interval after
the last stimulation. It is suggested that it is this aspect of
the mechanism of sensory organisation which is occurring in Mowrer's
experiments on expectancy*
The description of sensory organisation given by Hebb, 1949,
is entirely in keeping with my concept and the above facts. I
eannot therefore^ do better than to refer to his description.
Attention
Attention is secondary motivation. It seers to occur as a
result of previous contiguity of motivation and certain stimuli.
It is also imtimately related to the ohemieal - hormonal state of
the organism. The two aspects are separable.
(1) A facilitation via thalamo-cortical neural connections^ of
probably all cell assembly activities of other than those of the
minimum duration, i.e. t© which 'attention is paid'. It is well
known that there is a minimum potential level necessary to induce
a trans-synaptical conduction. Thi| ?ht be attained by duplicate
of fibres or by increment in the size—of single afferents in
. .. - •• • • • • - i
relational positions (synaptic knobs) as Hebb postulates. In the
-78- /problems
problems we are dealing with, the number of trials , does not appear
sufficient to cause the feneration of *knobs,/ and we are faced with
the necessity of suggesting an alternative mechanism for the
maintenance of certain cell assemblies, which the organism
facilitates into longer temporal exlste/r?ce. Impulses from the
lower centres in the dl^neephalon might well serve to accomplish
this state of affairs.
The existanee of thalamo-coritcal circuits has been recognised
since the last century. Dusser de Barenne and McCulloch (1938)
established that there exists between the sensory nuclei of the
thalamus direct functional inter-relationshire from each sub-
/
division of the sensory cortex to, and only to, the corresponding
sensory thalamic nucleus and vice versa. They infer from this
observation that this closed chain of neurones should exhibit
reverberating activity and tbat once an excitation is initiated in
part of the circuit, it should be propagated along the neurones
connecting the sensory cortex and the thalamus/ and back again.
Recently this concept of cortico-thalamic reverberation has been
much dlscussed and used extensively in the interpretation of differ¬
ent rhythms. Chang (1950) analyses the periodic after-discharge
to a single stimulus applied to the optio nerve, on the assumption
that the waves are repetitive dischargaof the circuits between the
cortex and thalamus, and thalamus and cortex. He believes that an
afferent volley from the thalamus^ after arriving at the sensory
if—
cortex wil^/return°the thalamic nucleus from which the impulses will
again ascend to the cortex to start another cycle of activity along
the same neuronal circuit, and this is repeated a number of times.
The maximal evoked primary response can be obtained only at a focal
p aprily in
cortical region concerned. The repetitive discharges, consequent
to cortical excitation by an afferent volley, are present only where
the primary responses can be recorded (Chang, 1950). These
secondary repetitive responses are, however not localised and never
seem to have a focal point on the cortex, where a response of
maximal magnitude can he obtained. They do not appear beyond the
boundary of the cortical area which is specially receptive to the
impulses of that particular sensory modalityfand they usually
number four or five in direct recording. Cafal (1903) first
suggested that the functional significance of eortico-thalamie
circuits is as a mechanism for sensory attention, This latter he
defines as the capacity of limiting our conscious activity to a
particular region of sensory fields, cutaneous, visual or auditory.
The secondary discharges outlast the original stimulus by
several thousand times^and according to Chang (1950)/ they constitute
an "elementary physiological substratum for the formation and
persistence of a mental impression aroused by the sensory stimulus"
(of. Hebb, 1949). There is no explicit bodily activity^ssociated
with the reverbera to ry discharge.
The facilitation of sensory organisations would be delicate
and transient and under severe conditions we would expect it to
break down. Kxamples of such conditions are frustration, or
neurotic anxiety, in which cases we have regression to 1 childish*
behaviour, to well-established mechanisms learned earlier in life.
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This condition brings me to the second aspect of secondary
motivation*
!£) The Emergency response* which is probably in large part
a humoural transmission! the presence in the blood bathing the
brain of various chemicals which act as "to whom it may concern"
messages (Wiener 1950). § Evidence that the cortical cells in y
vivo, bear no resemblance to the classical telephone switchboard
concept, may support this contention. Harrison, 1906-7, first
reported that nerve cells are amoeboid in tissue culture. Levi,
1925-6, studied individual cells by mierodisectlon of tissue
eultures/ and found that a nerve cell touched by a needle point will
sometimes throw out processes by amhoeboid movement. Tissue
culture conditions are abnormal and artifacts are common, but
Speidel, 1933, 1940, observed nerve fibres growing into the living
tadpole tail. The ends of the fibres, like those in the tissue
culture, were actively amoeboid. Carey and others, 1945, studying
the motor end-platef report that it too is arabeboid. Gerrard,
1949 says, "One thing, overwhelmingly impressive...*, is the
complete.... structural fluidity of an adult
neurone under normal conditions, and its extensive
disruption and re eons traction under very slight
pathological conditions.
Ie each of our brains at this moment.....
each (neurone) is giving out pseudopods, retracting
its fibres, moving forward and back, swelling and
shrinking and moving from side fo side".
Finally, it is only necessary to point out that, under the
effect of certain chemicals, such activity in many kinds of cells
can he accelerated or reduced.
- 8 I - /Supporting
Supporting evidence from the examination of the electroen¬
cephalograph and "blood composition has "been mentioned at the
beginning of this section. The effect is very well known with all
tissues. In particular, Speidel, 1940, studied the effects of
metrasol on the preparation referred to above, and showed that
active contraction of the fibres occurred and extension followed
later, after an interval. If, under frustration, etc., a chemical
Is produced such that the cortical cells are reduced in their
activity (reduction in amount of blood by constriction of the
capilliaries might be sufficient) it is more likely that primitive,
well-established pathways will remain active after the newer over¬
lay is inoperative,and so we get regression characteristics.
This hypothetical explanation is intended as an example of
the way In which the facts fit the behavioural details. 'To whom
it may concern^, Immorally transmitted messages are common through¬
out the body^ and facilitation of the development of a sensory
organisation via neural connections will include repeated associat¬
ion . Attention and sensory organisation should, therefore,
remain associated. The process of creating a sensory organisation
will include circular loops/such that the organisation, facilitated
from the lower centres, will affect the lower centresyand to this
exten" control their activity. It is because attention
facilitates the development of the sensory organisation that the
whole system becomes linked and a sensory organisation can control
attention. On the other hand, if an 'unexpected' stimulus
q p /appears
appears, i.e. when the attention is not high, there is ra a very
sharp rise in attention resulting in a discharge of the 1 humoral
Message' * In Ashby's terminology, a step function has changed
and we have the familiar 'startle response'. The effect in the
electroencephalogram is that the alpha rhythm is blocked in the
first case, jU'S-t before an expected stimulus, and in the second,
just after an unexpected stimulus. This idea is a corollary of
Hebb's theory. The * bum©-«ral message* is also produced in Hebb's
terminology by a startle, i.e. an unexpected stimulus. To refer
to the discussion of the humo^ral transmission, a frustration is
exactly this.
Lindsley (1950), presents an 'activation theory' of emotion
in which he states that emotion and deep sleep are extremes of the
same dimension. The optimum centre point of this continuum is
relaxed wakefulness in which the alpha rhythm is dominant. It
appears jfco® Walter (1950b) that emotion of a disruptive order is
accompanied by four per second waves, but lindsley makes no
mention of this fact. However, even though it is not necessarily
true to say that emotion is completely shown by the 'activation
pattern* (blocking of the alpha rhythm and fast low voltage
activity), it seems generally agreed that this pattern indicates
emotion either organised in which case we have tension, or
disorganised as excitement, irritability, and more ©p less gross
forms of breakdown.
Motor Organisation
Us tor organisation is considered to be homologous with sensory
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organisation in terras of mechanism. A transient, labile,
integration of elements in the prefrontal oortex built up in a
few trials by contiguity. The same pattern of theory may be
built up for this activity and its complications (c.f. Morgan's
seratim functions of symbolic processes) as Hebb ha£ done for the
case of visual perception. The concept of motor organisation may
lead to confusion with skill unless it is realised that the
difference is probably only one of degree. An alternative name
may be pre-motor organisation since the observation may be made
that behavioural evidence of motor organisation must always





In the previous pages suggestions about the nature
of the mechanisms intervening "between the Stimulus and
response' and showing "behavioural effects referred to as set
• I /
have been made. The next stage of the programme is to
ascertain how the mechanism of sensory organisation may "be
shown to operate in the reaction time situation.
In the experiment to he described the aim was to
examine the ancipatory response to an expected stimulus.
The method to be used is known in other, but sometimes
comparable, fields of study as the 'black box' technique.
This involves the examination of the whole or
large sections of the machine, and comparing the output with
a known, input. We have little alternative but use this
technique in studying behaviour/ and the stimulus-response
approach of Hull and his associates is an example of this
technique. applied/ as Hull says^ "macroscopically". The
anatomical divisions of the cortex are unfortunately not
related to the functional pathv/ays as Penfield and hashley,
preeminently, have shown# Nevertheless, at a very general
level of description such as that of the electroencephalography
various gross areas may be delineated* Widely separated
areas of the cortex show different patterns and it was
decided to record from the occipital, parietal and central
regions, the response of the cortex to a recognisable input
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acting as the stimulus in a reaction time experiment.
An experiment, similar in many ways, has "been
performed by Livanov and Pollakov, the important difference
fcs that the "conditioned" stimulus (preparatory signal) was
flashing and the "unconditioned" stimulus was an electric
shock to the paw of a rabbit.
Livanov and Pollakov (1945) report that a conditioned
reflex to rhythmic stimuli can be followed in the change of
electrical pattern in the cortex of an unanaesthetized rabbit.
During the generalisation phase of the conditioning,
activity at the frequency of the conditioned stimulus spreads
from the reception area to aearly all areas, later it is only
found in the effector field corresponding to the unconditioned
response, at this stage the behavioural conditioned reflex
appears. Tjhey say that all the features of Pavlovian
conditioning can be so examined.
Popov (1948a, 1949) shows that the assertions of
Livanov and Poliakov are well founded.
Popov (1950a, 1950e) presents a study of the
physiological mechanisms which he claims underlye many
psychological and psychopathological processes. He has
shown dominance effects of certain stimuli on the alpha
rhythm in certain related areas of the cortex and in non-
related areas. Secondly/by demonstrating the repetitive
discharge of the cortex to regular Btimulation^'cyelochronie^
and the occurrence of this response after the cessation of
stimulation he has offered an interpretation of the occurrence
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of chain reflexes and. temporal conditioning, etc. The
evidence and theory which he presents Ijb supported hy other
evidence which he quotes. After demonstrating the
conditioning of the spontaneous waves to sound,(see also
Popov, 195Oh, and 1950d.) he shows that a sound stimulate
can he conditioned to cause the same effect in the parietal
area of a rabbit as an electrical stimulus to the contralateral
posterior pav/ (Popov, 19h8b, 1951) and in other areas
(Popov, 19i|-8c), All the aspects of conditioning are examined
including the effect of certain drugs to cause the
reappearance of an extinguished response. One of the most
...important results that he obtained was that with extinction,
the conditioned stimulus is not inhibited in the receptive
area, but the response of the respective motor area was
extinguished. This is contrary to the classical conditioned
reflex theory.
Photic stimulation (a regularly flashing light)
is used mainly in the study of evoked potentials in man.
These are large and can be recorded directly, they are
brought into relief by analysis. This has been demonstrated
very clearly in the monumental work that has been
proceeding in the laboratory of Walter in Bristol (Walter,
19*4-6, 19*4-9» 1950b etc.)
Walter reports that "subjective sensations
associated with flicker (photic stimulation), include
pulsating mosaics, whirlpools* kinaeethetic hallucinations
and organised delusional states", (TMs in confirmed
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"by many experimenters, including myself). Individual
differences are great , also the same subject at different
times may organise the data in a completely different
manner. There are correlates Vi&th maturity, psychological
type and mood as well as wakefulness arid the action of drugs.
Popov in establishing the principal of "cyclochronia"
(1949) used light flashes one or two seconds apart. By
shortening this time it has "been found that the same
phenomenon seems to occur at frequencies as great as 10 per
second, "Photic driving" of the alpha rhythm "by a light
stimulus flickering at near alpha frequency has been noted
in animals and men, Bartley (1936) and Bishop (1935)
observed the phenomenon in unanaesthetised rabbits. It
has also been observed in the monkey, cat and dog, both
anaesthetised and not, Walter et al, 1944* Halstead et al.
1942.
In man, Adrian and Sfathewe (1934) noted that^
the rate of the alpha rhythm could apparently be raised
or lowered to correspond with the frequency of flash
stimulation of the retina. Toman (1941) and Walker et al.
(1914$.) confirmed this. Halstead et al, (1942) report
responses at triple the frequency of the flashes. Walter
(1950b) has obtained the same results by stroboscopic
photic stimulation, (the flashing is *tiedr on to the alpha
rhythm), together with a lowering of the threshold of
emotional response to pleasurable and unpleasurable
stimuli. Bartley (1941) recognised two principle
cortical responses to a succession of flashes to the
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retina, a specific response to retinal stimulation, and
a modification of the alpha rhythm. He concludes that
the two markedly influence one another, and that the
specific outcome of a series of flashes is dependent
on the temporal distribution of the stimulus, its intensity
and relation to existing acitivity. Thus the phenomenon
of multiplied response to light flashes may he "by change
in either or "both the specific and the alpha rhythm components
of cortical potentials.
Walter and Walter (1949) report that responses
to photic stimulation do not appear to "drive the alpha
rhythm" since, with the eyes shut, activity at "both stimulus
and alpha frequency exist together appearing as beats
in the primary record.,and separately upon analysis. They
also say that in most subjects voluntary mental activity
Involving visual imagery reduces the amplitude of the
evoked response as well as that of the alpha rhythm. After
After
^preliminary experimental study; a light, flashing at eight
cycles per second with a light dark ratio equal to one, was
chosen as the stimulus. The selection of frequency was
determined by the fact that it must be easily recognisable
amongst the spontaneous frequencies, not be so fast that
the brain responds to subiharmonics of various levels and
not so slow that an easily recognisable wave form does not
develop© in a fairly Bhort preparatory interval. The
practical problems of constructing a tuned filter made it
desirable that the frequency adopted was as high as possible.
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(It was found that in three subjects, the alpha hand of
activity
spontaneous activity include^/at eight per
second, mainly at less than 10 microvolts before the
experiment)•
The experiment consisted of a verbal preparatory
signal to press the key followed after an interval, randomly
by chosen, of between 2*5 and .5 second by the usual 'light*
stimulus flashing at eight cycles per second. The cortical
activity was recorded by two channels, one with the filter
(an Indlfctance-capaclty type) in the output of the amplifier
and the other itoflltered*
The general experimental details were gefr the
as
same/previously* Two hundred trials were given to each
subject. Care was taken to 'program' the intervals
between successive trials, so that they varied between two
and twenty two seconds in a random order of half second
steps* A set of random numbers (Tippett) were used and
a given interval was not repeated in forty trials* The
instructions given to each subject were as followss
"I will tell you to press the key. The light
will appear shortly afterwards. As soon as you see the
light I want you to release the key as quickly as possible.
After a short time I will say "press" and you are to press
the key. When the light comes on you must release the
key as soon as you can. Do you understand? I will say
"press", you press the key* The light will come on, you
release the key as soon as you see the light"•
The group of subjects was divided into four with
twenty subjects in each.
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To each subgroup the filtered channel was connected differently.
1• to the occipital lead
2. to the parietal lead
3* to the central lead
I},, the fourth subgroup was divided into four
parts. To each section of five subjects
the filtered channel was switched from one
lead to another.
a) between the occipital and parietal leads
every twenty trials.
b) between the occipital and central leads
every twenty trials.
c) between the parietal and central leads
every twenty trials.
d) between the occipital, parietal and
central leads every ten trials.
The records were cut and examined in a similar
manner to that of the previous experiments except that
interest was centred on each reaction and not the intervening
seconds.
The objects of the examination of the records
were
1. to demonstrate that a consistent pattern of cerebral
activity is built up as a result of the qualities of
the stimulus.
2. to show that this is ©specially associated with
preparation for the reaction,
3. to examine the form of the developement and to compare
-9 I -
the developement in the three areas.
Results, General,
The effect of filtering all except that in a narrow
"band from the activity of a lead is striking. The
individuality of the record from different subjects was lost.
This is especially notifiable during the course of the
experiment when eight cycles per second activity is very
much in evidence in all records. The amplitude of the
eight cycles per second activity increased especially
fre.
between^preparatory signal and the stimulus, Activity
between the stimulus and the response is usually in phase
with the stimulus. Between reactions an occasional burst,
sometimes of high amplitude appeared especially in the
parietal record. It usually started one to two seconds
after the reaction and was at times quite consistent. The
burst lasted 1,5 seconds on the average and seemed to
mirror the pattern observed during the previous reaction.
Other activity at eight cycles per second which lasted from
five to ten wavesfoccurred occasionally between reactions.
There was however^ nothing in the records to indicate that
the association with the preparatory stimulus and response
etc. was due to chance. The probability that the reactions
sampled the occurrence of 8 cycles per second activity
random[ifor, was found to be less than one in 1C$* (The
chi squared test was applied to the proportions of reactions
showing anticipatory activity and the proportions of the
remaining time showing activity).
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extinguish the light, and all leads shewed eight cycle
pen second activity "between the response and the end of
the stimulus. This was most noticeable in the oeoi£ital
lead.
It was possible to isolate a small number of
different patterns representing the positions of the burst
of the highest amplitude viz:
Type 1a s activity occuring after the instruction
to "press" but which blocked oefore the preparatory
action of pressing the key.
Type lb t activity starting as 1a and not blocking
before the action of pressing the key.
Type 2a $ activity starting after the action of
pressing the key but which blocked on or before
the arrival of the stimulus.
Type 2b s activity which started as In type 2a
but which did not block oh or before the arrival
of the stimulus,
Type 3, Anticipatory activity which is divided
into two distinct bursts^ the first usually
starting before the action of pressing the key
and the second starting before the stimulus.
Type h, activity starting after the stimulus
but before the response.
These are illistrated in figures 2J. Perpendicular
lines a, b, c and d refer to the moments when the key was
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end of the stimulation respectively. An anticipatory
cerebral response is therefore defined as activity eck eight
cycles per second starting "before jb but not more than one
reaction time before a. The patterns from the three areas
did not show any distinctive qualitative differences.
The amplitude of the occipital lead was always leas than the
others which were usually very similar to one another.
The restate for the three leads are illustrated
by figures 28# 29 and 30 for occipital, parietal and
central respectively. The occipital results are presented
in chronological order whilst the central and parietal
records have been grouped for presentation according to
pattern.
Figure 28 is composed of extracts from the record
of the filtered occipital lead from subject 145* All the
reactions showing any activity up to reaction 60 are shown
and thereafter all those with amplitude of more than 20
microvolts. The records have been mounted beneath one
another with respect to the onset of the stimulus i.e.
the line b.
It will be seen that aopart from an increase in
amplitude there is very little indication of a progression
as the experiment proceeds. The highest amplitude is
reached between reactions 130 and 160 and for the rest of
the experiment it remains fairly high. From the earliest
reactions^ the highest amplitude per reaction was most often
present in cd in the occipital lead i.e. in the interval
after response and before the end of the stimulus. In
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the later reactions this discharge starts slightly before
the behavioural response i.e. in he and lasts for three to
four waves. During this period the subject is passive
to the stimulus. This is common to the occipital leads
of most subjects and its fairly often seen in the other leads.
The highest amplitude seen in reaction 155. Other
reactions of the same pattern are 51* 103, 11U, 182+ and 189,
Patterns of type 1a (where the activity blocks before a)
rare in this subject, are seen in reactions 16 and 101.
Activity starting after a but blocking before b (type 2a)
was seen in a greater number of reactions e.g. 61, 68, 152+
and 198. In reactions i13 and 182 the activity persists
after b (Type 2b). Two separated anticipatory bursts
(Type 3) are seen in reactions 199 and 200. Most of the
reactions after the sixtieth show activity anticipating
the stimulus but with low amplitude.
Tho last two lines of record in figure 28 were
made with the eyes closed after the experiment. They
were both of the occipital lead, the first filtered and the
second not filtered. These may be compared with no
activity in the filtered occipital record at 8 cyeles per
second observable before the experiment.
<S — There is a large increase in percentage time and
amplitude of eight cycles per second activity in the record
with eyes closed in subjects and all leads.
The points noted above are seen in the majority
of occipital records. The first appearance of eight
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FIGURE 29
*1 i l I Ml i *Tsecond j/i volts
was in the fifth reaction on the average (range 2 to b5)
at first at law amplitude with a more or less gradual increase
in successive reactions. Some activity at this frequency
was present in 73/S of all occipital records. Of these 80;
were of less than 25 microvolts amplitude and 52% were less
than 10 microvolts amplitude. The majority of occipital
records showed the highest amplitude in c d.
The parietal and central leads showed an anticipatory
response predominating*}
^The illustrations (figures 29 and 30) made with
the records grouped according to pattern,(since the sequence
of developeipent of patterns was no clearer than in the
occipital record) emphasise the relationship of the
anticipatory response to the reaction.
The six categories as defined above (viz. 1a, lb,
2a, 2b and 3 and h) have been used, the first five showing
an anticipatory response. Interest in group k comes
in phase analysis of the behavioural responses to be reported
following this qualltive discussion. The reactions were
chosen by selecting the first appearance of each pattern
and thereafter others with amplitude over about 20 microvolts.
Compared with the occipital lead, the parietal lead
shows different proportions of each of the patterns together
with a higher mean amplitude. The difference between the
amplitudes of the dominant burst and of the remaining
activity in each reaction was greater in the parietal
lead th<oi the occipital and the patterns are thexefore
better defined. The central lead shows the hiohest
-96-
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amplitudes and the most contrast between dominant "burst
%e'
and remainder of the activity "but the patterns were generallyA '
very similar to the parietal lead.
With subject 158 (figure 29) type 1a was the first
pattern to appear in the parietal record after Ulght
reactions. This was followed by types 3, 1b, 2a, k and 2b
respectively. (The order in different subjects was not
necessarily the same, almost all possible permutations
were found. There was however,a tendency for type 1 (i.e.
1a or 1b) to appear first or early in the series,, whereas
type 2 (i.e. 2a or 2b) was sometimes not seen until the
thirtieth reaction). Subject 158 showed type 2a most
often. Consecutive responses oceuring in the same group
indicate that there may be a tendency for patterns of one
type to occur in groups.
On the average the first appearance of eight
per second anticipatory activity was reaction 1R in the
parietal records and reaction 10 in the central records
(ranges 5 to k3 and 2 to 37 respectively). In both leads
a relatively high amplitude was pre sent from the first
appearance of activity.
Records of the parietal ^nd central leads show
no outstanding differences when they are recorded
alternately from the same subject. Figure 31 is composed
of extracts from the records from one of the group of
subjects, Where the filtered channel was switched between
the parietal and the central leads. Differences are
- 97-
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shown, particularly in the duration of the anticipatory
response. Before line a. in type 1a the burst is often
longer hut is more variable in the parietal than the
central lead. The total amount of activity is greater
in the parietal lead and the dominant hurst is less
outstanding (cf types 1b for each lead).
It may be concluded that 1. A response of the
brain showing the properties of a stimulus can be shown to
appear In anticipation of the stimulus after a number of
repetitions of a preparatory signal and stimulus of
recognisable qualities. 2. It is not clear whether
the anticipatory response is associated more especially with
the preparatory signal or the preparatory behavioural
response. The anticipatory response of the brain may appear
or disappear at the same time as the behavioural response
(types 1a, 2a and 2b). When the cerebral response
appears before the preparatory behaviour (pressing the key),
as in types 1a and 1b, it may be associated with the
preparatory signal. Yfhen, as in types 2a and 2b, activity
occurs after pressing the key, it may be associated with
either the preparatory signal or response but more especially
with the latter. There may be reason to consider tha^
the two aspects are separab^ since in type 3 reactions
the anticipatory cerebral response blocked at or near to the
preparatory behavioural response but before the arrival of
the stimulus^ and a second burst of activity appeared later
but before b. 3. A cerebral anticipatory response is
-98-
variable In position, amplitude and duration for reasons
unknown,<
vIn the first few reactions very little or no
activity is seen. The amplitude increases after the first
. appearance, taking more trials in the occipital than in
the parietal and central leads. The latter shows greatest
individual variations, some subjects show a high amplitude
almost immediately, others take as many as forty reactions
for an amplitude of 20 microvolts to be attained,
The form of the development of the patterns is not clear.
Similar patterns recur in as many as ten successive reactions
in some subjects, but in others t e distribution of the
various patterns appears to be variable. (For these
reasons it was not possible to make full use of the records
from the group of subjects in which the filtered channel
was switched from one lead to another and from which it
/
was hoped to obtain information on the relative developement
in the various leads. In the appendix to this section^
a series of developmental stages in the relationships
between the occipital and central leads are illustrated
and described in detail. This development was observed
between the central and occipital leads of a small number
of subjects in whose record the presence or absence of
eight cycles per second activity could be appreciated in
the Hfifiltered lead. In these cases the simultaneous
record for two leads could be examined. The limited number
of subjects from which these conclusions could be drawn are
-9 9-
probably not representative of the sample as a whole and
the conclusions must "be viewed accordingly.
The relationship "between the activity in the
occipital and central leads seems to change in three stages
1. anticipatory activity not present in both leads at the
same time. This includes the reactions in which no
anticipatory activity is seen in either lead.
2. activity present in both leads.but the patterns are
different in each lead in a given reaction,
3. octlvity present i ; both leads in the same pattern.
These stages are illustrated by figures 32 a, b,
o and d. It has not been possible to demonstrate similar
relationships between the parietal and either of the other
leads. So far as can be seen^when activity occurs in both
the occipital and the parietal leads the pattern is most
likely to be the same from the begining of the series.
There are many exceptions to this and there does not seem
to be a development as between the central and occipital
leads. One reason for the Indeterminacy is the






In order to examine the relationship of the
anticipatory response of the brain to the behaviour, an
analysis of the filtered lead of all the reactions from
each subject In groups one, two and three of the experimental
sample has been made. The three groups were those in which
the record was made with the filtered channel in one lead
only for the whole experiment# The records of twelve
thousand reactions were examined, four thousand from each
lead# Each record was classified according to one of the
six patterns described or *rest'/» and the phase of the
cerebral activity at the occurrence of the preparatory
response, the stimulus and the response to the stimulus^,
i.e; at lines a, b and e^was noted* The phase was estimated
and classified into one of seven categories; 0°, 45°* 90°,
135°» 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°* The number of reafitlons
falling into the various categories was found* The results
are given in fable 2* Two further lines have been added,
namely the number of reactions showing each type of pattern
and the sums of the cell frequencies showing a particular
phase at each line* For the purpose of this analysis the
amplitude of the activity was not taken Into account* If
no activity was visible, the reaction was placed in the category
"rest1! Other reactions which came into this group are those
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1. An anticipatory response was present in 8^50 reactions
representing JO,l$> of the total. Of these the most common
pattern is that of 1b which occurred in. 2,365 reactions i.e.
fKk-
19.9?- of the reactions. Type 2a was^next most frequent,
being seen, in 1,862, or 15*5% of the reactions. The
proportions of type lb are similar for all leads but there
are significantly more of type 2a in the parietal record
than in the occipital or central records.
2. The proportion of antieipatox^y responses which started
before the preparatory response were compared with the
proportion starting after the preparatory response (pressing
the hey). The proportions mmw.-ro of type one and type
two were compared, by means of the ehi squared test of
independence, for the three leads. It was found that a
significantly higher proportion of type one was observed
in the occipital lead than in the central lead, and a very
highly' significantly Qtgater proportion than in the parietal
lead ( from the ehl-squared test P -c.Ol and P ^<<".001
respectively) The occipital lead shows the anticipatory
response associated with the preparatory signal significantly
more than either of the other leads. The central lead
shows the anticipatory response associated with the preparatory
signal significantly more that the parietal lead (P < .01).
3. The action of pressing the key appears to affect the
activities in the various leads differently. By comparing
the relative proportions of patterns 1a and 1b in the three
leads taken in pairs, the following results were obtained:
- I02 -
The occipital lead showed a significantly higher proportion
of pattern type 1b than type 1a. compared with either the
parietal (P « #001) or the central (P .001) leads. No
significant difference in the proportions of the two patterns
was observed between the central and parietal leads (P .3).
4. The arrival of the stimulus (line b) and the effect
on the activity in the different leads has been examined in
a similar manner. Patterns 2a and 2b were compared for
the three leads taken in pairs by means ofthe chi-squared
test. The occipital lead was found to be associated with
pattern type 2a significantly more than either the parietal
(P -f * .001) or the central (P -*• .001) leads. No
significant difference was found between the parietal and
central leads (P .8).
Activity occurs in the occipital lead before the
preparatory response but after the preparatory signal
proportionally more than in either of the other leads. Of
these^the central lead shows activity following the preparatory
signal more than the parietal lead.
The activity in the occipital lead is less affected
by the action of pressing the key and more affected by the
appearance of the stimulus than either the parietal or central
leads.
These results are in keeping with the accepted
fmiction of the underlying occipital and central areas.
It is something of a surprise to find that the parietal
-/O 3-
lead, behaved more similarly to the central than to the
occipital area.
The Phase Analysis,
The phase analysis of the electroencephalograms
recorded during the reactions was made in order to discover
whether the phase at which the stimulus occurs results in
significantly different proportions of the patterns. Of
special interest are the conditioner 1. for the persistence
of activity and for blocking^snd 2. for the behavioural
responses.
For each of the lines a, b and c for each reaction,
the phase of the cerebral activity was estimated where the
line cut the electroencephalogram. The numbers of reactions
falling into each of the seven phase groups were counted
and shown in Table 2.
1®. The results were compared with independence with
the aid of the chi-sguars test. The aim was to discover
whether the continuation of activity (2b) in the various leads
was associated with the stiraulus occurring at any particular
part of the wave. The frequencies in each phase group for
patterns 2a and 2b were compared for each lead separately.
It was found that the persistence of the activity
in the occipital lead (pattern 2b) is significantly associated
(P » .001) with the stimulus occurring at phases centreing
on 90° and 270°. The central lead on the otherjhand showed
a significant association between these phases and the
blocking of the activity (pattern 2a) (P - .02). This
-I 04 -
may indicate general phase relationships of the two leads.
The occurrence of the two patterns in the parietal
lead, shown no significant difference (P ■< ,1), The
stimulus does not seem to affect the parietal record,
ifi *> Changes in the electroencephalograms as a result
of the preparatory response (depressing the key) have "been
examined in a similar manner for patterns 1a and 1b. In
the occipital record a significant association (P .001)
has been found between the phases of 180° and 235° and the
blocking of the activity (1a).
<*= The parietal records Show a significant association
(p »■ .02) of the phases 3i5° to 90° inclusive, with blocking
of the activity (i.e. 1a). The central lead shows a
significant association (P * .001) between phases 90° to
235° inclusive. The results with patterns 1a and 1b, though
significant,are not conclusive sinee a consistent trend
over the various phases was not observed* Both the effects
of the light (patterns 2) and. of the action of pressing the
key (patterns 1) may be thought of as due to stimulation
external and internal respectively,
2, response:
The phase of the activity at the two behavioural
responses was examined in a similar manner.
The totals for each phase of the activity at
each of the three lines (a, b and e) were, obtained for all
reactions* These were Included in table 2 under the heading
1Totals of columns*.
It will be seen that for each line the cell
- I O 5 -
 
frequencies are much greater for 90° and 2/0° phase than
for the remaining phases. Since the line she-..c*. the
onset of the stimulus, was under the control of the
experimenter and It appeared at random intervals, the
working assumption was made that the unequal distribution
of the phase analysis of the line b was due to the practical
difficulties of analysis of phase. (It is easier to Judge
a phase to b© 90° or 2/0° than any other. T1e next most
Gasy phases to recognise are G° arid 180°. There would be
a natural tendency therefore^© make errors increasing the
numbers at these phases..despite the fact that the maximum
possible care was taken in making each assessment#) The
numbers rbtained for line b were therefore assumed to be
the result of this systematic error, and that a similar
proportional distribution of errors was made in the assessment
of the phase in the analysis of lines ji and c* The results
are illustrated in figures 33 &» b and c. The unbroken lines
in figures 33 a-»—represent the frequency distributions
of the phase at which the behavioural response started.
The phase of the cerebral activity is represented by a
sinusoidal curve at the foot of figures 33b and c* Figure
33a shows the results for line jt figure 33b for line c and
figure 33c fox their sum# The lower dotted line of each
figure is of the difference between the observed cell
frequencies and the "expected frequencies" based on the above
assumptions and calculated by proportion from the results








Frequency- d istribut io n of responses
at different phases.
♦ • I ' ; *
to compare the Observed and expected frequencies in each
"be
case. The value for X was found to/184 for line a, 834
for line c and 835 for the combination. (P ^ ^ .001).
The association between phase «and the behaviour is clearly
demonstrated by these high values of chi-»sguareel. From the
figure 33 the systematic nature of the phenomenon is very
apparent•
The behavioural response occurs associated with
the cerebral activity at two points in the cycle, at 90u and
at 270O* It is considered that the peaks may be the modes
of two normal curves* The frequency of the activity is
therefore ^doubled* by the most likely moments for a
behavioural response* and, in terms of the response, the
cerebral activity (sensory organisation) will be at most
half a cycle out of phase*
In experiment one (section two of this paper)
it was also found that the half cycle as well as the full
cycle was a factor in the speed of response* Furthermore,,
a node was frequently observed in the alpha activity at
the half cycle point in a long preparatory interval* The
similarity 0f the two results is interesting. The
demonstration that there is a tendency to respond at certain
phases of the cerebral activity raises at least one
important question* Since the cerebral activity has b en
shown to become related to the stimulus (the work of other
experiments has been refered to earlier) and since the
experimenter was exposed to a pilot light to indicate the
- I07-
activity of the stimulus, is it possible that the cerebral
activities of subject and experimenter could have ceased tp
vary randomly with respect to one another, and become^ to some
degree synchronous?. If this occurred/it may cease to
be possible for the experimenter to press the switch which
presented the stimulus to the subject,at moments, independently
of the phase of cerebral activity of the subject. This
conclusion depends upon the autocorrelation function of the
electroencephalogram but in no way invalidates the experiment.
It provides a clear demonstration of the importance to be




Factors affecting the Time of Perception.
The time of perception will depend on two main
sets of conditions. It is necessary to say perception
of what (In terms of familiarity), and by what? (in terms
of the state of the sensory perceptual organisations at
that instant I.e. the expectancy).
Familiarity is important as Hebb has shown. In
the perception of an organised whole which has been learned
("is familiar to such and such a^^ee"), the sensation
and consequent activation of one cell assembly a may cause
activity in the associated assemblies b and £ etc.,
producing a phase sequence representing the whole without
actual sensation of the entirety. The importance of
expectancy and its place has been demonstrated in the
- I08-
previous sections. There is also the possibility of
interaction, the sensory organisation may be interfere
with if the association areas were 'busy* with a phase
sequence as a result of the just previous stimulus complex
(i.e. the expectancy level may be low).
In reaction time experiments^with a simple set of
stimuli (a light say), the familiarity is usually assuned
to be high and constantf thus the time of perception may be
defined from such an experiment in terms of expectancy*
It has been found that the average value for reaction time
is consistent, provided a large number of trials are used
i.e* expectancy approaches an average value* Movement
time is assumed to be constant*
In a human operator at a particular instant
(0*3 seconds after the end of the preceding corrective
movement)* a-correal 1 v e-movumcnt Yt a corrective movement
having a predetermined time course (occupying about 0*2
second) may be triggered off (Craik 19U7)* Tiie total length
of a discrete cycle will be about 0*5 second* The figure
of 0.3 second given by Craik refers to the so-called
refractory phase of high-speed operation,during which the
central mechanisms appear to restrict the transmission of
the signal to the motor cortex, and no corrections, as a
result of a stimulus intake, are made duri: g that time*
This is not refractoriness of the motor organisation,since
an organised motion or state of acceleration may be
continuing during the 'refractory phase'. This time
during which thec©ntral mechanisms maybe said to be still
- I O 9 -
engrossed with the preceding reaction, (rather than use
the misleading term, refractory phase) seems to occur
irrespective of the familiarity^or expectancy of1 the
preceding stimulus and is,therefore a function of the act
of perception.
Welford (1952) summarises the work of several
authors,that when two stimuli;requiring hand action,are
presented close together, the reaction time is frequently
longer to the second stimulus, than to the first. He goes
further and puts forward a theory that the time required
"by the central mechanisms to deal with information provided
"by a stimulus, and to initiate a response to it, is,on the
average, the same/ whether the stimulus comes close to another
or not. This he calls the 'organising time'. Normally
it will he the same as the average reaction time to a single
stimulus. The central mechanisms are liable to become
engaged, by stimuli fed back from the motor response,
particularly from those parts of it where there is rapid
acceleration or deceleration of movement, or where some
\
definite sound or visual or tactile change is produced.
"The perception of such feedback data will also require
central organising time", he says.
The evidence of Cralk, Vince, Telford, Bates,
Poulton and Hick working at Cambridge is consistent, he
concludes, with the Hypo "thesis that no two central organising
times can overlap. Therefore, information from a stimulus,
arriving while information from a preceding stimulus is
-I I O -
"being dealt with lias to "be held in store imtil the central
mechanisms are free.
It must "be pointed out that these assertions refer to
experiments in which intervals between stimuli were variable^
and the subject does not expect the small interval between
them, though, seemingly,, the subjects were aware that such
things might occur, through practice trials at the taMe.
Had this fact been anticipated by the subjects i.e. had
the total stimulus pattern been expected, they would have
been able to incorporate the two actions into one whole.
If we are to consider the reaction time, as a
measure of expectancy,how does the minimum time compare
with the central organising time? By definition, the
reaction referred to by Welford and Grails., are without
preparatory signal and take, on the average, 0,28 second
(Welford) which is the value he gives for the central
organising time. If the reaction time is less than this
as a result of a preparatory signal (average 0,18 second
Woodworth) then expectancy must include some aspects of
central organising time, l*e» by virtue of the expectancy
some of the organisation is accomplished before the actual
stimulus occurs• It appears then/that some of the activities
of organisation (Ytfelford^ must be the same as,.or equivalent
to,those that I have suggested represent expectancy (called
sensory organisation after Hebb). This is an important
conclusion. It indicates further lines of research and
dictates further restrictions to be kept in mind when
talking about expectancy.
In addition to the foregoing^ we have some evidence,
mainly in thefbrm of a hypothesis by Stroud (19^9),on the
intake of such information before a response.
Stroud suggests the existence of a 'psychological
t
moment in perception. The psychological moment is a period
of time during which all ingoing stimuli are surnmative and
this is equal to about one-tenth of a second. By this
hypothesis,it would not be possible to Separate stimuli
which arrive during one 'moment'. The evidence for such
an assertion is not very good but there seems to be very
little evidence against it. The notion of a tenth of a
second moment was first introduced by McCulloch and Pitts
(19k7)» Walter (1950),for slightly different reasons, also
considers that a scanning rate of ten per second is a good
estimate of the speed of operation of the occipital cortex,
if it is thought of as converting spatially dispersed
information into a time series. (Such a mechanism would
be most economical in 'components' and space).
The Brucke effect offers some indication of the
'psychological moment' hypothesis, but not proof. If light
is flashed at a rate of about nine per second (varying
with different subjects), and the subject is asked to match
a stationary light to its apparent brightness, it is found
that the flashing light appears up to four times brighter
at the frequency, circa nine per second, than at either
slightly higher or lower frequencies of the same light and
with the same light dark ratio. Bartley (19U1), considers
this to be a function of the alpha rhythm. It can be shown
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(Hoagland 1947 ), however that the rate of alpha activity
is changed "by the administration of thyroid or increase
in bodily temperature, whereas the frequency of flashes
for the Brucke effect remains constant* Stroud offers
evidence of the effect but not proof. Referring to reaction
time/ Stroud (1949),says that in a typical experiment the
subject has no chance to synchronise the stimulation to
the 'moments' so that the phase relationship of stimulus
and 'moment* is determined by chance. "To react, the subject
must become aware of the stimulus" and this must m Stroud's
theory/ be accomplished in some 'moment * * It is very
unlikely that there is any awareness of the content of
each 'moment* until the end of it, i.e. until the whole of
the stimulus excitation which it is going to represent,
has occurred. There will therefore, be some definite
time after the cue before any definite action can be taken.
All other* things being equal/and trader perfect conditions,
without synchrony but with a constant 'moment' frequency,
the net result would be a square distribution of reaction
times with a range of one 'moment*.
Under good laboratory conditions^with a short
(one to two seconds) but not constant preparetory interval,
the reaction time to a visual stimulus has been found to
have a mean of .1§ second. This would include a value of
approximately .05 second, the mean increase in reaction due
to lack of synchrony with 1he 'moments'* Thus,there is
a comparable system in the human, approximately similar in
most respects that the mechanism producing 'moments' does
-I I 3-
not opperate,we would expect the mean reaction time in
this system to be less than that for the visual system by
.05 second, other things being equal. The need for ''moments'
in the hypothetical tran aformation of the spatially displayed
information^ reaching the brain from the eyes, into time
series^s explained by Wiener (19*1-9) as the necessity for
sampling. In this way, a continuous Input can be approached.
But if the time of each sample is too short, the sampling
will be bad. The average of the inputs will not be reached
in a precise manner. Therefore for the information to be
really significant there must be a waiting period. In
reaction time experiment by To&a, quoted in Woodworth (1938),
stimuli were either light, sound or electric shock,or
combinations. To the light alone/the mean was .18 sec, to
the sound or shock the mean was .1*1 secv- using the light
simultaneously with either of the other two as a stimulus,
mad© no difference to the reaction time, but sound and shofck
together gave a reaction time of .13 second. When all
three were used simultaneously the response time was again
.13 second. The combination of sound and shock may
provide a channel which does not use a time average system.
At least, it appears that .13 is the minimum average reaction
time^ and, comparing it with the minimum for light, i.e. .18,
this is confirmation of the idea of a ,1 second averaging
process (psychological moment in preception). Negative
evidence comes from the fact that though the other two
stimuli added,shorten the reaction time,the addition of
a light to the stimulus complex does not significantly
-I 14 —
affect the answer. At threshold values of the three
stimuli separately,the differences between the reaction
times disappear (Wuri&t, quoted "by Woodworth,gives the
value for the reaction time to liminal light^sound and
touch to "be about ,33 second), however under these
/
conditions;.longer time averages are taken anyhow and the
difference would he expected to vanish*
It is coneluded,, that the average minimum time
to respond to a light stimulus is .05 second longer than
the average minimum possible (using a combination of shock
and sound stimuli) and that this evidence is in accordance
with the concept of a psychological moment in perception.
Neither the auditory mechanism or that stimulated by the
shock would appear to need the transformation necessary
in visual perception from a spaeial display into a time
series.
IfIt can be demonstrated, that cerebral activity
during a reaction shows consistent feature and if they
can be related to the behavioural effects, the concepts
will not only be given physiological reality but the
foundations of a detailed study of stimulus response
problems will have been laid.
Two exploratoy experiments were planned and
carried out^ to examine the possibility that the electrical
activity of the brain may reflect the properties of
organ.isation, thought to be a necessary variable intervening
feetween stimulus and response,
-115-
IN SUMMARY.
The central organising time between stimulus
r
and response has been refered to. One property of theA
brain(is that it seems unable to deal with more than one
organising process at a time. Whilst one is active,others
must be held in store. The use of a preparatory signal reduces
reaction time, and. the effect is said to be due to some of
the organisation being accomplished before the stimulus




In this experimentttwenty subjects were used ,
all responded by raising the finger from a key, when the
light stimulus appeared, exactly as in the previous experiments.
Each stimulus was steady for this experiment.,
Electrodes were placed on the left occipital and left
central areas, and recordings made throughout the experiment.
Subjects were given the same instructions as in the first
experiment in this paper. They were told to respond
as quickly as possible as soon as the light came an, stid
then to depress the key again. The instructions went
ont "some stimuli may arrive soon after the one before*
I want you to respond as quickly as possible to every
stimulus by releasing your finger from the key and then
pressing it again". No preparatory signal was given.
The intervals between stimuli were randomised with the
- I I 6 -
same pattern as in the last experiment and varied between
22 and 2 seconds. The following exceptions were made*
In randomly chosen order,, and at the 21st , 27th r 30th , 46th,
60th, 65th J2n& f 78th , 87th and the 100th reactions, the
stimulus was made to follow the onset of the stimulus of
the previous reaction "by intervals of .073, .125, .175,
.225, .275, .325, .375, *425, *W ^ -525 second. Thus
the subjeet was still busy, in most cases, with the first
reaction when the second stimulus arrived. This was
accomplished by means of an oscillator arranged so as to
deliver tv/o stimuli only. In these special reactions the
subjects' response did not extinguish the light (the light
dark ratio was 1). By connecting the oscillator in a
different manner (see appendix^it could ue used as a
variable time delay, and following the 112th, 121st, 135th,
141st, 148th, 159th, 163rd, 179th, 184th and 192nd reactions,
the stimulus was arranged to appear at one of the above
intervals after the subject had replaced the key from the
previous reaction randomly chosen. In this case,the subjects
response extinguished the stimulus. (In the rush of the
experiments, setting and resetting the oscillator sometimes
lead to as much 4 5* Inaccuracy in the interval, especially
in those less than ,2 gsgeond. if a response was given to
the first of two stimuli only, the interval was repeated
once at the end of the experiment. The results fall into
two parts, a The variation of organisation times due to
the proximity of the previous reaction, and b,the
electroencephalographic results of the remaining reactions
- I I 7 -
 
Due to the small number of reactions in the first group,
it was not possible to draw any conclusions from the
cerebral recordings during these reactions,but the
evidence from the remainder,i.e. k/ may he compared with
the results of pt)
a The Organisation Times.
In figure 3k,the actions of the subject in the
usual reaction,are diagramatically represented,together
with the three categories of possible occurrence of the
second stimulus (b2), The actions and the stimulus
have been named a, b, and c in conformity with the
practice in this paper, §. refers to depressing the key,
b to the stimulus a d c to releasing the key. The
suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the first and. second reactions
of a pair respectively, (The diagrams in figure 3k are
not to scale)
Group One. a „ The first step is to see whether the
arrival of the second stimulus, b2,before the first response,
o1, affects the occurrence of c1• The task is complicated
by uncontrollable factors. In a long reaction tiraef(b1^ cl)
it is possible for b1 b2 to be large, but if b1 cl is shorty
a long b1 b2 will result in b2 arriving in c1 al (i.e. group
2) which excludes the results from this consideration.
There willtherefore,be a tendency for a positive relationship
between b1 cl and b1 b2 to be shown, which is a function of
the method. This sort of error may be reduced by plotting
b1 b2 against b2 o1; but it cannot be ranoved,
- I I 8-
 
The time3 b1 b2 have "been plotted against "b2 e1
in figure 35a• The line marked 'expected* was derived
from the mean reaction time of all subjects for the normal
reactions (see figure 34). This was found to he .315
second and "being hi ci should equal bi 1)2. 4- b2_c1 • A
straight line has "been, drawn in the general direction
indicated by the four points obtained from the data
(all values of hi h2 of .125 aid less were refused by all
subjects i.e. one response only was made to the pair of
Stimuli). It is thought that a curve, asymptotic to
some value of b1 b2.near to .35 second,would be most likely,
buty^raight line drawn, as a first approximation, shows
/ the discrepancy between the -results and the * expected*.
] It is clear that if b1 bg (i.e. time between stimuli)
§ is above .19 second, the reaction is longer than might
be expected, and that with separations lees than, this ^the
reaction is shorter. The difference at .175 second is
not significant, but the systematic trend in the values
lends weight to the result. The significance of the point
of intersection, and the fact that the value is close to
that for the simple prepared reaction time,is not clear.
fie ■e-//ocf <*n Second 1-ecxcm,^ of rh~£ f>tC*ltr\i/p of ia, <b •
ba^'or each subject, the mean reaction (RT) was'subtracted from
the values for c1 c2 first (i.e. c1 o2 - RT = Y). It was
found that the average of the resultants was .054 second.
The distribution was,however bimodal. Analysis showed that
40/' (8) of the subjects gave a mean value of -.007 (SD - .003)
second. This is within the limits of experimental error.
The mean for the remaining 12 was .107 sec (S.0t « .05$.
-I I 9-
Thus.lt would, appear that part of the experimental group
!&■?. organising time to (&■* s-tlmt/lfi djiipy -ee uniTl
res ponded/with Aths begining of first action of the first
reaction i.e. releasing the key, c1. The results of the
second group of subjects were then invest igated further, and
it was found that al c2 - RT (® 2) gave a value of -.060 second
(SP .018), From this, it appears that these subjects
delay the organisation of the second reaction until just
(.06 second) before depressing the key at the completion
off the first reaetion.
In order to observe the variations in these
differences (i.e. Y and z), 1*ln relationship to the
proximity the two stimuli (bj b2), and 2f in relationship
to the nearness of the second stimulus to the first
response (i.e. b2 c1), the values of the deviations of
the above difference® from their respective means, were found
for each response. Whether Y (i.e. c1 eg - RT) or Z
(l.e.al eg - IT) was used, depended upon the group to which
the subject was found to belong (as above). The average
deviations (of the Y*s and Z's.as the case may be) have
been plotted against b1 b2 in figure 35b and b2 o1, in figure
36a. The ordinate^ representing the average deviations from
Yfs and Z's lias been named A for convenience. It is
assumed that will represent the variation from the mean
of the length of the organising time. It will be seen
from figure 35b, that a smooth curve can be fitted by eye
to the data. The curve indicate-! that, for separations
of the two stimuli of more than approximately 275 milliseconds,
the organising time increases very nearly proportionally to
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the increase in separation. The resulte indicate that
i
should a subject give a longer than average reaction
time at a given instant, it will also "be long in the next
instant i.e. in the next possible moment that a reaction
could take place. This follows from the fact that for bib*
to be greater than about #3 second,the reaction time
to the first stimulus must be longer than average. The
values of b2 cl were spread over a range of approximately
.2 second. The results were grouped with intervals of
• 02* second,and the value for for each of the groups was
found and plotted. From figure 36a, it will be seen
that provided b2 and c1 are separated by more than about
.1 second and less than .2 second, the organising time is
significantly lessthan^mean. If b2 c1 is less than .1,
second, the organising time ia increased slightly above the
mean. The change between these two states is sharp and
clear,, though the total range of values in the organising
time is only 16 per cent of the mean reaction time.
Group Two,,,
When the second stimulus occurs after the release
of the key before its replacement .the stimulus appears toA '
be stored until the key is depressed again, and the organising
time starts from that moment. This was shown as followsJ
The values f©a the mean reaction time to the normal reaction
were subtracted from the time b2 c2jand a1 c2 for each
subject. The averages of the results are .115 sec (SD a
.17) and -.002 sec (3D a .008) respectively. It was,
» /
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therefore, concluded that the organising time starts atql.
The variation in the organising time to the second stimulus,,
due to its proximity with c1 and gl , was examined.
The deviations from their mean (of - .002) of the
valueB of a1 c2 - RT were iound for each subject,and plotted,
in figure 36b against the values of c1_ b2 which were grouped
in logarithmic intervals of .2. The class intervals have
been marked in seconds for eaefe of reference. Logarithmic
grouping was used because the distribution of the values
of q1 b2 was skewed to the smaller end of the scale. Its
effect was to make the number of values falling into each
group more nearly equal. Prom the figure the organising
time for the second reaction is reduced^if the second
stimulus follows the first response (i.e. c1 b2) by less
than .03; it is slightly increased if Ja2 lies between .03
and .05 secondhand is^hereafter, not significantly different
from the mean (i.e. is approximately zero).
To a second stimulus arriving after the release,
but before the depressing ofthe key, not only the proximity
of the previous action of releasing the key,,but the nearness
of the action of depressing it^affects the duration of the
central organising time. The variations of £^,®ith respect
to b2„at7ls illustrated in figure 37a. The range of
variation of is greatest with this variable.
There is a significant inci3ease in the organising
time when the separation of b2 and a1 varies between
approximately ,05 and .1 second. At other times of





3?3ie results. Illustrated "by figures 36 "b and 37a;
show: the effects on the organising time of variations
in the separation of h2 from c1 and a1 respectively. The
same values of A were used in each, however, in most cases,
a decision may he made as to whetfefer it is the proximity
of c1 or a1 which is the governing factor. Prom figure
36b, c1 has little effect if the separation Is greater than
from f'1we
.05 second, and^a1 has little effect after perhaps .1 second.
Each set of results was examined to see whether the value
of ^ was most likely to he affected by d or by a1 i.e.
three categories were used,, either el b2 less than, or equal
to.05 sector h2_J*1 less than, or equal to .1 second, or
both. In figure 37^. "k*1® effect of the stimulus arriving
between e1 and a1, has been illustrated by using this
classification. W&ere /\ is liable to be affected by the
proximity of b2 to both o1 and a1, it \ has been
included in both of the two sets of results. Vfith the
exception of pol}Ji bg al * ,11 second, 10 per cent fell
into both categories, and 5 per cent were excluded altogether
from either, by the limits chosen. Including the point bg <xt
« .11 second^ 30 per cent of the values fell into both
categories. The change of grouping to linear for c1 bg
has altered the values, but not the shape of the curve. If
the phases of the two curves are equated,the value of clOj
becomes .14 second. The significance of the variabilities
of is not clear at this stage.
- I 2 3-
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The final stage in the analysisfis of the data
when the second stimulus bS occurred after al. The values
for al bg were fairly evenly distributed,but, because of
the large range of a1 b2 before the effect of the first
f reaction on the second is reduced to zero, a. logarithmic
scale has been used for a1 bg. The results are illustrated
in figure 38a. The size of the log class intervals was .2
from 2.0 to l".0, and .1 thereafter (The small absolute size
3i.nd
of .1 log unit between 2.0$T.O made this necessary). For
each class interval,the me a value of (b2 c2 - RT) has been
plotted. (RT refers ( as iisual,to the mean reaction times
for each subject in the normal reaction and,in this ease,
it was subtracted from each value of bg c2 before the results
were grouped and their mean taken).
Three peaks are present and significant in
figure 38a* They occur at points representing values
of a1 b2 (the time between the end of the previous reaction
and the arrival of the second stimulus) of approximately
.05, ,15 and second, respectively, and are progressively
lower in amplitude. The mean value of the increase in,
reaction time (bgc2 - RT) was found to be ,09 seconds and
values do not approach zero until the separation between
aj and bg reaches one second.
At certain times of separation^ the increase is
much greater, &S" shown by the peaks. The
sharp rise and relatively slower fall of those at .05 and
,15 second would seem to indicate that the central organisation
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from stimuli falling at these times after the last reaction,
is 'held over* until some time later. If this Is the case,
then from these points the two variables (via, b2c2 - KT
and a1 b2) will hear an inverse linear relationship to ono
another, such that a given increment in one will result in
a reduction of the same amoxmt in the other.
In order to test this hypothesis.figure 38b was
drawn from the same data,Values of (bgc2 — ET) were groupedj
in this case;in ,02 see, steps of a1 b2. The first two
peaks are included. In accordance with the idea above, the
slop© of the left hand side of the peak should be very steep,
and that of the right hand side should be a straight line
at 45° to the ordinates. Dotted lines 1 and 2 have been
drawn to represent what should happen,at the right hand
side. It will be seen that the degree of agreement is high
between all the factors of the second peak, which shows a
maximum atari t2 118 .14 second with this grouping of data.
The ascent is steep,add the fall is very nearly a straight
line with a slope of 45° to a1 b2. The first peak on the
on ,
other hand does not agree/aither point, (The dotted line
/ -t-Kroo^X the.
1 is drawn at 45° to a1 b2 going in each direction;(,o9 ,1125)
given by the mean of the valuesffor the four points from the
peak to the trough;of this part of the curve),
, »: ,/ The differences of the observed from the
expected rise are small but systematic,as are those in the
fall. It seems unlikely that the differences may be explained
by the experimental error or that the hypothesis offered is
-(25 —
the "best possible,though an alternative may be hard to
find*
^elford (19;>£)n considers that internal "stimuli"
fed back from a response are dealt with by the subjects central
mechanisms in a way similar to that for stimuli given by
the experimenter* ,." we should expect that those fed back
at the begining of the response would 'capture1 the central
mechanisms for a brief period ... when a morse key is pressed,
sensory impulses likely to 'capture' the central mechanisms
might be expected at the begining of the movement when the
bottom stop is struck and;again,when the hand is brought
to rest after the key has been released. The possible
occurrence of a 'high point' of stimulation at the end of
a movement; has the important implication that a short
refractory period may follow the making of a response,and
cause some delay in the response to a second stimulus
given by the experimenter"# Welford gives the lengths
of the brief periods at the begining and end of the movement
to be .15 second. In this experiment,the situation was
reversed and the movement was "release - press"fbut by the
nature of the equality given by hi® to the two periods
the difference should not matter.
In the results given under Groups One and Two }
it was not found necessary to invoke 'feed back' to explain
the delay in responding to the second stimulus# This/
however ^raay also be a function of the experiment; since the
mean total movement times i#e# cl a1, to the first stimulus
times were found to be #151 and *153 seconds for each
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group respectively (the third decimal place is not significant).
This value (.15 sec,) is the same as that given by Welford
(Loc cit.) Thus the end of the movement would, on the
average, be at the same moment as the end of the refractory
period,following the begining of the movement on Welfords
theory, and the results would fit either equally well. However^
in Group three and in particular with reference to the
initial .15 second after the end of the first reaction
the theory and the observed data from the present experiment
fall very widely apart. The mean time between the begining
a
and end of the response i.e. cl a1 in this part of the
experiment was ,19 eecond so that the first "refractory"
period should have elapsed by ai, This being so we would,
on the basis of theory, expect the results tc produce a
line starting at ai b2 ■ 0
; Ts>2 o2 - RT » ,15 ; and having
a slope of - 1 downwards. This has been marked as a dotted
line,E ?in figure 38b, Glearly,some alternative should be
sought•
The feedback suggested 131ay take some time to
arrive and not be Expected to start at ai. The order for
such a time would,however,be more like .05 sec,than the
.15 second required,if the data is to show the necessary
characteristics of slope etc. outlined above. If the
first peak is a function of the feedback,perhaps it will
be necessary to change the concept of "refractoriness"
such that the closer the second external stimulus and the
fed back stimuli are together,the greater the delay of the
response to the external stimulus,and that if left unfacil-
itated
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W the second stimulus the fed "baok stimuli dechy in a
curve approximated9 to the fall from the first of the two
peaks. If presentfthis would seem to he a most unfortunate
mechanism so far as the efficiency of the human is concerned,
hut it is non the less possible if an explanation for the
second peak and the striking conformity to a theory of
'holding in store' can he found as well.
One theory, mentioned already, requires visual
stimuli to he 'held in store' until the end of a fixed
period? Stroud's Theory of moments prescribes;that the stimuli
he held for *05 sec, on the average,and *1 second at the
most* The data can he considered to fit siame aspects,
notably the first peak and the trough at ,1 second after aj^
but it Is considered better, that judgement is deferred.
In Summary* the response to the second stimulus,
following the end of the first reaction by less than on©
second was delayed, when #hfilpared with a single reaction.
The amount of the delay depends upon the 'following time'
of the sioond stimulus to the first reaction* Certain
features (notably peaks) are present;to suggest that the
phase relationship of the arrival of the stimulus and some
internal mechanism may he important*
ic.
b) The electroencephalography results*
The cerebral activity, recorded from the occipital
and central areas in the course of the foregoing experiement^,
has been analysed for consistent features of phase during
the various parts of the reactions.




subject 197 central lead
FIGURE 39.
For each subject ;)the records were marked at the
points b, c and a by lines perpendicular to the direction
of motion of the paper. The reeonlB of electrical activity
were then traced for each part of the reaction using these
lines as references. Successive reactions were not
superimposed but very nearly so. The results appeared
as illustrated in figure 39. Each part of the reaction was
treated separately, producing f5hrt sets of tracings for each
lead.
Results*
It was found that consistent patterns of activity
(phase relationships) could be demonstrated,associated
with a stimulus and the various parts of the response. The
pattern was not unique» Where a wave form appeared,its
inverse l*e* a wave form 180° out of phase, also appeared
consistently* This was found in all records.The proportions
of the two varied from subject to subject. fOne exception
is the occipital lead after line a (repressing the key) e.g.
figure hO* In this case., since no consistent pattern was
found,the records have been grouped according to the peak
of the first wave after a*)
In figures 39 and i|.0;the signal - noise ratio is
seen to be very low* The method of presentation however,
demonstrates the consistencies referedfc to fairly well#
(By viewing the figures at a small angle to the surface of
the paper^the effect can be seen more clearly* The results
have been summarised in table5(l0 milliseconds is represented
by 0*3 millimeter of record and is the limit of measuring
accuracy*)
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Consistent patterns associated with stimulus and res-ponse
(Average times in milliseconds;taken from the position
reference•)
With the exception of the wave form after line a ,
all waves occurred over times which are significant in
altering the organising times ^ , (Two responses were not
git?en to two stimuli separated by less titan 175 milliseconds).
They aan be related,by coincidencejfrom the above results7
but difficulties arise owing to the presence of the inverse
patterns. The presence of the inverse probably indicates
that the patterns observed are at least one step removed
from the'action potentials*• An alternative may be to
consider that 'potential gradient' is the important aspect
of the waves. It would however, be dangerous to claim
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anything more than coincidence. It will be seen from
figures 36a and 37b /that a change over from long to short
A coincides,approximately with the time at which a peak
(or trough In the inverse) occurs before and after line
c and before line a. After line a ,a peak in the central
t* f «c~— *"*"* I
record occurs at a time when b2 c2 - RT is shorter,than at
moments earlier and later. The occipital record cannot
be compared since it shows no consistent pattern^fcc,r 'lvoe ~
In Summary, consistent features of the electroencephalograms
between stimulus and response have been demonstrated* It
lias not been possible to relate these features to the variations
in organisation time,to a second stimulus arriving at a
similar phase of the reaction. It is hoped that with more
refined techniques of recording and analysis^ as for instance
those of Dawson 19k/0 1930, 1951 aud 1954 i.e. photographic,
statistical or electrical,that some aspects of these consistent
features will be shown to relate to the reaction more than
by coincidence of time.
CHAPTER 13
EXPERIMENT FIVE.
Part of the central organisation may be accomplished
during a preparatory interval, This has been examined in the
ftPth exploratory experiment.
Electroencephalograph!© recordings were made
during a choice reaction time experiment. The subject
was shown a small,very dim green light (1 candelae) as a
signal to press the key^-this was followed)between 0,5 and
2 seconds later? by the usual high intensity white light
from both sides of a partitioned lantern,to which the
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subject responded as quickly as possible. The subject
was instructed that if one side of the lantern only was
illuminated, then he was not to respond (in the usual manner
by releasing his finger from the key),but to wait until the
light was extinguished^ seconds later, Thus^ it was hoped
to examine the effect of a preparatory signal^ together with
the inhibition or dissipation of the organis.ation from the
reactions to which the subject did not respond.
Usually between one hundred and fifty and two
hundred stimuli were given in which the *trick* signal
occurred on ten per cent of the occasions,in a random
manner4 (the total number of trials depended upon the time
available for testing the particular1 subject'; usually
forty minutes after fixing the electrodes etc,) Simultaneous
records of the occipital and central activity were made
throughout the experiment. The record was marked at the
onset of the preparatory signal, the preparatory response,
the stimulus and the response. Lines were drawn perpendicular
to the motion of the paper at these points.and the records
analysed for consistent patterns in the electral activity
associated with the phases of tire reaction;
Results,
It was found that consistencies in the phase of the
activity could be Identified following the preparetory signal^
arid throughout the reaction^with the exception of the
occipital lead after the preparatory response of pressing
a,nd If-Si
the key line a. Figures hi Illustrate the results.
In this experimentj as in the last, where a
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particular pattern occurred,so also did its inverse. The
preparatory response produced a special ease"* three consistent
phase groups were identifiable before and after line a in
the central activity and before line g in the occipital
record. This was common to all subjects tested.
Table 4 summarises the results as before.
Table 1*.
Consistent -patterns associated with stimulus and response
Average times taken from reference position, (milliseconds)
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The estimated positions of the patterns were
averaged over twenty subjects .but the possible error of the
estimations is liable to be very large. These results
are intended to indicate the approaimate positions of the
patterns. Quantitive methods as mentioned .will be necessary
for more exact localisation.
It would appear, however that consistent patterns
of the electrical activity of the cortex are associated
with the preparatory phase , as -well as the stimulus and
response. The exception of the occipital activity after
pressing the key (line a),is again not!cable in this experiment.
It was expected that the pattern following the stimulus,
would follow the Ivne b with less time lag,in this experiment
compared with the last. However the lag is found to be
greater. It may be tentatively concluded that this i crease
is associated with the *choice* aspects of the perception
necessary in this experiment.
The activity^ following a stimulus calling for an
inhibition of the responses, showed no leant difference
from the abovei, The records of thoee reactions; for which
only one half of the 'lantern* was illuminatedjwere treated
In the same manner and the presence of the characteristic
wave forms was detected as illustrated in figure 13. The
record of subject 20k was used for this illustration,as for
and
figures If! By comparing the two^no difference has been
found. ( It is perhaps significant that the proportions of
the central records^ in each of the two groups^,is different





In the course of the examination of records/
(as figure 2+1) ,it was noticed^that reactions of the same
length usually fell into the same group and ,on closer
inspectionfother similarities appeared. As a result,
reactions were sorted "by reaction time, and the activity
between stimulus and response (b c) in "both leads ,was
examined. This was done in the usual manner "by tracing ,
and as a result the high noise level is very much in
evidence. In figures 2+2+ and 2+5 this phenoma is illustrated
with the records of two subjects.
1. Activity is seen to he consistent for any given
length of reaction,in each lead,/
2. The more reactions in a group ^the more apparent
the pattern becomes; illustrating the validity of the conclusion^
and the 'randomness1 of the 'noise',
3. In grouping the records by the length of reaction,
it appeared that the reaction times were of a series of
discrete lengths. This,though making the task easier^raises
some important problems. The time difference between each
group was on the average 10 milliseconds,representing a clear
difference when the records are superimposed but within the
possible variability of paper speed. It might;thereforeybe
expected,that responses from one group ,would be found in the
adjacent ones.
2+. With subject 210 figure 2+5, this was most noticable.
Reactions not conforming to the particular pattern of a group
were traced separately, and are illustrated alongside that group.
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(There is also indication that the reaction times were
slightly different from the main group). Examination of
the pattern seen in the central record in these ^atypical
types indicates that they should "belong to one of the
adjacent groups. The likelrehood that the "brain is more
accurate than the apparatus,is very high. Patterns from
the occipital leads show relatively little change, from
group to group in most subjects and for this reason,all
patterns for each group were included together. Fortunately;
the paper speed varied less with other subjects than with
subject 210^ and the results are less equivocal.
The implications,of the demonstration of consistent
patterns of the oerebral activity for any given reaction time/
are important. It can be argued from this result,that the
' fc>e£or<> a response <>>• 1<]iven 1 o.+"e r>=-y
cortex must go through a similar series of changes^ Since the
stimulus was the same at all timesjit follows that the brain
must have been in a similar state of readiness at the
o-F ]£joX-ln
occurrenceAof the stimuli for each group. If this state
is described as sensory organisation or expectancy, the
reaction time can be said to represent the state of expectancy
at the on-set of the stimulus.
(Experiments)which are at present in progress
but lie outside the scope of this paper^extend this result.
Tbf*e react ion time experiements are carried out with each
subject j with simultaneous electroencephalograph^
recording, viz, a single choice simple reaction, a two choice
(two lights and two buttons to be pressed) and a three choice
reaction time experiment (three lights and three buttons).
-13 6-
The patterns are assessed quantitatively (Dawson 195U)|and
averaged for each subject. It has been found;with two
subjects to date? that where reactton* .ape of the same length
from a subjeet,whichever experleraent (or stimulus), the
pattern is similar).
Summary. Consistent ,but not unique,patterns of electrical
activity,recorded from the scalp,have been shown to be
associated with the various fixed points of a stimulus,
and its response. It has not been possible to relate these
patterns to variations in the organising time to stimulus,
fine to the nearness of the previous stimulus and response.
Welfords results/on the way an organising time is held over,
have been substantiated and extended for occasions when
the second stimulus arrives before the completion of the
t
previous response. Welfords theory and the present results
are not in agreement swhen the second stimulus arrives after
the end of the first response.
The electrical activity,occurring in the course of
a prepared choice reaction^ has been examined and shorn to
be consistently associated with the various parts of the reaction^
to the same degree as the above. No difference was recognised
cjur-m^ the inhibition of a respon Se
^when compared with the above*
Electrical activity between stimulus and response^,
has been shown to be similar for each group of reactions^,
from a subject;which are of a similar length* Differences





The Time of Perception.
The factors affecting the time of perception
have "been discussed,and conclusions have "been reached as
to the nature of the mechanisms which are necessary and
sufficient to account for the experimental data. The
discussion was of greater length than minimallynecessary)
because of the importance to psychology. For instance,
attention •» secondary motivation - is recognised as the
most important motivational factor in human learning, so
much more than the primary motivations, that writers have
wondered whether the latter play any part at all.
If the human operator is said to have an expectancy;
he might be described as predicting the future with a certain
degree of probability (or uncertainty). The higher the
probability the more frustrated* he will be^if the expected
occurrence does not materialise for any given degeee of
motivation. He can * extrapolate' into the future,on the
basis of consistent occurrences in his past (learning) oS?
immediate past (expectancy). By d^finitlon,any consistent
occurrences can be defined mathematically, either logically,
if the number of independent variables is small, or
statistically if they are great in number. The organism
builds up an equation in the process of experiencing, in
terms of causality^not only in direction;but also including
time relationships. In order that extrapolation can tahe
placeAthe subjective equation must be solved by the subject
in terns of a positive time variable, i.e. the future •
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Many attemtps at quantification in psychology;
in terns of logioal or statistical formulae. bra been made,
As ends in themselves they are little more than intellectual
toys* but quantification,in terns of a mathematical equation,
can have great value "by preeis§l3T and concisely conveying
a great deal of meaning* The formal relationships "between
variables in learning and in certain variables in society/
have been set out by Rashevsky (1931* 1947) and extended
by others in the Department of Mathematical Biophysics at
Chicago* The main difficulty with this work is that the
variables chosen are not necessarily fundamental^and do not
lend themselves to quantification.owing to the fact that in
many cases they can not be isolated* or if so,are vectors
in a multi-dimensional universe to which no scaler values
can be assigned* Without proof of their existence,,further
discussion would be fruitless# Two other forms of
quantification have been suggested. Laplan (1950) and
McCulloch and Pitts (1943)^ apply the technique of Boolian
Algebra to various forms of behaviour, and the discussion
is very much the same as the applications of topological
geometry to psychology by the Levinlan school, Levin (1936*
1940* 1942)* By definitionjarithmetic quantification is
excluded from the final system* In contrast,the work of
Hull and his associates (1943# 1947^ 1947^* etc*,) in vhich
the relational formulations are very strictly deductive from
a series of relatively few postulates;and much experimental
evidence stands as a "programmatic" (Hull 19J4.7b, p.517)
study of factual material with suggested fitted equations.
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The development of another method has occurred as
a result of certain similarities between complicated
electronic devices that may solve problems, attain goals,
etc., well and efficiently,and the human. In dealing with
these devices it is possible, given a certain input, to
predict the output .with limited knowledge of the machine.
The treatment of the human, as one example of such a machine ,
/ J
is the approach suggested "by cybernetics.
This is no more or less than that which Hull (19^3)
explicitly stated is the purpose of 'Behaviour Science)*
Indeed, Hull was one of the prime movers at the time when the
scientific psychologist was just realising the analogy
between his subject matter and modern electronic devices
and concepts (c.f. Kuble 1930). Hull's model, showing all the
characteristics of co dltioning Is stll'l perhaps the best
and most simple of its kind (1931b).
The subject matter has fallen into two compartments:
servotheory, the theory of the unit, and communication theory,
the theory of transmission between units, however complicated,
or Simple^the unit or the channels of transmission may be.
The principles of servotheory are not descriptive of
particular mechanisms, but generalisations of certain types
of goal-getting behaviour. It is true, however, that
the mathematicians, and so on, who developed these principles;
have done so with reference to the machine, but by definition,
they must hold for all mechanisms capable of goal-directed
behaviour,
- 140-
The nature of the subjective equation.
This may be considered, using the concepts of
communication theory.
As Mackay (1951) has pointed out, all Information
depends upon the presence of a set of constructs, but in
communications it is found more useful to limit these
constructs to a number of a priori possibilities from which
the signal selects. For example, choosing a particular
file from a filing cabinet, or sending a code number referring
to one of a limited number of greetings telegrams. It does
not. therefox'e in this system,refer to the semantics, although
the same constructs may be applied to problems of meaning
(Mackay loc.cit.)
The theorem of Shannon (19^1-9) and its application
to the reaction time problem by Hick (1952), are now too
well known to need more than a short introduction.
Communication is essentially a matter of stimulus
and response. We should be able to treat any problem, a^d..in.
particular,the reaction time, in such a way as to be able to
measure the rate of gain of a given amount-of~information.
Hick has shown (1952),by a repetition and extension
of an experiment by Merkel (1885)y that the value of Choice*
reaction times, when plotted against the number of alternative
stimuli possible, appeared to be close to a smooth logarithmic
curve^ such that for any number of alternatives N, the reaction
time was equal to K logg N (Hick included the state of no
stimulus as subjectively equally probable). The average
rate of gain of informatlon; he found to be 5.6 bits per
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second. If this is thought of in terms of a simple
reaction time experiment where the light may at any time
he on or off, i.e., the information would he one hit,
the predicted reaction time should he 0.18 second, This
is remarkably close to the average reaction time with
preparatory signal,found by most experimenters (see
Woodworth (193S). (Hick's subjects were told that the
frequency of each stimulus was the same;hut the selection
was random).
Communication theory treats the human as an
approximately linear element in a chain. The main property
of a linear element (transducer)/ is that the constants shall
not change with time.
Just such a change in constructs is being considered
in this paper. Set and learning are the properties which
make the above approximation unreliable. If an unprepared
stimulus arrives and the subject has been told that it may
arrive, the reaction time would be about .3 seeond/on the
average. If the subject had not been warned that it may
occur,or if a preparatory signal had been given (i.e. the
expectancy changed)^the reaction time would,on the average
be much greater and much less respectively. This is
equivalent to building two completely new communication
channels with different characteristics.
It is suggested that these "new" channels may
be compared, with the "oldM/ by considering that the amount
of information transmitted (in communication terms) by the
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human, has varied (as It certainly has in the semantic sense).
Whilst the rate of transmission has remained constant.
If the characteristics of the source have not altered,
ohange in expectancy is equivalent to changing the connections
"between the source and the transducer.
In Hick'b experiments,extended practice was given
running into thousands of trials, the expectancy (the
probability to the subject of the stimulus occurring,or
more shortly.the subjective probability) and the objective
probability were most likely to be cons-cant, and approximately
equal,on the average. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
from the results ;that the rate of amount of information Is
constant,Provided that the subjective probability (expectancy)
remains constant, the subject reaots with an average latency
determined by the average probability of occurrence of the
stimulus. If the subjective probability changed^then the
response latency changedj if the rate of gain of information
is assumed constant^the amount of information gained from the
occurrence of stimulus must change,and it will do so In
proportion to the subjective probability.
Since subjective probability may be inferred
from the reaction latency,its relationship to any immediately
preceding objective state of affairs may be determined.
a
Subjective probability will be quantity derived
from the experimental results and bearing no relation to any
mentaliBtlc concepts or introspection. It ie^in a sense, a
way of pointing out that the representation of the external
world in the brain is not by means of a mirror, but is
/
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relative to the previous representations (past experiences)
and the ingoing stimuli (present experience).
An Alternative approach.
Cherry (1955) has stated/bhat communication
theory must he applied to the human from the viewpoint of
an external observer. The rate of gain of information is
computed "by an external observer who "sees",both the source
i.e., the actual probabilities of the stimuli,and the output
of the human operator. The rate of gain of information is
thus "entirely in terms of the complete probability
distributions (averaged at that)" (sic). Communication
theory is not expressed in the language of the participant
observer who can only describe the source from his received
(possibly noisy) signals.
The total perceptual mechanisms of human opeiator
A
may be regarded as a number of f ilters; all of which have to
be scanned for the relevent information.
Increase of expectancy of one stimulus,or stimulus
complex,may be said to reduce the expectancy of others,
perhaps by reduction in the facilitation of the associated
organisations (i.e. attention is f©cussed). Thus;the time
taken to scan and hence the response time is reduced, also
the band width (the subjects horizon) is narrowed.
Stimuli and central processed /which are to some
extent irrelevant to the task in hand^are excluded ;and it
can be said that the "noise level" is reduced. The rate
of information transmission is defined by Shannon (19*4-9), as
the difference between the signal entropy and the noise
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entropy. So, for a reduction in noise, a source with
given characteristics and a constant rate of transmission,
more Information can "be transmitted in a given time i.e. the
reaction time to the signal is reduced#
The noise level (irrelevent stimuli and central
processes) may he regarded as modifying the characteristics
of the source# For instance ,though the source probability
of a stimulus may he high, if the noise is also high,the
transmission time is long. The latenoy,which may he of
length x.ls equivalent to transmitting a signal of lower
probability> say P^ ) at the same rate# With a change in
expectancy the equivalent probability may become Pg.and the
expectancy change can be referred to as Pg - • This
equivalent probability can conveniently be called subjective
probability to differentiate it from the source characteristics.
The concept of subjective probability may be
broadened considerably to,include a wide variety of phenomena
without invalidating the foregoing. With certain
reservations, in order that the Hvlng organism may be
capable of adapting to the environment ^the subjective
probability and the objective state of affairs should
approach equality#
The recent research^directed by Cantrll (Kilpatrlek
1952),attempts to delimit certain of these reservations
in relationship to the anomalies which may occur in the recognition
of perceptual phenomena. The fundamental point with which
they set out^»e»k departs from previous perceptual theories
in that they reason from the physiological stimulus pattern
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to a related external configuration. It is clear from this
approach that there will he no invariant relationship
between the two. In visual perception, any given stimulus
pattern can he produced hy an infinity of different external
conditions* Under these conditions,an illusion becomes
one of the matrix of alternative sets of cues which give
rise to the perception in question, provided that the perceiving
organism makes an assumption about the nature of the
external conditions .based upon the cues. Assumption is the
word used to depict the effect of past experience,and it is
desoribed as 'unconscious'. In the past, the word
expectancy has been used for the same phenomenon, and, in
terms of the rationale given above, we may say that the
interpretation of the cues resulting in a particular
perception is due to the fact that the subjective probability,
that the cues represent the external condition associated
with the perception^was high. Ktlpatriek comes to exactly
the same conclusion (p39)
"By perception, then, is meant that part of the
transactional process which is an implicit
awareness of the probable significance for
action of present impingements from the
environment/ based on assumptions related to the
same or similar impingements from the
environment. By assumption is meant that
generally, unconscious aspect of the transactional
process which may be described as a weighted
average of past experience in dealing tfith those
portions of the environment to which it is related.
Assumptions function as probabilities which are
built up by action, checked by action and
modified by action ..."
The 'assumption* as described^ appears to be the
facilitation of the cell assembly representing the whole
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from incomplete data in Hebbs terminology, Hebb talks
of the interfacilltation of b and jc from assembly ja^and of
Prorr- sj,S5«ir* l<}U/ pracTt > #,*, CC.1I si«V>< bly P r tnfl y/a
j, and c the whole will also be facilitated in the same way
as a result of the sensory facilitation of a., c, etc.',
a perception of the whole is then possible. It could happen j
(as Hebb points out p.103)f only with a simple and
thoroughly familiar figure,and this agrees with the
experimental facts. The experimenters Kilpafcfetek and hie
associates,use representations of rooms, walls, windowframes,
and so on
, In the demonstration of the phenomena. Hebb (p.93)
/
when describing the 'spatial hypothesis', quotes experiments ,
that learning in the rat was governed, in the absence of
any direction as to which cue to take, by a spafeial
orientation to the background,such that it was dominant
over other more direct cues. He concludes that the reason
why the position habit is so persistent is "the animal
/
mainly perceives and response to the least variable objects
in his environment which are the ones at the greatest
distance".
The similarity of the concepts used by Kilpatriek
et al,and those of Hebb together with those it has been
found useful to use In this Saper,is very encouraging, as
is the fact that such different approaches are yielding
comparable constructs.
The amount-of-Information and the subjective
probability are scalar quantities and would therefore
serve as useful measures of the normally intangible properties
of a stimulus and allow us to compare with the aid of such
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measures, two otherwise vastly different stimuli.
The idea is that expectancy may he treated as a
statistical function of the subjects previous experience.
This it will he possible to assess , on the "basis of the method
as described in terms of subjective probabilities. These
can be directly compared with the objective situation.
It seems most likely that, at the first approximation,these
two will be equal i.e., subjective probability will equal
the preceding objective criteria.
The possible extensions of this methodology are
numerous. In pathology/the patient is typically " out of
touch", "not in contact with reality", etc. The subjective
probability would show a very marked discrepancy from the
objective state of affairsfor in the extreme (we may find that
the subjective equation Is insoluble in reality for the
patient, since it would be built up more in. terms of some
internal condition than the external situation.
Most symbolic behaviour implies coding (verbal,
visual, etc., formulations). In projection tests, where
decMing is Invited by the experimenter, a series of
responses are obtained which can be clearly assessed in
terms of their cultural or everyday probability (e.g. common
versus uncommon responses on the Roscharch test). The
object of such an assessment is to^ factually and
quantitatively, eompare the two or more types of material
(i.e., stimuli, etc.) in relationship to the individual.
Where memory and recall play a part, their time characteristics
must also be estimated before a quantt bive estimation of rate
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of output of informal ion , can "be made .
Here also, is a "basis for the definition of unit
/
time of perception. Provisionally, it may "be described as
the time for gain of unit information, thus paying implicit
attention to 'expectancy',
Normally,the range of values of the reaction time
A
is relatively large. Hides value is the average from a
wide range of results. Very often it is desired to refer
to the result for a single reaction,or a number of reactions
chosea, according to some non-random law, from the
distribution of results. Prom the viewpoint of Commtaication
It would not be admissable to deduce the probability of
the source from such data. From the results of experiment
five , it seems that the sensory organisation at the onset of
the stimulus ,can be inferred from the reaction latency and
consequently,it may be legitimate to assess the subjective
probability in discrete reactions^ as common experience
would predict.
One Important aspect of expectancy is stressed
by this theory, Gain of expectancy (sensory organisation)
is accompanied, by reduction in attention to the rest of the
environment•
Serial variations;In the reaction times observed
in three of the experiements,have been examined to provide
illustrations of this concept. In experiments one (twelve
second interval), four and five^the normal course of the
reaction series was punctuated by "trick stimuli" (non-
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standard Intervals, a second stimulus arriving during the
course of the pr^fems response, or "by a similar stimulus
which has not to he responded to following the usual
preparatory s.ignal,reepectively) .
In figure 46,the mean reaction times to each of
the series of stimuli following the "trick stimuli", are
shown. The number refers to the position in the series
following the trick stimulus.
The effect in experiments one and four is
significant but smallcompared with expei^M^Sht five. This
may be expected.if the prediction of the next "trick signal"
is more important to the subject in experiment five. In
experiments one and four,no change in behaviour is asked of
the subject bgt a trick stimulus. The usual response is
used in slightly unusual circumstances, In experiment five,
the trick signal carries the semantic information"do not
release the key until this is extinguished". Since the
subject is primed by the preparatory signal to be ready
to respond as soon as possible after a very similar signal
(a light of twice the intensity)) it may be concluded that
the importance of the prediction is higher than in the other
two expermerits. An accurate prediction of "no trick
stimulus'^ means that the subject can do as instructed i.e.,
respond to the light as quickly as possible.
The illustration shows that the immediately
preceding state of affairs is very important in the formation
of the subjective probability, and the effect of the trick
stimulus is progressively less at it becomes history. In
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figure 47 "tk® average reaction times to stimuli following
the first five "trick stimuli", have "been shown, The
expectancy of a trick stimulus is seen to dx-op in the first
three stimuli reach a plateau from three to five and then
fall further on the sixth.
The focus of the experimental method in these
experiments was not directed toflii^p.the reaction times, and
the absolute values are larger than in similar experiments,
in which the subject did not have to recline on a couch ana
keen still or nearly so/for half.to threequarters of an
hour. The discomfort so caused /together with that of the
"head-dress" holding the electrodes, removed the experiments
from the class of good conditions for reaction time
si
measurement»
However, the relative values of the reaction times,'
after the "trick stimuli" reliably illustrate the theory.
The results following five trick stimuli only/were shown for
reasons of clarity. Figure 48,shows the results plotted
to illustrate the effect on reactions following them,.as
a function of the first ten trick stimuli. The results for
the first and second, third and fourth and fifth and sixth
stimuli,after each trick stimulus have been averaged so as
to make the figure as clear as possible. It is seen that
the third and the sixth 'trick' stimuli have the most and
the least effect on the first pair of stimuli following them.
The curve is approximately ^sinusoidal. The fifth and
sixth pair are affected oppositely i.e., the third and
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and the third and fourth stimuli are affected to a nearly
intemediate amount. Possibly two factors are Operating
one due to the nearness of the last "trick" stimuli and one
due to the expected proximity of the next - an example of
longer term experience. That is to say fif the brain is
' ft
viewed as a statistical computer,the probability which assesses
/ ps.tr A
the next instant is based on the immediate;two or three trials,
and^eomething like the average past history of the experiences
in the particular situation. The higher the number of
trick stimuli the larger the sample to average and hence
the more accurate the prediction could be. Empirically ,
"L
the higher the number of stimuli .the more probable it was the
next one will be a "trick" stimulus.
(I have found it useful to think of the conditions
as follows* The brain is 'sampling*.with successive
stimuli and this affects the subjective probabilityAhence
the reaction time decreases. The long term experience
of the experiment serves to indicate that trick stimliiL
may occur, and it gives an approximate frequency. The
knowledge of its possible occurrence sets a "zerf?" (a certain
reaction latency). The rate of approach to that value is
governed by the average frequency of the 'trick' stimuli i.e.,
the sampling is suitably weighted.
It is interesting that once the "zero" is
approximated to, oscillation seems to start or increases in
p
amplitude,as if a slightly faulty govenor were in control.)
/ A
The time of perception can not be defined irrespectively of
Expectancy and associated mechanisms, and it will be affected
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"by all the processes thus far described. it is suggested,
therefore that time of perception should "be defined as the
time taken for gain of unit information,since it refers to
an experimental reality, involving merely stimulus and
response on the part of the subject and implicitly takes
into account the role of expectancy, (subjective probability)*
The calculation of the subjective probability
from the reaction latency will therefore,involve the
antilogarithm of the reciprocal of the reaction latency
times a constant (the rate of gain of information wlnfikfrom
Hicks data ■ 5,6 / see)*
The development of the Subjective Equation.
Cralk, whilst in Edinburgh, was one of the first
to examine the human as a tracking devise. This work he
continued in Cambridge and since his death It was taken up
and amplified in the Naval Laboratories in the U*S*A* (Stroud),
and also by other workers in Cambridge, England* Lately
the work has spread into most of the Biological Science
departments and into the applied field*
Cralk's theorem (19k7t .19U8) that the human operator
behaves basically as an intermittent correction servo; is
fundamental in the field* This theorem refers to the fact
that the subject responds to information taken in intermittently*
not that the respdne© itself is intermittent* "There are
counteracting processes tending to make the controls seem
continuous" (slc)s he defines these as inertia (Momentum),
and prediction -and says that since the operator is subject
to the reaction time lag, he must extrapolate i.e.,
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anticipate the physical future. The expectancy of a stimulus
after oil§ standard Interval, is just this anticipation of the
physical future, in Craik's terminology. The essential
feature is that the subject must detect the constants in
the task.
These constants seem to fall into three groups,
position (time), velocity and acceleration* There is
evidence (from accommodation of nerve and sensory adaptation)*
that differentiating systems of the first order,afc least are
' ')
present in the human, which may serve to measure rates of
change of stimuli* (Stroud 19U9);. reports that when asked
to track a function, whether the subject's control is
arranged so as to alter the tracking spot by simple displacement
by velocity control or acceleration;or any combination of
these three, the operator can succeed, after practice, in
keeping within a very close margin of error. In other
words, the 'servo-tracker* is solving the first derivative,
the second derivative and the original equation^ or any
combination of these*
Learning and expectancy may be built up in an open
chain, without knowledge of results (i.e. conditioning) but
the process is slow and relatively easy to extinguish. In
a closed loop/where knowledge of results or errors is given,
learning is relatively fast and accurate. It is,for instance.
Impossible to imagine a complex perceptual-motor skill, say
typing, to be built up as a result of open chain learning,
(where the subject at no time saw the key board ,or the
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In figure 49a ,1b illustrated schematically(the
simplest possible closed cycle control system. The output
©o is subiptracted from the input to obtain the error
signal ®. This error signal controls the motor apparatus,
usually via some sort of amplifier. (This is negative
feedback).
Such a system can be easily shorn to be represented
by the equation
dS ,^ »0 ■ IS,
dt
@Qand are the output and input respectively, in
the same units, t is time, K is the constant of
proportionality or transfer function of the
operation of the motor apparatus per unit input of e.
(further data proofs can be found in James, et al 1947)*
This equation represents the conditions for
proportional control. Other types of control change the
equation into a higher order, differential equation* Most
practical servo-systems are either linear or can be approximated
sufficiently closely by a linear representation (Getting
1947)*
We normally examine an animal's ability to learn)
by imposing a restriction on its need reductions, the
reduction must take place under sueh conditions by the
organism undergoing a series of manoeuvres taking time*
The input signal can be said to be suddenly stepped to an
amount representing this restriction. The animal 'adapts'
by learning the maze and so making ©Q approach 0j;as closely
as possible. In examining a servo-system it is also
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standard practice to examine the change of output for a
stepped input.
A discontinuous change of input ©j is applied
and usually in the following ways is zero for all times
up to tQ and then suffers a change to a new constant A for
all timed greater than t .#■ Let this step function he
applied to the simple servo system descrioed above,
The step function is shorn in the figure 49b,as
a dotted line,and the response as a full line.
The output approaches the input as the time
"beyond t increases without limit.
The differential equation is (as before)
d 9o 4- K© » K©
O T
at
and when solved for (©T m 0 when t f t? I o
(®l a A when t > t
becomes 0^„.« A (1 W*K^U
In the ease of the development of sensory organisation
the time dimension will not be continuous but intermittent/
and each unit represents one trial. With these restrictions ,
figure 49b becomes a representation of the appropriate
learning curve, the average of many experiments with
different animals,so that "chance" variations of the conditions
will not appear as significant, Hull (1943, 1947)^gives
the general equation for empirical curves of this description
as
S®R » M (1 - e
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In Hull's equation In the 'servo* equation
A » the value of the step function
to which the organism approaches
M * 10O^iattainment
(i.e., 100 habs.)
i is an empirical constant. . *. is an empirical constant
H is the number of trials.....t-t as defined above .will be the
-—number of trials.
The units of 0T and 9 must be the same. InX o
K
Hull's equation percentages are used for M and 8 H will
therefore also be a percentage. If we can assign quantity
to an objective stimulus complex then at any moment the
sensory organisation will be capable of being expressed in
the same units. This approach to the problem will warrant
much attention, ov/lng to the simplicity and economy in
preliminary postulates,necessary to predict the empirical
equation.
Other terms in the equation ,in the successive
approximations to the individual learning eurve,will be of
af'Q d^Q
higher order e.g. I o and J o , With these#
dt2 dt3
the stability and damping of the servo loop must be
considered. Figure 50 illustrates the results of experiments
one, four and five. The average reaction times to the
first eleven stimuli of each test(have been plotted. The
steep rise of the curves in the first three reactions of
experiments one and four (and the even steeper ascent of the
curve for experiment five flatten and then start to oscillate.
There is a tendency for the oscillations to increase in amplitude.
It is not known whether any significance is to be placed










At least there is probably no reason to consider any
differences in the mechanics operating in each experiment*
The individual learning curve will moat certainly
follow a more complicated system than the foregoing. One
factor is hypothesis formation,in the face of a random set
of stimuli: If the "brain is to nozraally by
"ordering" or "relating" then hypothesis formation is bound
to take place. In terms of the present analogy, hypothesis
formation appears as an intermittent inertia in the
mechanism producing sudden jumps in the output t and
theoretically}instability in the loop. The suggestions
of this section are in line with Ashby1s concept of the
systems of interaction of the brain and environment (Ashby
1952)* Intermediate states , of partial equilibria towards
a final stable state-jare similar to the above. Similar
types of considerations have been developed by Von Foerster
(1949) for memory functions working from the data of Ebbinghaus,
and in a recent theory of the engram, by Cragg and Temperly
(1954* 1955)* The latter is developed by analogy with
certain aspects of the atomic behaviour in ferromagnetisation.
The near cefctainiy of neuronal interaction by sheer proximity
(a neurane is within the dendritic field of a thousand others)
and the consequent equilibria stated by domain patterns^are
considered to offer a testable explanation of memory functions.
They suggest (1954)/ that the electroencephalograph offers
the best method of test.
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In conclusion /in the words of Ashby (1952)
"Any system ,which shows adaptation must (1)
contain many variables that behave as step
functions (2) contain many that behave as
part functions* and (3) be assembled largely
at random so that its details are determined
not individually| but statistically .....
Such a system has a fundamental tendency,
shown most clearly when its variables are
numerous, to so arrange its internal pattern





The experiements in this paper were of an exploratory
naturejand the questions raised are best left in the context
of the experiments.
In general;the difficulty and labour involved in
1
the analysis of records and the relative uncertaintity of the
outcome with the present (time series) method of recording,
mkkes it of first importance to develop new and improved
Wtio
methods. The work of Walter and Dawson, with different ,
A fes Wert Arv^rt+'iorte't*
ends in view,are making important advances in this field^
One of the main problems^ in the relationship
between Psychological and Electroencephalograph!© studies y
1
is the selection of data.
Both fields of study are complicated by
uncontrollable factors, possibly the same ones, and both can
tie viewed from a variety of different standpoints. It is
suggested that the following classification of aspects of
study should be used.
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1 • The organism may "be examined in
a) states of rest e.g. the resting
pulse, metabolism etc. or in
b) responding to various representative ingoing
signals/by which the two fields of study
may he compared in their data e.g. change in
the steady state constants.
Evidence for this from the work of Darraw and
others^ was given in section one.
Many writers have refered to this type of
clas ification.
For example ^this subdivision is made by Kreezer
(1938), in a slight3ydifferent form, He talks of
psychological "capacity" and "activity",by which
he refers to the organised processes and the
testing of them respectively.
2, The response of the system to stimulation
(lb above) may be analysed in two x?ays.
a) In terms of the changes that take place in
System as a result of an ingoing stimulus^
that is the signal (stimulus) as an operator
on the matrix representing the system.
b) The changes in the signal as it travels
through the circuit, i.e. the system as an
operator on the signal matrix.
It may not be valid to induce the answer to
one subdivision from the evidence of another. The fruitful
and the non-fruitful studies may be examined in the light
-I6O —
of this work.
The alpha rhythm is an observable effect of the
resting state of the brain (Lindsley, 1951)* It is,therefore .
( /
part of the steady state. By applying a visual stimulus,
we have the blocking of the alpha rhythm, i.e. change of
the steady state (The evoked potential,if observed /would be
a change in the signal as a result of the system).
Attention, as it has been defined, is a change of
the system;and so we would expect to relate attention to
alpha blocking, "The work has been fruitful. Sensation
and perception are the results of the system acting on the
signal^.and are easily related to the evoked potential and
after effects jbut not to blocking of the alpha rhythm.
Personality and intelligence have been studied in
relation to the frequency and amplitude of the alpha in the
resting state (see Section 2). Are they not steady state
constants? The answer is yes, but we have no idea what
they are. What we really know of intelligence and
personality as organised systems ,are a series of results
from tests which of course ^are systems under stimulation.
The experimented have correlated results from the resting
state with the ; from activity without conclusion,or with
one experimenter finding one relationship, and the next the
opposite.
There is an increment of alpha frequency with age
(hindsley, 1S36, 1938*) 1939), up to the age of 10 or 11
years. This would,of coursejproduce a correlation with
Intelligence over one individual. With a group of 1+8
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8-year-olds Knott reported a correlation of 0,5 "between
intelligence (Stanford-Binet), and alpha rltythm frequency.
He found no significant correlation for a similar group of
12-year-olds. Lindsley (1938) with a group of 88 children
of 8 - 1U years, found no significant relationships.
Kreezer (1939), showed that in mental defect,due to
hereditary causes, and in mongolian types/there is a
relationship with the E.E.G. Other than the above results,
most authors, notably Shagass, 19¥>» with 1100 adult subjects,
agree that intelligence, however measured, bears no relationship
to any frequency, amplitude, or percentage time
characteristics of the alpha rhythm of the E.E.G.
Numerous studies of the E.E.G. and personality have
been carried out,mainly with reference to the psychological
disorders* Notably Berger (1931, 1933> 1937)» Lemere
(1936, 1938, 1939# 19U1)7 Grinker and Serota (1938),
McMahon and Walter (1938). Rubin (1938), Davis and
Davis (1939), P* A. Davis (I9h0, 19U1, 19**2), Walter (19*4-2),
and Yeager and Baldes (1937)» have examined the E.E.G. in
frequency and amplitude, percentage time and regularity of
alpha rhythm* The evidence shows that there are various
deviations from normal in the E*E*G* of psychiatric groups,
but that consistency has been lacking^, and the overlapping
of the patterns with those of normal and epileptie groups,
has led to many opposite conclusions and a great deal of
choas»
In one of the few positive results in the
classification of personality and its relationship to the
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E.E,G», lemere (1938), and Saul et al. (1937)# the common
factor# It seems, is the degree of involvment of the
autonomic centre. That is# the attention which the
subject is liable to paying to his environment.
4
Walter and Walter# 1949# conclude that,"The
difficulty may be due to the inaccuracy of the differential
diagnosis of the clinical state or insufficiently detailed
analysis of the E.E.G. records ,but it seems likely that the
pathological basis of the psychoses whatever it is, is not
refleoted in the overall picture of the cortical activity
shown in the E.E.G."
Prom the classification given may be predicted
that changes in the cortical activity# as a result of
stimulation, will be related to the responses of the subjects
to tests (and also possibly vary with the clinical picture.
The evidence in this paper indicates thatx despite
the modern pessimism^although,psychological correlates of
the E.E.G. may not be in the conventional terms to which
'i h
we are accustomed, they are present,and^can be concluded with
Walter (1950# p.212) that *a rich field awaits the patient
cultivater"•
SUMMARY
The Time of Perception! Factore? governing the
time of perception,have been separated into two clases
viz. Those preceding the stimulus and those following it.
To the first class ;the general title 'set \ has been given.
This has been shown to subsume three mechanisms, sensory
organisation, attention and motor organisation.
Sensory organisation has been examined in its
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development and effects. The development Is typified by
a series of stages and regressions,either spontaneous, or as
V ' ' '
a result of atypical events. It affects attention by
controlling it,and reduces the time to respond to an expected
i
stimulus. Hebbsand Ashby's theories are referred to,for
mechanism. At a different level of description^the state
of readiness of the brain has been defined as subjective
probability* This is a sealer quantity derived from the
reaction a resnlt of Hicfcs evidence on the constancy
of the rate of gain of information. It is suggested that
time of perception be defined as,the average time to gain
(signal the reception of ) unit information.
There is evidence that it is possible to consider
an individual reaction time as representative of the state
of the brain at the arrival of the stimulus i.e. the
subjective probability. Attention.It was concluded;is the
negative correlate of the alpha rhythm. It is a priming;
motivational mechanism operating in two distinct ways^
Facilitating the development of an adaptation (sensory or
motor organisation)^and priming the organism when the
present adaptations are at varience with the external state
of affairs: The load stress i.e. the rate at which the
organism has to work(at any instant ,to carry out the task
in hand (c.f. Conrad 1951» 195^ and 1955^# has been shown
to affect the attention.and reduce the percentage time which
it «3|>©pe between reactions. The motor organisation is
considered analogous to sensory organisation and;throughout
the experiments;is assumed constant. In a recent work
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(Alport 1955) set is described as /'not separate from the
/ *
perception or the overt act but is •••. a lower or
subthreshold energic level of the perception or act".
It is "largely tonic, is like the full or phasic stage of
I
the aggregate, a dynamic pattern". Freeman (1939, 1940a
and 1940b) has provided the data to the motor aspects of
^ A\3>"
Alports concl&sion, It is consi&ered^the results in this
paper substantiate the sensory organisation parts of the
concept. I On the arrival Of the stimulus,a central
"organisation" lias to be undertaken, (Welford). Two
organisations may not take place at the same time} the second
is held over until the motor act to the first. If the
act contains more than one movement; the organisation to a
second stimulus, which arrived before the response to the
first, may start at the begining of the first movement)
or dust before the second. Different subjects showed one
of the two patterns of behavlou»« Evidence exists that the
visual mechanism contains a device which averages over one
tenth of a second,with the result that,time of visual
/ A
perception is increased^by an average of .05 second,compared
with the minimum possible, with combinations of stimuli to
other sensory endings. ^ The cerebral activity. The alpha
rhythm is shown to develop in amplitude and duration;as a
result of a regular pattern of behaviour,, and to be related
to the length of the intervals between stimuli. There is
no evidence that a "new pattern" of alpha waves is developedj
but the existing fluctuations become organised. When the
stimuli has characteristics recognisable in frequency^it
- I 6 5-
was shown that a semi-permanent change in the frequency
of the resting rhythms occurs. (the stimulus was responded
to in the usual manner toy releasing the finger from a key).
In the course of the reaction, if a preparatory signal if
given ;a cerebral discharge,in preparation for the stimulus^
occurs in all areas of the brain.This discharge is shown to
toe modified,toy the occurrence of the "stimulus in the
occipital area,and toy the preparatory response in the
parietal and central areas. The phases,at which the
preparatory and the response movements take place; are shown
to toe centred on 90 and 2JO degrees. The cerebral activity
is shown to toe associated with the various parts of the
preparation, the stimulus and the response^and consistent
patterns are present between stimulus and response for a
given reaction latency.
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APPENDIX 1
EXPERIMENT ONE.
Detailed flescription of results*
Figures four to eighteen are presented together,
?/ith detailed descriptions to outline the development of
the patterns. Summaries will he found on page 6 3-
a) The Twelve- Second Standard Interval
In figure ha, (subject 91)) the first line is
the record which included the instruction;"eyes open"
at x. The lines have "been numbered as for subject 98
(figure 3).
Interval 2: Alpha activity first appeared as a ripple
after the second stimulus and before the mid-point of the
interval#
Interval 3* amplitude of the first hurst has increased.
Interval 8s It is seen to have increased both in
amplitude and duration after which the amplitude increases,
whilst the duration tends to he diminished.
Intervals 11 & 12: Maximum amplitude is reached in the
first hurst, meanwhile^the activity circa the raid-pdint
has diminished.
Intervals 13 & 14? same pattern (thirteen omitted) 15 skowo , e
Interval 15: Alpha activity reappears just before the mid
point of the interval.
Interval 16: The above is repeated together with some
evidence of an alpha-like ripple^starting about two seconds
from the end.
Interval 19: The activity, late in the interval, lias
increased in amplitude, hut that of the other^bursts;seen
 
in previous intervals has:diminished appreciably.
Interval 20: Showed the same result.
As part of the experSa»w*t ythe twenty-first interval
was one of only nine seconds. The effect of such a
distrubance to the development sequence, is "regression" to
patterns observed earlier in the series).
Interval 32: This shows the next appearance of the
"advanced" pattern shown in interval nineteen
Interval 3ks This shows an increase in the amplitude and
also in the duration of alpha activity in the first half,
but the amplitude of the later burst is cH«Ptnished.
Interval 35: Was not of twelve seconds, and the same
pattern as thirty-four is not again observed until
interval thirty-eight.
Interval 39: This, once again , showed a diminution in, the
duration of alpha rhythm in the first half,separating the
activity into two distinct bursts, and an increment in the
amplitude of that in the second half.
Interval 86: A clear example of what appears to be the
most advanced stage reached by this subject. The
amplitude of all three bursts gradually increased between
intervals 39 and 86 in spite of occasional non-standard
intervals. It will be seen that the bursts of alpha
activity at the end of the intervals have gradually assumed
■ •. . / , i ■ ¥ SI :
.an earlier position on the record,as the experipsnt
progressed.
In the record of subject ninety-seven, figure
hb, a similar presentation has been made. The amplitude
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Is greater,"but the percentage time of alpha activity with
eyes closed is slightly less than In subject $M» figure ha,
as is shown in the first line of the record (x marks the
instruction "ppen your eyes".) There is some evidence of
activity,in very s all bursts of two or three low amplitude
waves,after the first stimulus (second line, figure hh).
Interval Twos After the second stimulus, alpha activity
occurs at two points in almost full amplitude, these points
being symmetrically arranged in the interval.
Interval Six: The alpha activity in the first half of the
Interval increased in duration,and that in the second half,
though lasting longer, Is seen to be reduced in amplitude
in the sixth interval. During this interval the alhpa
rhythm Is extended to include a large proportion of the
first half of the interval. In the next few intervals,
including the ninth, the patterns are much the same, but
in the tenth the pattern has changed.
Interval Tens Here, such alpha activity as there is, is
concentrated more in, the later portion of the interval
with one small burst early in the second half and one at
the end. Low amplitude activity can be seen in this
interval in a small burst starting at about the same moment
as the main burst in the ninth and earlier intervals.
Interval Fourteen: The difference between the two semi-
intervals has become more marked, and the alpha activity
has increased in amplitude and duration,in points corresponding
to those observed in interval ten. Only small bursts are
observable in the first half.
Interval Eighteen: There Is an indication of reduction
in all bursts other than the main one, just following the
-3 -
mid point of the interval.
Interval Nineteen? A marked change occurs. Small
spindles of moderate amplitude are observable over "both halves
of the interval.with two in the first half and one in the second.
This state corresponds to the third classification made,
i.e. fig. 3d.
Interval Twenty? This shows an almost complete diminution
of alpha activity in the first half, and a shift and extension
of the main burst in the second half.so that it now occurs
halfway through this half of the interval.
Interval Twenty-One? Was not of twelve seconds,and
the interval twenty-two shows a return to a pattern similar
to that aeon in interval nineteen,with the exception of the
main burst.
Interval Thirty Six? Following a non-standaz^d interval, the
pattern is similar to that first seen in interval fourteen.
Interval Thirty-Seven? The main ourst, gust after the
mid-point, has decreased in duration, and there is the
appearance of a spindle of alpha activity, starting about
two seconds from the end of the interval. In following
intervals,the pattern returns to that of interval twenty,
only to be disrupted by a non-standard interval.
Interval Fifty? The most advanced stage reached by this
subject is first observed.
Between the two records shown here,many differences ,
in the acquisition of the final pattern are observable. It
is however# possible to note the same general series of
stages. Any stage may become prolonged in one subject,
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barely noticeable in another, or consistently returned
to,after disruption in another* The most important
po|nt is that there is such a development*
One other point emerges# Subject 91, in figure,
ha, shows alpha activity as much as 1*5 seconds earlier
in each interval than subject 9/, figure hb, and subject
ninety-seven does not show the burst just before the
mid-point# This gives the impression of either this
position or that, for the bursts# fi.f# also the last seven
lines of figure hb. This may be evidence to support the
suggestion of two sources of alpha activity, in a sense in
opposition#
The "nodes* at the centre-point of the intervals
are well marked in both subjects*
In figure 5a, encerpts from the recordings made
from subject 8k are shown. This subject is predominantly
a "non-alpha" type. Large, slow activity is punctuated
by small, faster waves,some of which are about the alpha
frequency* In the Hirst line a certain degree of
flattening is observed at the order "open your eyes", at
x, Th.85q.uare wave following x ;is the result of the muscle
potential of the action of opening the eyes* This slight
flattening is still recognisable in the first few intervals,
but, as with other subjects, the difference is lost a& the
experiment progresses# There is evidence that waves at
alpha frequency occur in the first interval# In the third
interval, alpha activity is more prolonged.and is super¬
imposed upon rather large, slow waves and overlayed by
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smaller, fast activity. This occurs for a greater
percentage of the time in the second than to the first
half of the Interval# This persists to. the fotirth
interval, waves of eight to eleven cycles being to evidence*
Throughout the remainder of the record, the
percentage time and amplitude of eight to nine cycles per
second wave forms are seen to tocrease* Other dominant
frequencies occur in the follwing speetra: less than
1 c.p.s* 2-4 c.p.s.,5-6 c.p.s. 12-16 e.p.s. 16-20 e.p.s.
and 30-40 c*p.s. At different times, all but the last two
appear at a fairly high amplitude, barge amplitude activity,
in the alpha range/occurs mainly in the second half of the
interv&ls until the sixth interval wham, from this point,
it can be observed in both halves, most often with two
bursts over each interval.
There seems to be a certain degree of similarity
in the occurrence of the slow activity, especially in
waves of two to three cycles per second, in the records
fourteen to twenty-two# These waves may, in some eases,
be interpreted as artifacts due to blinking. This is
doubtful, but the most that can be said is that such waves
do not appear to take on properties such as have been noted
for alpha activity*
In the non alpha type, the alpha activity tends
to show increments in amplitude and duration as the
experiment proceeds#
The most commonly occurring pattern, in the later
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stages.Is that as shorn in the last two lines of recording
in figure 5a» i.e., a main hurst near the end of the interval
and some indication of alpha activity near the centre of the
interval.
Figure six. summarises the record of subject kl*
This record was taken in the course of preliminary
investigations with a mechanical oscillator which provided
a considerable amount of Interference .such that /in each line
of record/we have four artifacts, the first one double.
These are easily recognisable,however, especially with the
mode of display adopted here. The frequency time character¬
istics of the switch potentials, clearly single them out from
the electroencephalogram^. This record was included
because* of all subjects tested, this one showed the highest
percentage time of alpha activity at the earliest interval
i.e., in internal thirteen the pattern is closely related
to that finally observed much later in the record.
The first two intervals show very little alpha
activity except for a short burst of a few waves starting
after about 10.5 seconds of the second interval,and lasting
a few waves. Interval threes This shows a burst of
moderate but irregular amplitude following the mid-point of
the interval,and again later as in interval two. Interval
four: This repeat6; the above pattern together with a long
burst in the first half, he alpha activity at the centre
of this interval persists over the mid-point in a burst of
three waves,with the remainder of the activity separated
on each side. The activity in the later seconds of the
interval is reduced, compared with, earlier intervals, to
a very low amplitude•
Interval five; Here is the occurrence of a "burst of low
amplitude in the second half.at a point earlier than the
alplxa activity in the previous intervals. Other low
amplitude ripples occur in this interval in positions similar
to the bursts in interval four.
Interval Ten? This shows the nest significant change. The
activity occurs in the first half and the centre of the interval
in much the same way as in interval four, but the third
spindle of activity, i.e. in the second half, is extended
in amplitude and duration to last about 2,5 seconds,with
gradually increasing amplitude and an abrupt blocking about
0./5 second before the next stimulus was due.
Interval bleven? This shows similar patterns over the whole
period,except that the central burst occurs before the mid¬
point, and the main burst, in the second half .now occurs for
a much shorter period and starts slightly earlier, than
that of interval ten.
Interval Twelver The main burst in the second half, is
increased in amplitude and duration,and occurs still
earlier in the interval. The central burst starts as a low
ripple, increases in amplitude .just after the mid-point of
the interval^and ends abruptly after a few waves of high
amplitude. The burst in the first half of interval eleven
is not visible in this interval.
Interval Thirteen? This showed the greatest percentage
time of alpha activity and it is mainly composed of a long
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bursty starting before the mici-poixit of the interval and
continuing until two second© "before the end of the interval*
Waves at alpha frequency are present over the period
immediately following this,and 0,5 second later, the first
of two more spindles which occur in the last seconds pf
this interval is seen'. Other alpha activity in this interval
is seen in the first half, nearly corresponding to the
first burst in interval eleven. The frequency of this
activity is higher than that of the other spindles.
Interval Foixtiopftls This shows a regression from the
conditions of interval thirteen. Alpha activity occurs in
a single wave and a low amplitude ripple in the first half,
and three short "bursts at the end of the second half of the
interval.
Interval Fifteen: This shows a similar pattern to that of
interval four.with a large amplitude hurst in the first half
interval', and low amplitude activity in short bursts in the
second half of the interval. The amplitude of the few
waves over the mid-point is considerably less than that of
interval four.
Interval Sixteen; There is a repetition of the pattern
found in interval ten, with the exception, that the ripple
over the mid-point is lower in amplitude.
Interval Seventeen: This shews a pattern similar to
interval twelve, except that a burst of alpha activity
occurs in the first half of the interval and that there is
a repetition of the long, abruptly finishing spindle-
noticed first in interval ten ana again in sixteen.
Interval Eighteen? The alpha activity is extended to include
a large proportion of the first half, Immediately after the
mid-point of the Interval, a spindle of varying amplitude
starts,which terminates half way through the second half.
A further spindle of lower amplitude starts a fraction of
a second later.
Interval nineteen: All hursts are extended in duration,
hut the amplitude is more irregular• In terms of duration
this interval shows a pattern most similar to that of
Interval Twenty: This shows a complete change from this
pattern. Alpha activity in the first half is'&imitea to
two or three small waves. In the second half, however, a
small amplitude hurst can he seen following the mid-point /
and a large amplitude spindle occurs halfway through the
second half of the interval. A further small hurst is
seen at the end of the interval. (interval twenty-one
was of 9 seconds. Its effect is to diminish all activity
with the exception of six waves at alpha frequency, in the
next interval).
Interval Twenty-Two: Three waves at alpha frequency occur,
halfway through the first half and three, a little over
halfway,through the seoodd. This pattern is most similar
to interval two. Interval Twenty-Three: Three small
hursts, two in the first half and one in the second, are
overshadowed hy a long spindle of large amplitude in the
last quarter of the interval.
Interval Twenty-Four: The duration of the counterpart of
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the spindle in interval twenty three is considerably
reduced, whereas the amplitude and duration, of "bursts earlier
in. the interval are increased, with two hirsts before the
raid-point and a small burst of beta waves just after.
Internal Twenty-Fives The diminution in the amplitude
recurs. Small bursts can be seen just before and just
after the mid-point, and halfway through the second half of
the Interval,
Interval Twenty-Six: Activity at alpha frequency is
seen to extend over the greater part of the interval, Three
bursts are perhaps separable, tee before the mid-point,
one after, and one in the last seconds of the interval.
Interval Twenty-Seven: Was one of 13 seconds. The first
twelve seconds of the record of this interval is included,
since it is directly comparable with the foregoing. The
pattern is much the same as in interval eighteen, being
a burst in the middle of the first half/and having one
starting at the mid-point of the interval, but with a loY/er
duration.
Interval Thirty-Two: The effect of the non-standard interval
was again to cause a regression, and the patterns,ss seen
in the first 12 seconds of interval twenty-seven^ next
occurred in this interval.
Interval Thirty-Three: This does not substantiate the
advance and shows a pattern first seen in interval ten and
again in interval sixteen.
Interval Thirty-Four: This once again shows a high
percentage!time of alpha activity in one burst starting this
time in the centre of the first half and continuing into the
second half of the interval* This pattern was the final
And
pattern to which, after disturbances,, if the number of standard
intervals allowed, the activity returned. This is much the
same as that late in the experiment e.g.
Interval Sixty-threes There is an increase in the beta
activity in this interval and in others, at this stage of
the experiment.
The effect of a non standard interval.
As seen,a "regression" to an earlier pattern most
often occurs followed/in succeeding standard intervals ,by
a regrowth or redevelopment.
This serves as a useful check to the estimated
development. Figure 5b is composed of a series of
successive intervals from late in the record of subject
ninety seven (figure J+b) after the pattern is weill established,
a.- the first line of record is a nonstandard interval
of eighteen seconds*
Interval sixty-one is of eighteen seconds, which,
for reasons of space and ease of observation, was cut at
the point corresponding to twelve seconds after stimulus
sixty-one. The remaining six seconds of record of the
sixty-first interval^are included underneath as the second
line of figure 5b,
The pattern of the first twelve seconds can be
compared as a standard interval, and it is most similar
to that of interval nineteen, see figure hb. The remaining
six seconds up to stimulus sixty-two are not comparable.
Interval Sixty-Two? The third line of figure 5b» is the
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record obtained from the twelve seconds following the non¬
standard interval. The alpha activity is reduced, hut
present to a greater degree than in interval one, figure kh.
There is no dominant spindle formation.
Interval Sixty-Threes The alpha activity is increased
slightly in amplitude and the positions of this activity
have changed. The record shows signs of three hursts,
one in the first half, one over the central period, and one
in the second half.
Interval Sixty-Four: There is a return to the familiar
spindle formation^ and this line of record is very much the
same as the patterns, first occurring in interval twenty,
figure 4h.
Interval Sixty-Floe: This spindle formation has again
disappeared;and there is an increase in slow, one to two
cycles per second, activity. This pattern may he thought
to he a regression,or it may he considered to he of the
form of pattern noted in figure 3d. The former is, I
think, the better explanation,since this type of spontaneous
regression is very common in this experiment.
Interval Sixty-Six: It shows a pattern not previously
obtained from this subject:, a pattern most similar to
intervals sixteen and eighteen, figure £}b. The alpha
spindle, however, occurs earlier in Interval sixty-sixyand
about five seconds after the stimulus, finishing at about
alpha waves I* Ot p3Sltta»>
2.5 seconds later. There is also a buret of low amplitude \
CoWS-S pot<5> ■H"<£ Prft. \
A in interval sixty-four.
Interval Sixty-Seven: Last Line, figure 5b: The pattern
•«5







is most nearly similar to the pattern occurring "before the
disruption, i.e. In the first twelve seconds of interval
sixty-one. There are differences;however, especially
in the first half of the interval, and it is more nearly
the same as the most advanced pattern shown by this subject,
as first seen in interval fifty (figure hb).
The pattern from the central Lead (Figures 7 & 8).
To compare the two - the record from both channels
is included, and so each interval is represented by tiwi lines
of tracing, the upper from the central lead and the lower from
the occipital as they were recorded.
Figure 7
Interval Twos In the first pair of records shownjneither
lead shows alpha activity at more than very low amplitude,
and this, late in the interval.
Interval Threes The occipital record shows an increase
In the amount of low voltage alpha activity,with very little
increase in the central recording. From this point/the alpha
amplitude increased in the second half of the intervals.
Interval Eights A marked spindle can be seen in the
occipital record. This interval was the first in which
alpha activity in the central lead was clearly visible, in
two or three waves of low amplitude.
Interval fifteens The alpha waves can be seen in both
halves of the interval,in both leads. In the occipital and.
central recordings the bursts of alpha activity more or less
correspond to one another.
Interval Sixteen: The correspondence between the two records
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is closer and the dominant alpha activity is found
entirely in the first half of the interval,This continues
as illustrated hy
Intervil Nineteen: The first half shows the dominant
"burst onoe more# Some alpha waves may "be seen at a moderate
amplitude in the second half of the interval in the central
avrvd a, rff !e is vhliWle. rn rk-e c*cciptHstl record iwa
recording ati the same position, and with a slightly larger
amplitudes a little later.
Prom this example, the order of relationship may
"be appreciated. Initially, it is not appax*ent, "but after
a few intervals, in which the alpha rhythm appears in the
occipital recording, it starts to appear in the central
recording. The similarity increases^and is retained
for the remainder of the intervals.
In figure 8a, I have presented a summary of the
changes in the relationship between leads in the recordings
from subject ninety-three. Alpha rhythm was first seen in
the occipital record in interval four, and occurred in the
centre of the second half of the interval. The pattern
persisted through
Interval Six: The upper line is the record from the
central region .and that from the occipital region is recorded
in the lower line.
Interval Seven: Alpha rhythm can be seen to occur in
three small bursts in the central recording, two of which
are simultaneous, with alpha in the occipital record.
Interval light: Shows a change of balance from the Becond7




In "both leads to the same extent. From this point the
records "both follow the same pattern. For instance.
Interval Eighteen: The occipital record, shows a hurst
of alpha activity at the centre of the interval, and the central
edoSeiy
record corresponds to this.
Figure 8b further illustrates that, in the course
the series, the alpha activity in tie central lead changes
in parallel with that in the occipital lead. The records
of intervals fifteen, nineteen and twenty-four from subject
one hundred and three.are Included.
Interval Fifteen: This shows the occurrence of alpha
activity, mainly in the first half interval, (upper line
central, lower line occipital recording). This first
occurred in interval nine and it continued until interval
eighteen.
Interval Nineteen: The alpha activity is limited to the
second half.
Interval Twenty-Four: This was the first from this subject
showing a burst of alpha activity over the mid-point. The
occurrence of the alpha rhythm in the two leads Is closely
similar.
to) .Sfiwiqayfl Interval of eight seconds,,
Figures 9 to 12 illustrate the results.
In figure 9a;(subject 129), after the instruction
to "open the eyes at xM, blocking was complete.
Intervals one and two: These showed no signs of activity
whatever (switch potentials are unfortunately present in
this subjects record at the begining of each interval).
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Interval three: A "burst of activity occurred in the second
smarter of the interval, the begining being obscured as the
result of a cough. The burst persisted until the centre of
the interval.
Interval Pours This presents much the same pattern but
with a lower amplitude.
Interval Six: The amplitude in part of the burst has
increased. Ho alpha activity was shown in the next intervals.
Interval Ten: The burst, at a high amplitude, appeared
much earlier in the interval. Intervals eleveat, twelve,
thirteen and fourteen: These were without alpha activity.
Interval Fifteen: This showed a unique pattern. A gradual
rise of the amplitude of the alpha rhythm from its first
noticeable point, after about three seconds of the interval;
to its and end, at about 6 seconds after stimulus
fifteen.
Intervals sixteen, seventeen: These were the same as
interval ten.
Interval Eighteen: This showed the next Change. Activity
is present in the same position as in previous records,
plus a low amplitude burst/starting after about 2.5 seconds^
and extending until about the mid-point• After the mid¬
point also, there is evidence of a very low amplitude ripple
at alpha frequency.
Interval Twenty-Two: This follows the non standard interval*
The pattern has returned to the first occurring, a low
amplitude burst for one seeond^ just before the mid-point.
The pattern thereafter,for many intervals /does not
develop further than that found, in interval ten. The
amplitude, however, increases and I have included .interval
forty-four as an illustration.
Interval fifty-ones This shows the next change which is
to a pattern similar to that of interval nineteen "but with
greater amplitude. This pattern was repeated occasionally
before the
Interval Sixty-tlireel* Showed the next change as these
three bursts became linked, (A cough again produces an
artifact). Ho further advances were observed in this
subject. The final line was taken,starting 23 seconds
after the last stimulus. The order, "release the key" was
given at X, and, "close your eyes", at Y.
Subject 116 showed a typical series of stages.
The first line was recorded with the eyes closed until after
the order to open which was given at x, after which blocking
was almost complete,
Interval Twos Alpha activity was first observed in this
interval, Low amplitude ripples can be seen early in the
interval, just before the mid-point, and later, about half-way
through the second half.
Interval threes This shows only the pattern just before
the mid-pointy and with two waves covering it# Ho waves
were visible in interval four, and interval five was a repeat
of interval two.
first half and a long, low amplitude which included waves of
alpha frequency,
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Interval Eights A pattern similar to that of Interval three
is seen with a low voltage ripple In the second half of the
intervals
Interval Twelves This shows an extension in duration of the
pattern as in interval eight. No further advanee occurred
for many intervals except for slight increments in the
duration and amplitude of the two "burets. I have included
interval nineteen as an example.
Interval Thirty-Ones Four hursts appear, two of moderate
amplitude in the first half, and two of low amplitude in
the second. After the next non-standard interval, thirty
five, the pattern reverts to an earlier stage of two "bursts
only, "but the amplitude of each is e&ual and fairly high ,fo3P
this subject.
Interval Thirty Sevens There is a drop of amplitude, "but
this, in the first half. This pattern is most like that
first seen in interval six.
Interval Thirty-nines The amplitude once more increases
and two main hursts appear at each side of the mid-point ,
with two smaller ones later in the second half.
Interval Fortys This is most similar to that of Interval
fifteen for subject 129* except that the rise in amplitude
is not steady in the main "burst, and there is a small spindle
of alpha activity for half a second,starting one second
before the end of the interval.
Interval Fiftyt The pattern is seen to change to three
separate spindle formations, one at the begining, one in the
middle and one at the end of the interval.
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Interval Fifty-Ones This shows what may "be the first
signs of the pattern as seen in interval fifty-two, or it
may he a regression.
Interval Fifty-twos This shows two distinct hursts, longer
than those of other intervals, one in each half interval
and of eoual amplitude over most of their lengths. This
pattern was rare, "but showed the maximum percentage time of
alpha activity. It is difficult to say which should he
regarded as a final pattern for this subject, this,or that
of interval fifty, and those like it.
In subjeet 130 ,figure 10a, alpha activity with the
eyes closed was not regular,hut it did occupy a large proportion
of the time. Blocking was hy no means complete with the
opening of the eyes after the order given at x,and small
hursts of three or four waves were visible in the record.
After the first stimulus and response, there was no
difference in the duration or ai^litu&e of alpha activity,
Interval Twos After the second stimulus, a very low
amplitude rip le at alpha frequency" is present over the
whole interval. This is punctuated by waves of larger
amplitude early in the interval, just at the half-way mark
and, about one second later, in the second half.
Interval threes The low 'background hum' of alpha activity
i® broken by a large amplitude burst in the middle of the
first half of the interval, and by a burst of moderate
amplitude in the middle of the second half of the interval,
in much the same position as the burst in the second half of
interval two.
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Interval Fours This sho¥/s a drop in Hie 1 "background* alpha,
and the 10 per second activity is limited to a series of
spindles of varying amplitude one, or perhaps two, in the
first half, and two in the second.
Interval ffee®: Nearly all the alpha activity is localised
in two "bursts which fill almost the whole of the first half
of the interval. Some low amplitude ripples are visible,
half-way through the seeoM half.
Intex'val Sixs This shows a diminution in the first half
to a single short "burst, and the growth in amplitude of a
series of waves in the second half interval, much the same as
the pattern first observed in interval four*
Intervals Seven & Eights were the same as interval six
(they will be seen with the central record in fig. 11).
Interval Nines The pattern has returned to that first seen
in interval five but with a further burst .which terminates
dust before the mid-point of the interval* A very small
burst is also seen in a similar jMusIMon at the end of the
interval.
Interval Nineteens This shows the next stage in
development. The pattern is the same as that in ninef
except for a burst of activity following the mid-pfdLnt,
and lasting about half a second. The burst at the end
of the interval has become extended to start earlier,and
lasts about 1.5 seconds# This pattern is upset in the
twenty-first interval by the stimulus occurring after 6
seconds.
Interval Twenty-Threes There is a partial return to
earlier patterns with low amplitude activity, mirroring
the long hurst of interval nineteen, in the first half of the
interval. The hurst .following the hegining of the second
half has become extended, and that of later in tie interval
has become lowered in amplitude and more irregular.
Interval Twenty-fours The first half is almost entirely
taken up with a protracted spindle of alpha activity and
a small burst starting before the mid-point and blocking
just after. The major burst of the second half is again
extended; compared with internal twenty-three the burst at
the end being contracted.
Interval Thirty-Twos This shows the first occurrence of
a long burst of alpharhythm in the centre of the interval.
Apart from the very early part of the interval, the, 'either
this position «sff that' rule seems to govern the comparison
with interval twenty-four. This pattern is not seen again
for a number of intervals.
Interval Thirty-nines For instance, although following
a similar tract in the second half of the internal, shows a
node at the mid-point and lowered amplitude. The pattern
of the first half is of two bursts, the first short; and with
a larger amplitude than the longer second^hfech continued
until the mid-point. This is rather similar to the pattern
of interval twenty-three.
Interval Fifty-four* This shows a return to the condition
of a large spindle burst of alpha rhythm over the mid-point.
Activity in the remainder of the interval was decidedly





"burst during the early moments of the interval, and
occasional low amplitude ripples in the rest. Further
disturbance again disrupts this pattern.
Interval Sixty-Twos This shows a return to the pattern
first seen in interval nineteen* With $w0 more standard
intervals however, the pattern is similar to that of fifty-
four except that the first "burst of alpha activity is
protracted to fill ahout two seconds of the first hal^ of
the interval.
Interval Seventy-Fours This shows the highest percentage
time of alpha activity hut the amplitude is irregular and
there is evidence that the pattern is composed of three "bursts.
It is much the same as the pattern of interval thirty-two,
except that the nodes between the spindles are not well
defined;
Interval Sightys This once more showed the pattern of
interval fifty-four, wiftb extended "bursts, and seemed to
represent the 'end pattern* attainable ^ with the order of
'•
■ 'Wife-.'
repetitions as used in the experiment;
The Central Lead,
For the central lead the patterns were much the
same as the occipital; As in the 12 second intervals^
initially, the correspondence between the patterns in
occipital and central leads is not complete.
In subject 130, whose occipital record I have given
very fully, alpha activity occurs in both leads as early
as the second interval; In figure 11, further examples from




Interval Twos The occipital record has already been shown
in figure 10 the central recording during the same interval
is shown. A low alpha ripple is visible in much the same
position as in the occipital record. The very fast activity
in this lead is less.
Interval Seven: The upper line of record is from the
central lead, and the lower from the occipital. T'he alpha
activity in the central lead is relatively small.and does
not completely correspond to that of the occipital lead.
Interval Eight: The correspondence is much more close, and
the amplitude of the alpha rhythm, much more nearly equal in
both lends. The closeness hereafter increased.
Interval Twenty: This illustrates the high degree of
similarity. This continues, despite the non-standard
intervals, right to the end of the experiment.
Interval Twenty-eight: which follows a non-standard interval,
and interval seventy-nine^from the end of the experiment„
have been included to illftsts&te this.
Over all subjects, the correspondence was much the
same. In subject 119 the relationship was a little more
loose;and interesting for that reason.
Interval Two: There is very little alpha activity visible
in either lead.
Interval Five: Alpga activity is present in the occipital
lead at the centre of the interval. In the central lead^
this burst is not mirrored in anything more than a ripple at
the same frequency. Alpha activity is also visible in the
-24-
central recording at the hegining and end of the interval,
again with a low amplitude. In general, the ehange in the
central lead is to depress the large slow activity and the
fast spikes of Interval two, and the amplitude of the alpha
rhythm to progessively increase.
Interval Twenty; The relative amplitude has increased and,
in parts, is greater in the central than the occipital. The
central lead shows a node at the mid-point which is not so
easily seen in the occipital. It is fairly common to find
the alpha in the central lead of greater amplitude than that
of the occipital lead, hut it is usual that the part of the
pattern in the occipital lead with the largest amplitude;is
also the part in the central lead with the greatest
amplitude.
Interval Twenty-eight; Alpha activity in the central lead
is seen in the first half of the interval and the node is
visible^ "but the largest amplitude of alpha waves occurs
after the mid-point. This foreshadows a change in the
balance of the activity in the occipital leadfto the second
half in interval 41. The occipital record is similar to that
of interval 20. Agreement is usually closer than thisjeven
with this subjeet.
Interval Forty-One; The respective amplitudes are different
but the pattern is much the same.
Interval Fifty-three; The first occurrence of the final
pattern in the occipital lead is seen. Three main bursts
are present, one in the centre of the first half of the
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in the centre of the second half of the interval. The greatest
amplitude occurs in the latter "burst. In the central record
the high amplitude is in the centre. Two or three intervals
later.these two patteims heeame equated,with the largest
amplitude in the interval in hoth leads,
c) Standard Interval of Four Seconds.
Figures 13 to 16 illustrate the results.
In figure 13a;the record of subject 135 is treated
in the usual way,, to show the development of the patterns.
The first line is the record of the occipital
lead with eyes closed initially, and with the instruction to
open the eyes given at x. With the eyes elosed the alpha
activity is average and blocking is seen to occur after the
instruction.
Interval Ones Wo burst of alpha rhythm is obvious, but some
9*5 per second waves ai'e present.
Interval Twos A small burst of activity is seen in the centre
of the interval.
Interval Pours The eentrsL burst has become clearer i.e.
raised in amplitude, and a burst starting three quarters of
a second before the end of the interval/and lasting half a
second at the same amplitude, is present. The bias of
alpha activity is definitely towards the second half of the
interval.
Interval Sevens The centre burst is extended, starting
just after the mid—point of the interval and lasting about
one second. The same pattern persists over the succeeding
intervals.
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Interval Sixteen: Alpha rhythm is seen for the first time
at the "begining in a rather "broken series of waves which block
at the mid-point of the interval. The part of the interval
corresponing to the "burst in the previous intervals shows
only a low ripple. A short burst is also seen at the end
of interval sixteen terminating before the end of the
interval.
Interval nineteen: The pattern ehangeS to one of irregular
alpha activity spaced over the whole interval, with most in
the second half. There is no clear evidence of a node.
This pattern is not seen in the next few intervals.
Interval Twenty: There is a regression to the pattern in
interval seven, and the next advance is not seen until
interval thirty-one.
Interval Thirty-one: Alpha activity;/ present to equal
amounts in each half of the interval,with a node, or drop
of alpha at the centre;is the next advance.
Interval Fifty: A burst in the first half of the interval
was the sole evidence of alpha activity, and shows the next
change. The amplitude is considerably increased.
Interval Fifty-four: This shewed the next new pattern A
which is an extension of the alpha activity over the
remainder of the interval^ following the large amplitude
burst at the begining. There is no evidence of a node.
The pattern did not advance again during the experiment
proper. The whole sequence was repeated after the last
non-standard interval without a break. Ho further advances
were made until -
Interval One Hundred and Twenty Two: Alpha activity was
observed; mainly in t\?o "bursts of increased amplitude
occurring just "before the mid-point, and about half-way
through the second half.
Interval One Hundred and Twenty Bine: Clearly; separate bursts
with a node at the mid-point are present'*
Interval One Hundred and Thirty: This was the first;and
only time /that this subject showed what was the fairly common
Vtnal pattern for subjects,with the 12 second interval.
In figure 13k/the blocking was complete when the
eyes were opened to the instructions given at x. Ho alpha
activity is observable in the first seven intervals.
Interval Eight: A ripple at alpha frequency can be seen
in both halves.
In ex*val Bine: The amplitude is slightly increased.
Interval Fourteen: Alpha activity occurs in two bursts.
Interval Fifteen: This shows a slight increase in amplitude.
This pattern persisted until:~
Interval Forty: A burst of raised amplitude appeared in the
first half of the interval for the first time. Ho advance
was observed from this until intervalsixty, though in
Interval Fifty-nines the burst canJfce^een to have extended^
with the largest amplitude waves earlier than in interval
forty.
Interval Sixty: This shows an increment in the alpha activity
in the second half of the interval|whilst that,in the first
half .is decreased in duration. On continuing the experiment
after the 68th interval, the pattern still persisted.
-28 -
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Interval Seventy: This shows an increase In the regularity
of the alpha activity "but not of the amplitude.
Interval One Hundred and Thirty One: The next and final
change occurred. An alpha hurst is seen over the mid-ppint
and again .later In the interval. There is a fairly high
percentage time of alpha osrer the whole interval.
Over the experiment proper, the first 63 intervals,
the patterns could he regarded as primitive ,compared with
those developed during the experiment with twelve second
♦
standard intervals. The general effect is of increased
tension in the subject and consequently a lowered duration
and level of alpha activity.
In figure 11+a. a fair amount of alpha activity,
recorded with the eyes closed, blocked completely after the
instruction given at x,to open the eyes.
Interval One: Consisted of small, fast and large slow waves.
Interval Two: The fast activity persists, hut signs of 11
per second waves occur in the last second of the interval.
Such a pattern persisted with no increment in alpha activity
until -
Interval Eighteen: There was a slight increase in amplitude
and a move to an earlier position in the interval.
Interval Tv/enty: This showed the first spihdle of alpha
activity, once more, late in the interval* As a result of
the disturbance from interval twenty-one/no alpha activity
was observed in intervals twenty two and twenty three. The
pattern,similar to that of interval twenty^ appeared next in
Interval Twenty-four: The duration of the burst was slightly
extended; arid the amplitude of the very fast activity also
-2 9 ~
increased a little in this interval. It is interesting to
find, that this fast activity decreases in amplitude over the
mid-point of the interval.
Interval Thirty-four: The "burst of alpha rhythm has increased
: in amplitude and duration., and has once again moved forward
/j \ , ?. M' ;
in the interval though not so far as in interval eighteen.
Ho further advance is noticeable until interval fifty four,
/.Interval Fifty-three? Is included for comparison. There
is an indication of alpha activity starting one second
after the begining of the interval.
Interval Fifty-four? This is repeated,with the burst of the
second half of the interval becoming shortened in duration
and moving slightly forward. Ho alpha activity is visible
at the mid-point. This advance was not substantiated.
Interval Sixty? This shows a repeat of the most common
pattern, that seen in interval twenty four. The experiment
was continued as before,after the 68th interval.
Interval Seventy-three; flis shows a change of pattern,
A burst over the mid-point of the interval is visible,together
with fehe in the centre of the second half of the interval.
Interval Seventy-four? The pattern is not so well marked,
but the main burst over the mid-point is visible.
Interval Seventy-five? The pattern is clear. The symmetry
of the interval is still biased to the second half, over the
whole of which 11 per second activity is visible, Ho further
advaiice was made from this pattern, except, perhaps in the
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Interval Ninety-Fours This shows this pattern first. It
is seen only three times in the remainder of the repetitions.
In the majority of subjects, activity was observed
in the second half of the inter vals in the experiment proper
i.e. the first sixty eight reactions.
The Central Lead.
It is convenient to consider the eentral record
of this subject first.
Interval three: Low amplitude ripples in the occipital
record/are accompanied by beta activity, in the central
lead.
Interval Forty-three: This first showed occasional waves
at eleven cycles per second. This level did not change
significantly as illustrated by
Interval Ninety-Seven: Much relatively high beta activity
is present,with a background 6f 11 cycles per seepnd. The
two leads did not correspond closely.
In subject 135* figure 15, the central lead showed
the closest correspondence with the occipital lead.
Interval Eleven: This first showed waves at alpha frequency
(the first two lines of record).
Interval Fourteen: The low amplitude ripple in the central
ntff
lead,is seen to have increased.
/ *
Interval fifteen: A small increment in amplitude is seen
in interval 15fwhich persists for the remaining intervals of
the experiment.
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order of the alpha activity in the central lead. On
continuing the experiment past the 68th interval, one further
change occurs.
Interval Ninety-nine: There was an increase in the amplitude
of the activity in the alpha range of frequencies, in a
large amplitude "burst at 8 cycles pdr second with rather
sharp wave forms. This is in phase with the activity in
the occipital region where it occurs in a very much less
noticeable form. This burdt terminates at the mid-point
of the interval.
In other subjects, the correspondence was not so
close.
Subject 142 (figure 16)(showed no activity in the
central lead until when in
i'
Interval thirteen: A low amplitude ripple is seen.
Intervals Sixteen and Seventeed: The activity increases
in amplitude. In the latter,a "burst is seen just before,
and another just after the mid-point in the central record.
Interval Twenty: This is repeated,and a closer correspondence
between the leads is seen.
Interval Twenty-five: The correspondence between the central
and occipital leads of the second burst in the interval i.e.
that in the second half is again good ,whereas/ that in the
first half of the interval,is poor.
This rather loose association in pattern is
continued throughout the trials with this subject. It is
/












more intervals, late in the experiment and in the repetition.
Interval Eighty-five: Two irregular "bursts in the occipital
lead are present. The amplitude has increased considerably/
and the position of a burst in the central lead,corresponds
closely to the position of activity in the occipital lead,
but the maximum amplitude of alpha waves in the two leads,
does not correspond.
Interval One Hundred & Thirty Three: The similarity between
the leads is greater, but it will be seen that a burst in
the first half interval in the occipital lead has no
counterpart in the central lead. The regular burst of
four waves just after the mid-point of the interval is
paralleled by irregular lower amplitude waves. When the
burst in the central lead ceases, the maximum amplitude is
reached in the occipital lead, which continues after a larger
wave, at approximately 5 cycles per second to the end of the
interval. The central record shows increased amplitude
over this last short burst.
d) The Two Second Standard Interval.
The pattern was the same for all subjects. Alpha
rhythm appeared in the second half of the interval as a short
burst of five to six waves. Figures 1J and 18 illustrate
the results.
Subject 11+7, (figure 17)( represents we11,the results
from the whole experimental group.
Interval One: This showed (apart from a blink) low fast
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Also in the occipital record are two waves at 11.5
cycles per second at the mid-point of the interval and a
suggestion of a 10 per second ripple at the end of the
interval.
interval Two: This does not repeat these waves, and the•' i <7 .
iI or
effect is a flat record with "beta activity.
A >
Interval Threej and succeeding intervals, showed no change.
Interval Fourteen: This shows a low amplitude hurst o£
two ,six per second waves, and one 10 per second wave in the
/ second half of the interval in the occipital record. The
central lead is passive.
Interval Nineteen: 11 cycles per second waves in the seeond
half of the occipital record are seen. There is a similar
ripple in the central recordrwhich is nearly obscured by the
slow wave at a similar position in the interval.
Interval Twenty: This shows a similar pattern with 11
cycles per second waves in the middle of the second half of
the interval. There are also slightly faster waves at the
begining of the interval which are probably a perseveration
of the burst in the latter half of Interval nineteen. The
eentral record shows aecaaaional waves at about alpha frequency.
This pattern continued until the end of the experiment.
Interval Fifty-Seven: This is unique for this subject.
Activity is seen over the mid-point in the oceioital record.
This is not reflected in the central lead.
Interval Sixty-three: This illustrates the state of the
QLnci <b-f' -H-v2-
patterns ais the experiment-. A clear burst &f alpha rhythm
A
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in the oeeipital reeord and one of low amplitude in a
tf> r
similar position in the eefctral record*. (As in the experiment
with a four second interval,the whole sequence of stimuli
was repeated without a "break in order to see the final
pattern obtainable in about 130 trials)♦
Interval Eighty-Ones The activity in the occipital lead
is increased in amplitude and persists into
Interval Eighty-Two: which,otherwise.does not show alpha
activity.
Interval Eighty Sevens Alpha activity is next seen in the
central lead of this interval,just before the stimulus and
of moderate amplitude.
Interval One Hundred and Thirty Ones This shows the only
change in the pattern. The alpha spindle appears earlier
in the second half of the interval. The amplitude is reduced
before the end of the interval.
Interval One Hundred and Thirty Fives This shows this
effect more difinitely, four intervals later. The central
lead responds in parallel,«nd a burst can be seen in the same
position.
Differences between subjects produced some records
showing no alpha at all. Beta activity occurs to
a fairly high degree in the two second interval, in some
eases, enough to obscure the alpha activity (for instance
figure 18). It is however■possible that the higher frequency
activity also plays a part in the sensory organisation.
With this subject,the amplitude and regularity of
- 3 S -
the beta activity tends to, increase as the experiment proceeds.
Interval Seventy Two: This is the two seconds of record
following the last stimulus in the test -with this subject.
The next two pairs of records are of the four seconds
immediately following. Following the instruction to open
the eyes at x,beta activity appeared immediately. Activity
occurs in the ban&widths 11 to 12, 20 to 25 and 1+0 to 1+5
cycles per second.
Interval Fifty One: After a number of repetitions there
appears to be an increment in the beta activity over the
centre of the intervals.
Interval Fifty Fours' The highest amplitude of 20 - 25
eyeles per second activity, remained in the centre of the
interval.
Interval Fifty-f%* T is was short (half second). (
jL^j-erval d oe®...tsa>T »*
Interval Sixty-sixs This shows beta activity in the central
lead;in parallel with low amplitude alpha and beta(in the
occipital record. The six seconds following stimulus
seventy twoy show a gradual reduction in the regularity and
amplitude of beta activity. It is possible that the beta
activity may have been organised in this case,and a few
trials required before extinction is complete.
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APPENDIX 2
Experiment 2* Detailed description of results*
Figure 23 illustrates the record of Subject 193*
From the uncontrolled record with the eyes closed, first
interval of the first line, to the pattern obtained in the
first intervals of cycles ten and fourteen, a series of
stages or developments can be seen* These are, to some
extent recapitulated, after the disturbance of cycle eleven*
Cycles One* Two and Three were closely similar to
the -uncontrolled interval. Cycle two was omitted for this
reason. The first difference is observed in cycle three ,
when the burst of alpha activity, at the end of the first
interval, starts. Just under one second later .than in the
earlier cycles. Alpha rhythm in a short burst,is alsas
seen earlier in this interval*
In the following cycles, the amount and amplitude
in the first interval is seen to vary considerably. The
general effect is of the formation of a spindle filling a
large part of the first interval, and blocking;before the
expected opening of the eyes. On the word "open" a series
of waves at alpha frequency are recorded. They are very
much less regular in the fifth and following cycles. The
alpha activity, when the eyes were open, deceases as the
repetitions progressed* Cycle five sho?*s the highest percentage
time and also the largest amplitude wave*
The second interval of cycle eleven showed slightly
more alpha in the first half;than in most of the second
intervals of other cycles. Following the mid-point, when
 
the instruction to close was expected, the amplitude of the
alpha activity increased. It remained for about three
seocaids. Although alpha activity appeared in the time during
which the eyes normally would "be shut, the pattern was not
the same as any seen in the first cycles with the eyes closed.
Cycle fifteen showed,in the first five seconds
of the first interval, a pattern slightly different from that
of cycle fourteen. The alpha occurs more s.yrnetrically,
and is of a slightly lowered amplitude. In the second five
seconds, when the eyes normally are open, the alpha is of
the largest observed,and fills a large proportion of the
five seconds. It dinimishes before the end of the ten
second interval. Cycle sixteen was very much the same as
that of cycle fifteen. The percentage time of alpha is
greater in the first five seconds,and less in the second/
five seconds,than in the same periods of cycle fifteen.
In this subject, the effect of the non-performance
of an expected operation;may be to produce alpha activity with
the eyes open, or augment that present7when the eyes were
closed. Another explanation of interval eleven is that the
alpha appeared in the second five seconds because it was
expected that the eyes would be closed,and the attention
should, therefore, drop. I prefer the first explanation.
Figure twenty-four shows extracts from two subjects
who had a similar percentage time and amplitude of alpha,in
the uncontrolled resting state. Subject 213 (figure 2i+a)
showed less activity in the first interval than that of
subjeet 218 (figure 2ifb), "but conisderably more in the second
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interval. The difference "becomes more noticeable as the
experiments progress.
In figure the alpha activity with the eyes
closed is seen to occupy the begining and end of the first
Interval. Cycle One,Initially, the balance is towards the
end of the interval. This changes gradually, and the
spindle in the first two seconds of the first interval, grows
in duration. In Cycle eight, the second burst disappears
and the first burst fills the whole of the first half of the
first interval. The pattern persists to the tenth cycle.
The eleventh cycle seems to disturb the pattern slightly,
but the "final" pattern appears in the fourteenth cycle.
After the instruction to open the eyes/in the second
interval, the usual burst of alpha activity, lasting about
six waves, is seen in all intervals/and this is followed by
blocking for at least one second. A burst of alpha then
follows. This is at a lower amplitude than that with the
eyes closed. It is variable In length and duration, but
seems to be in one spindle or in two shorter bursts, all
blocking before the end of the cycle.
The second interval of cycle eleven is placed at
the end of figure 2h&* In this, the alpha activity,
immediately after the instruction to open the eyes, does
not occur. Two spindles of activity are seen in the first
five seconds of the interval, the second of higher amplitude y
and blocking lust before the moment when the instruction to
close the eyes is expected. When this does not arrive, a
pattern, similar to that of the first five seconds is repeated,
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;xeept that the activity, just "before the end of the five
seconds, is in two "bursts. This activity "blocks before the
end of the interval. The activity in the first five seconds
of the fifteenth cycle is rather more irregular than the
equivalent in cycle fourteen. Blocking does not occur in
anticipation of the expected instruction to close the eyes.
Following its non-arrival, a pattern similar to that observed
in the first interval of cycle fourteen is seen. The alpha
blocks before the end of the interval. Cycle sixteen is
most similar to cycle ten in its first few seconds. The alpha
occurring mainly in the first two and a halfi. seconds, is of
fairly low amplitude at the end of the five seconds. It
diminishes in the sixth second and appears irregularly/ in
a similar position to the spindle,in the last half of the
interval. In this subject, the alpha activity is very much
more Available* when the eyes are open, though the percentage
time of activity; with the eyes closed was not as great as has
been found in many subjects.
Subject 218,not only showed a similar alpha type
with the eyes closed, but also blocked after the first instruction,
with a short burst of three waves four seconds later. The
v
remainder of the interval showed slow waves and beta activity.
The pattern in the first four cycles is similar.
It is irregular but of a fairly high percentage time. The
first interval of cycle five shows the first definite spindle
In the first half. This extends in cycles six, seven and
eight until in cycle nine, it fills the whole first interval.
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.nd, for the first, is seen to persist into the second
A
interval. Cycle ten is sjmliar its are twelve and thirteen.
Cycle eleven does not seem to disrupt the pattern. In Cycle
fourteen, alpha "blocks once more before the instruction to
open, but, this time, slightly before it.
In the second intervals, more beta activity is
seen with some waves at alpha frequency, but with no bursts
after the first cycle.
The second interval of cycle eleven , sjmilarly
showed very little alpha activity, nor was alpha rhythm
wlsrtble after the first five seconds, when the instruction
had not arrived. The first five seconds,of cycle fifteen.
was similar to that of cycle fourteen. The alpha is
reduced in amplitude just before the moment when the
instruction to open the eyes was expected. The expected
instruction clid not occur;and a burst of alpha stairts
immediately, which leads, by lower amplitude waves, into
a spindle^ centrally plaeed in the second five seconds.
Cycle sixteen did not mirror cycle fifteen very closely.
The first five seconds is fairly similar, one difference
being in an increment in the activity in the first two
seconds. / The second five seconds is totally different.
Alpha is seen in a few single or double waves until the last
second^ when a burst of moderate amplitude is seen. In this
subject^the instruction to open the eyes stops the alpha
almost immediately in the first few cycles, and only later,
does the instruction not startle him, and the alpha remains
- 5-
 
until the eyes are actually open. Figure 25a In subject
177 the alpha activity seems to be less well controlled.
Before the experiment, the activity at alpha frequency was
small and irregular. A burst of about ten waves occurs
after the first instruction to open the eyes, and, following
this, blocking is very nearly complete.
In the first intervals of the second cycle, alpha
activity is localised to the centre of the interval, diminishing
by the fourth secorrl. In the suceeding cycles, this burst is
repeated with a gradually diminishing amplitude. Occasional
cycles, for instance number four, show activity immediately
before the instruction to open the eyes occurs. Cycle ten
shows the most complete pattern;which blocks before the
expected instruction. It is composed of a main burst in
the centre of the interval, and a smaller one later. As in
other cycles, the main burst shows waves at five to six
cycles per second, in the centre. The disturbance of cycle
eleven, results in the return of a burst, just before the
expected instruction, and which does not block before it.
This pattern persists to cycle fourteen. The
amplitude of the activity in the last two seconds of the
first interval, is appreciably greater than any other seen
in this subject.
The second intervals, show almost no alpha
activity. That of cycle eleven is no exception. There is,
however, a very slight increase of the low amplitude alpha
ripple in the second, as compared with the first five
seconds♦
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Cycle Fifteen, shows a repetition of the first interval of
cycle fourteen. The large, second "burst blocks just before
the expected instruction,and reappears one second after this
moment, (the instruction not having been given). In the second
five seconds of this cycle there is an increment of large,
slow waves, A burst at alpha frequency appears in the fourth
second of the first interval of cycles fourteen and fifteen
and is repeated at the end of the second five seconds of Cycle
fifteen. Cycle sixteen shows a reversion to the original
amplitude, and a reduction of the time of aplha activity,
in both halves of the first interval. The first five seconds
is the lowest. Following the non-arrival of the expected
Instruction, the longest burst of the interval is seen. This
subject's record is puzzling in many respects,as was that of
subject 190,
In fi&ure 2%, I have presented the record of the
subject showing the highest percentage time and regularity
of alpha activity. With the eyes closed before the
experiment, persistent alpha was seen at all times. It was,
however, disturbed slightly by noise.
In cycle two, the alpha blocked and reappeared
before the instruction, and persisted for about one second
afterwards. With further repetitions, the main spindle divided
into first two, and then three. Later-, the amplitude of the
last two spindles diminished, whilst that of the first grew,
cycle ten, the pattern is similar to that of cycle twoy
except that blocking is complete before the instruction,
and it remains so. This development / in irhieh the alpha.
-7-
 
activity is eliminated at the instruction, disappears, after
the interference of the atypical cycle eleven, in cycles
twelve, thirteen and fourteen. whilst the pattern in the
first five seconds of cycle fifteen, is once more similar
to that of cycle ten.
When the eyes were open, aftfen the first second
there is again fcery little alpha activity, A few waves of
low amplitude are visible occasionally, especially in cycle
six. Cycle eleven is no exception, no appreciable change occurs
in the second five seconds of the interval. In the seeond
five seconds of interval one, cycle fifteen, the amplitude
is reduced;compared with that of the first five seconds. The
alpha appears in three bursts, one in the centre of the
second half with the other two arranged symetrieally on each
side, one burst starting when the expected instruction did not
arrive, and the other blocking before the next instruction.
Figure 26 is composed of extracts from the record
of a subject who was of the predominantly non-alpha type.
With the eyes closed before the experiment, the record was
mainly flat, with occasional low amplitude ripples at 13*5
cycles per second, and with other waves at 10,3 cycles per
/
second.
When the eyes were opened, there was little
appreciable change, as seen in the seeond interval of the
first line of tracing. If anything, there is a slight
increase in the activity at the two frequencies mentioned.
The first cycle showed the same pattern. Cycle two showed
the first change which was of the appearance of a burst of
-8-
activity at 13»5 cycles per second in the second second
half of the first interval. This was repeated in the next
cyele, tout in the fourth, five small "bursts of varying
frequencies can toe seen in the first interval. In the fifth
cycle, two spindles, at 13*5 cycles per second, and at low
amplitude, can toe seen symetrically in the first interval.
These persist in the sixth cyclei tout are of even lower
amplitude. The first "burst starts slightly later in the
interval than in the fifth cycle and it is retained at higher
amplitude in the seventh interval f and the second burst is lost.
The pattern is very similar to the second and third cycles.
Cycles eight and nine are also similar. Cycle ten, however,
is most similar to cycle four, tout with extended bursts and
larger amplitude. This persists after the interruption of
cycle eleven, and the next development is in cycle fourteen
where two bursts of fair amplitude are seen to form very much
the same pattern as in cycle five. The patter f\ does not
remain in cycle fifteen, the second spindle is not at all
visible though the first is slightly extended, if more irregular.
This persists in cycle sixteen with increased amplitude and
also, a few waves are visible in the fourth and fifth seconds
of the cycle, i.e, in a similar position to the second burst
in cycle fourteen.
The amount of alpha activity/ at ten and thirteen
cycles second^ increased steadily in. the second intervals
as the experiment progresses. In the first six cycles.
the balance was towards the later half of the seeond
interval, tout in cycle seven, activity is visible with most
- 9-
In the first three seconds of the second interval* This is
repeated in cycles eight, nine and ten. Cycle eleven showed
the most activity in a spindle near the middle of the first
five seconds of the second interval. Following the moment
when the instruction should have arrived a low amplitude
burst is seen, followed later by a few ten cycles per second
waves and later still waves at five and seven cycles per
second are interspersed with faster activity. Alpha in the
fmrst cycles blocked before the instruction to open the eyes
except on cycle three. There is very little evidence of
the burst after the instruction, though some waves/ which may
be so interpreted are present in cycles five,, six, seven and
perhaps fourteen.
In circles fifteen and sixteen, when the expected
instruction did not arrive, irregular bursts of ten cycles per
second activity can be seen over the sixth second of the
cycle. These give way to waves at thirteen cycles per second.
Waves at ten and thirteen cycles per second are present late
jus f
in the interval of cycle fifteen oefore the Instruction
A of





When the subjects eyes were closed/both the central
and occipital leads showed a high amplitude of alpha activity
at nine to ten cycles per second. The filter did not entirely
remove this activity,and it can he seen in the first line of
record in figure 320. The second line of record was made
simultaneously from the occipital lead. The subject's eyes
were closed during this time,which was just before the
commencement of the experiment. The first appearance of
eight per second waves/during the experiment (eyes open); was
in the central record in re$XLtfon 13 between b andjc (over
line a in the central record of reaction 19* eleven per
second waves are visible).
Eight cycles per second activity/as a preparatory
response ;qccui«& first in reaction 25 in the central lead
between a and b (activity over line a is at ten per second).
In reaction 32 ^waves at eight per seeond appear over line a ]
and a fairly high amplitude of activity at th&s frequency
appears in b c. In these reactions the occipital lead does
not give any clear indication of eight cycles per second
activity. In reaction 33, however^ a few ©aves at this
frequency are visible, no pattern is clear. In the following
reactions the amplitude of eight per second activity increases
in both leads. The amplitude of the antieipatory response
in the central lead;next increased in reaction 1+8. Some
waves at 10 c.p.s. are also present. The amplitude of
activity in the occipital lead is also increased a little
central lead
A —
eyes closed before experiment
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in reaction 1+8 and considerably increased "by reaction 59
at least one wave at eight cycles per second at a relatively
high amplitude is present between the instruction to press
the key and the action of preesH g it. (i.e. less than one
reaction time before a). The pattern of the central lead
is similar in reactions .1+8 and 59 (type 1a). Activity tr>
reaction 60 is of a different pattern,and of a greater
I J
amplitude in the central lead.
In the following reactions the amplitude of activity
/
in both leads increases as illustrated by reactions 81+ and 89
(figure 32b). An antieipatory response is clearly seen in
both leads in most reactions from reaction 81+.
The first appearance of the third stage of development,
in which the pattern is the same in both leadsfwas in reaction
133. This stage was seen next after forty more reactions.
In the intervening reactions^ a gradual development in amplitude /
and occasional similarities between parts of the record of the
two leads in each reaction may be seen e.g. 156, 158, £59 and
161.
The close similarity of the patterns in both leads
in reaction iJ2 is remarkable. The occipital activity leads by
perhaps, one wave. The same effect can be seen in the remaining
reactions. Differences between the leads never completely
disappear. The differences of amplitude and duration of
bursts are always present. Clearly, at best,the two leads are
incompletely linked.
The greatest single effect of this type of experiment
is well illustrated, by this subject, namely the marked increase
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eyes closed after experiment
by comparing the last two lines of record (figure 32d), which
were made after the experiment with the eyes closed, with




General Experimental Arrangements and Apparatus.
The test session with each subject lasted approximately
one hour. The first fifteen minutes were taken up "with the
preparations. These involved the fixing of electrodes,
settling the subject, and testing signals through the
amplifiers. The test commenced "by instructions to the
subject,followed by two minutes with the eyes closed.
Throughout experiments one, three, four and fiye^.the subjects
eyes were open.
Electrodes. The electrodes were of standard pattern
and held in place by a rubber 'net', fixed by tapes under
the chin and made comfortable by sorbo rubber pads.
They were polarised before each session in the standard
manner (Walter 1950a) Monopolar recording was used
throughout and two channels of amplification were available.
Active electrodes were placed over the left hemisphere
only. Optimum positions were determined in preliminary
experiments. The occipital lead was taken from a point
two centimetres above the inion,and the same distance
from the mid line. The parietal lead was taken from a
point eight centimetres from the occipital, and a line
between the occipital and central leads. The central
electrode was situated;on an average .thirteen centimetres
from the occipital,and was nine centimetres above and
two in front of the external auditary meatus. The central
and occipital electordes were paired with 'inactive' leads
from the right and left mastoid bones respectively. (When
the parietal region was recorded, this lead was paired with
whichever inactive lead was available). The subject
was earthed from a point which was at the intersection
of the loci of points equidistant from the two pairs of
electrodes^and was usually over the right fromtal area.
The Test situation. The subject observed the stimulus
from a reclining position on a suitably upholstered metal
couch (figure A1). The lamp housing, v/hich was six feet
from the eyes had two compartments open at the front.
 
In each, a pearl 15 watt hulh was mounted^and the front
was covered by a diffusing screen,. In all experiments,
the signal to respond was ,"both curbs illuminated. Times
were taken from the moment the "bulks were just visible,-
approximately y02 second after the switch was closed.
The right arm rested comfortably on a small shelf, the
fingers covering the knob of a morse key. Response to
the stimulus was made by releasing the pressure on the
key. Where a preparatory signal was used;it was the
signal to depress the key. In other experiements,where
no preparatory signals^ was used, the key was depressed
immediately after the release.
The loudspeaker for intercommunication was situated
18 inches above the lamp housing. The preparatory signal
for experiment five was a 5 volt bulb with a green filter,
fixed to the lamp housing above the centre partition,
The subjects microphone was hinged to the wall and was
moved out in front of the mouth. Crocodile clips were
used to connect the electrodes to the input lead of the
amplifiers.
Signal Testing. A 50 microvolt 'square wave' was
provided by the opening and closing of a switch^tapping
off the voltage across .0.1 ohm resistance. (in the
maintaha.nee of the apparatus,a ten cycles per second,
50 microvolt signal was used). The amplifier gain was
adjusted to give a one centimetre deflection. The resting
cerebral activity was observed ^and tie noise level reduced
by adjusting the electrodes if necessary, The subject
was asked to blink, to move his right hand and to swallow^
to check for reference/the artifacts from these activities.
To artifacts were observed when the subject moved the right
hand but otherwise kept still. This usually required a
minute or so of practice.
Amplifiers and recorders. The apparatus was constructed
with two amplifiers from an Ediswan-AValter "Electrophysiological
Amplifiers" apparatus as nucleus.Though now obselete,
with careful selection of valves and replacement of some
components, these proved servic<aaJbi&. Switch and calibration
- 2-
 
circuits at the input,and. power amplifiers, penwriters
and paper drive at the output„ were constructed,and the
whole mounted as a semi--mobile unit. A general view of
the unit is given in figure A2 .and a circuit diagram of the
amplifiers^in figure A3.
The pen "motors" were constructed of loudspeaker
magnets and coils. The movement of the latter was transmitted
to the pen near its pivot by a piece of drawn copper
§" x 4" rigidly fixed to the coil and the pen.
The pen length was 10.3 centimetres .and the coil fixed to
it .7 centimetres from the pivot. With pen deflection,
the copper bent slightly,and its thickness was adjusted
until the added torque just served to prevent overshoot.
The deflection was shown to be linearly proportional to
the D.C. voltage applied up to 4- 1.83 and - 1.79 centimetres
deflection ;in each pen. The frequency response of the
amplifiers and pen writers was approximately flat from
4 to IpO cycles persecond. A peak of responsiveness was
seen at 30 cycles persecond. It then detiorated untilf
at 90 qps,;the response was 2§.% of that"at 10 c.ps. An
upper filter was used to attenuate frequencies of 50 qpp
and above.
The paper speed was 3•/ centimetres persecond. Same
m +Ke early
trouble was experienced^due to friction between the paper;
which varied slightly in width, and the guides. Preparation
of the paper and increased torque from the motor reduced
the effect sufficiently.
The Filter' (used in experiment three) consisted of
two^ 50 henry chokes connected symetrically to eaihh from
each lead situated at the output of the main amplifier,
and before the power amplifier. The chokes were shunted
by condensors ^variable within a small range round
microfarads,and adjusted experimentally to produce maximum
kn
response to^eight cycles persecond input to the amplifiers.
It was found that the best setting attenuated signals 0.5
c,prs to each side of the tciined frequency by 3 deci"b&l& (5Qi&).
The Switch Circuits. The oscillator used to provide
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and four was of the multivibrator type/with a relay in
the anode lead of the output valve. The circuit diagram
is shown in figure A4. Oscillation started when S-^ was
opened. The frequency was adjusted coarsely by the ganged
condensorsiand finely ,by the variable ganged 2 megohm
/ /
resistances in sehies with them. In the circuity as showny
the .02 microfarad condensors were replaced by ccndensors
of two microfarads for the very low frequencies of experiment
one. The light-dark ratio was adjusted by the cathode
resistance of the output valve.
Experiment One." The oscillator was set to a frequency
of-four times the repetition rate required of the stimulus.
In this way, by closing figure A5 (i) before the end of
every fourth cycle, the experimenter produced the standard
interval? by leaving closed}and interval of S/4 was
produced wtc. In all cases^the moment of onset of the light
was!.:determined by the oscillator. and governed ,in coarse
stages,by the experimenter. The circuit of relay R2 ,shown
... i J
xn figure A5 (i)^ was designed so that the subjects response
would extinguish the light.
When the subject pressed the key/in preparation for
the next stimulus^S£ was opened. Relay was operated by
the oscillator. When it was energised^marker pen one was
released; and the light circuit completed (if was closed)
at the same time^the third set of contacts were closed.
When the subject released the key, S2 closed (and marker pen
two operated) the coil of relay R2 was energised, this
closed the two' "holding" contacts in parallel with Sp and
opened the light ciruuit. After releasing the. key, the
subject depressed, it again immediately, leaving the light
off and Rp closed. R^ was opened in the next half cycle of
the oscillation, (Which also opened the light circuit at
R ), thus closing the light circuit contacts at B
J- / «
Experiment two used the signal from the microphone
and amplifier of the intercommunication set to activate the
pen coil of one of the oscillographs.
■Experiment Three. The circuityas for experiment one/
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marker pen two^and the relay R2 circuit was,therefore(cut
out.
Experiment Four. For the ordinary stimuli.the circuit
figure A5 (iii) was used. The subject pressed S2/moving the"
pen and closing R . The experimenter closed (which were
the contacts of a relay controlled by the experimenter)
thus closing the light circuit and operating marker pen
one. The subjectsresponse released marker pen two and
relay R^jextinguishing the stimulus.
For responses in group one and group two of experiment
four, the circuit (as for experiment three was used, the
experimenter clssing S^ for two oscillations only.
For responses in group three!a delay circuity as illustrated
in figure A5 (ii) was constructed, S2 was closed by the
subject. of.The experimenter opened S-, (grid to earth of
oscillator) thusj when R^ closed relay R2 circuit closed
and was held by the two "holding" contacts. The contacts
in parallel with were opened ;as were the pair as part
of the light circuit. With the closing of relay R^the
two pairs of contacts of the oscillator grid and the light
circuits respectively.;were closed, b.After one half cycle,
R^ opened, completing the light circuit and the grid to
earth, switching on the light and stopping the oscillation/
respectively. C„On seeing the light ;the subject opens S2
and closes it again. This opens relay R2 and the whole
cycle starts once more. After two stimuliythe experimenters
switch,Sp was closed.and the circuit switched out.
Experiment Five. The circuit of A5 (iii) was used
as explained above. The preparatory signal circuit
was completely separate, but a switch in marker pen one
circuit, in series with (was gatSged with the preparatory
signal switch,S^ closed the light circuit and opened the
pen circuit simultaneously. The sequence of events was:
Preparatory signal on^marker pen one circuit closed.
Subject closes S2, marker pen two circuit cloned and relay
r2 circuit closed. S^ is operated.Stimulus arrives
(light comes on) marker pen one circuit opened. Subject
releases S2< marker pen two circuit is opened, light goes off.
- 5-
The preparatory signal switched off.fhe cycle is then
repeated after the appropriate interval.
All SY/itches and contacts carrying voltage were 'suppressed'
and relays were used.in preference to manual operation, to
ensure high speed performance where possible. At the
onset of the light^a switch potential \ms occasionally
seen in so-ine records. It was ustially removed by changing
the batteries to the amplifiers;or improving the electrode
connection^.. Occasionally^ as a check on the action of the
marker pens .the switch potentials were introduced (.removing
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